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Parabolic invariant Theory in Complex Analysis 
CHARLES FEFFERMAN* 
Department of Mathematics, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540 
This paper studies two intimately related problems in several complex 
variables. 
GEOMETRIC PROBLEM. Any attempt to understand the geometry of a strictly 
pseudoconvex domain D c @” (n > 1) must come to grips with the local in- 
variants attached to a boundary point p of D. That there are local invariants 
is already clear from a dimension count: It takes more independent parameters 
to specify the Mth-order Taylor expansion of a boundary aD than are required 
for the Mth-order expansion of a biholomorphic map. Our geometric problem 
is to write down these local invariants in explicit, computable form. 
ANALYTIC PROBLEM. The orthogonal projection from L2(D) to the closed 
subspace of analytic functions is given as an integral operator nf(z) = 
JD KD(z, w)f(w) dw, where KD is called the Bergman kernel. The Bergman 
kernel carries a significant part of the information obtained by solving the 
&Neumann problem and appears in geometric investigations as well. Our 
analytic problem is to find a precise asymptotic expansion for the Bergman kernel 
near the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain. 
Our attack on these problems starts with a powerful analogy, which came to 
light recently thanks to the efforts of Stein, Chern and Moser, and others (see 
[2-4, 6, 7, 13, 16, 29-321). The analogy links analysis and geometry on strictly 
pseudoconvex domains D to the study of Riemannian manifolds M, and may be 
summarized as follows:l 
* The research was supported by the N.S.F. Alan T. Waterman award. 
1 The beautiful work of Webster [33] on biholomorphic classification of ellipsoids also 
fits roughly into the analogy, as the pseudoconvex analog of a rigidity theorem. 
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Basic example: 
Analytic problem: 
Tools to solve the 
problem: 
Geometric concepts 
Distinguished 
coordinates: 
Riemannian M Strictly Pseudoconvex D 
M,, = R” with flat metric D, = {(zl , z’) E @” 1 
2 Re(z,) > 1 z’ I”} 
- 
A,u =f au = 01, 8,~ = a; and 
associated Laplacians 
Singular integral 
operators on RvL 
Geodesics 
Parallel transport 
Curvature 
Normal coordinates, 
unique up to rotation 
Convolution with singular 
kernels on the nilpotent 
group aD, 
Chains 
Transport of certain frames 
Chern’s tensors 
Moser’s normal form, 
unique up to linear 
fractional transformation 
The domain D, is called the Siegel domain, while aD, is called the hyper- 
quadric. A few words on the significance of distinguished coordinates for M 
and D are in order. If we want to know whether two Riemannian manifolds M, 
@ with base points are isometric to each other, then in principle we have to 
search for isometries among the infinite-dimensional class of smooth maps 
@: M -+ i@. On the other hand, if M and il?i are written in normal coordinates, 
then an isometry @ can only be a rotation T E O(n), so that we have reduced 
our infinite-dimensional problem to a finite-dimensional one. 
Now J. Moser has accomplished the analogous feat for strictly pseudo- 
convex D. After a biholomorphic change of coordinates, any real-analytic 
boundary aD in a neighborhood of p E aD may be placed in Moser’s normal form 
8D = 2 Re(z,) = 1 z’ I2 + 
1 
c 1 A,$(Im zr)” z’~%?s ,
lal,ISl>Z I>0 I 
p = (O,..., 01, (1) 
where certain sums of the A$ vanish. (For details see [7] or Section 2 below.) 
Of course the boundary (1) is a small perturbation of the hyperquadric in a 
neighborhood of the origin. 
The analog of O(n) for Moser’s normal form is the group Hf of all linear 
fractional transformations of U? which preserve the hyperquadric and fix 
the origin. Given a $ E H+ and a boundary aD in Moser’s normal form, there 
is a unique map @ whose Taylor series at 0 agrees initially with that of 4 and 
which carries 8D to another surface in normal form. Moreover, these @ are the 
only biholomorphic maps fixing 0 which connect two boundaries in Moser’s 
normal form. Thus, Moser’s normal form is analogous to classical normal 
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coordinates on M, in that an infinite-dimensional classification problem is 
reduced to the study of an action of a finite-dimensional group Hi. For our 
purposes, the main difference between M and D will be that HT is not semi- 
simple. 
Using Moser’s normal form, we can now give a precise formulation of our 
geometric problem. An “invariant” associated to the boundary SD given by (1) 
ought to be a function of the coefficients A& which is preserved by the natural 
action of Hi+ on normal forms. Depending on the application one has in mind, 
it may be important to restrict the class of functions of the Aba , e.g., to algebraic 
functions. Classical invariant theory teaches us that the sharpest version of the 
problem arises when we ask for polynomials in the A&. Moreover, this is the 
version one needs to deal with the Bergman kernel. Therefore, we make the 
following: 
DEFINITION. For a polynomial P in variables A& and a Moser normal form 
(l), we write P(aD) for P(A$. Th e p ly o nomial P is called an invariant of weight (3 
if it satisfies the transformation law 
P(aD) = / det @‘(O)l~~/(~+i) . P(aD), (4 
whenever l3D and 8D are in normal form, and @: 8D - 3D is a biholomophic 
map fixing the origin. 
(Note: We have written u/(n + 1) b a ove so that u will be an integer.) 
Finally, we pose the 
GEOMETRIC PROBLEM. Find all invariants of weight (r. 
Let us now return to the analytic problem of finding the Bergman kernel. 
Our starting point is the simplest example D, = (2 Re(z,) - 1 2’ I2 > 0}, where 
one shows easily that Kn,(z, w) = cJ.zr + a1 - u”’ . EY’)-(?~+‘). In particular, 
on the diagonal x = w, we have KDO(z, z) = c,(2 Re(a,) - / z’ 12)-(n~~1~; 
i.e., KDO(z, x) behaves like a negative power of the distance to the boundary. 
Analogous results hold for a general strictly pseudoconvex domain in the spirit 
of the Stein program. 
THEOREM 1. (See [l, 10, 18-201.) Let D = {11, > O> C @, where 4 E Cm(F) 
and grad $ # 0 at aD. Then 
(A) KD(x, 4 = q@)/(~Q))~+l+ q(z) log #(z), where $,$ E Cm(D) and 
(B) At any boundary point p, the Taylor series of 6 and that of 4 module 
O(z,F+l) are uniquely determined by the Taylor expansion of aD. 
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(C) The functions $(4, &4, #( ) z are restrictions to x = w of +(z, w), 
c$(z, w), +(z, w), which are “almost” analytic in z and “almost” conjugate-analytic 
in w. In fact, these functions of z, w may be easily read off from the corresponding 
functions of x. 
(D) Of/’ the diagona2 the Bergman kernel is given by 
We see, then, that the precise determination of the Bergman kernel amounts 
to finding the Taylor series of C(s), 4(z) at the boundary. 
It should now be clear that the asymptotic analysis of the Bergman kernel 
fits into the “big picture” sketched above as the analog for pseudoconvex 
domains of the heat equation on Riemannian manifolds. In fact our earlier 
analogy between M and D continues as follows: 
Asymptotic 
problem: 
In the simplest 
case :
In general: 
Riemannian M 
Find the kernel 8&(x, y) for 
which u(x, t) = sM &(x, y) . 
f(y) d vol( y) solves 
[ 
(a/at - AM) u = 0 on 
M x (0, 0~)) 
u(x, 0) = f  (4 1 
For M0 = R” with flat 
metric, K,(x, y) = c,t-n/2 . 
exp(l x - y 12/2t). In parti- 
cular, K,(x, X) = c,t-+. 
K,(x, y) has an asymptotic 
expansion with c,t-n/2 exp 
(-dista(X, y)/2t) as leading 
term. In particular, &(x,x) = 
c,t-n/z . u + Lx n(x) t”>- 
The yl(x) are uniquely deter- 
mined by the metric and its 
derivatives at x. 
Strictly pseudoconvex D 
Find the Bergman kernel 
KD(% 4. 
For D, = (2 Re(z,) > I z’ 12}, 
K&z, w) = c&z1 + L?iJ - 2’ . 
$)-(n+l)* In particular, 
K&z, x) = c,(2 Re(z,) - 
1 z’ (2)4fl). 
K,(z, W) has an asymptotic 
expansion. In particular, on 
D = {$ > O}, K&z, z) = 
5&4wn+1 + &4 1% 4. 
The Taylor expansions of $ 
and of 4 modulo O(gn+l) are 
uniquely determined by the 
Taylor expansion of aD. 
Of course the discussion of the heat equation by no means stops here. Not 
only can the coefficients yk(x) be identified by H. Weyl’s invariant theory in 
terms of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives, but also upon 
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integrating these results and their variants over the manifold iki’, we recover, 
e.g., the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Without going into details, we recall a relevant 
algebraic theorem, namely, 
WEYL’S THEOREM FOR O(n). Let 0? be a vector space whose points are lists 
(R(O), R(l),..., Rc”)) of tensors of various ranks, and let E be an O(n)-invariant 
subset of 12. Then any polynomial on Q! whose restriction to E is O(n)-invariant 
must coincide on E with a linear combination of the “ Weyl invariants” 
In the application to the heat equation, R(j) will be thejth covariant derivative 
of the curvature tensor. See [14, 351 for a fuller explanation. 
Our goal here is to give an analogous precise asymptotic expansion for the 
Bergman kernel. It is tempting to speculate on the consequences of integrating 
our results. 
In any event, returning to the heat equation, we recognize in the correction 
terms n(x) t-nlz+k three basic ingredients: 
(a) The function t and its powers, 
(b) The curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives. 
(c) H. Weyl’s invariant theory, which tells us how to manufacture scalar 
invariants from tensors. 
To find our precise formula for the Bergman kernel, we therefore have to 
give analogs of these ideas. We begin with (a). Here, we are trying to find a 
function u(z) on D which plays the role of uo(z) = 2Re(z,) - 1 x’ l2 on the 
Siegel domain Do . This is not so trivial as step (a) for the heat equation, since 
our domain D is not given canonically near the boundary as aD x (0, co). 
Motivated by Theorem 1 (A), we define a nonlinear operator 
i 
u aujaz, ... aujagn 
J(u) = (-1)” det au’.y1 
auj&, a2t4/azj az, 
and use for our u the solution of the Dirichlet problem 
j(u) = 1 in D, u = 0 on aD. (2) 
In case D = (2 Re(z,) > 1 z’ 12>, one checks that u = 2 Re(z,) - 1 x’ I2 solves 
(2). Moreover, Eq. (2) has several natural interpretations, of which we mention 
that of E. Calabi. The solution u(z) of (2) is that function for which 
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is the volume element for a complete Kahler-Einstein metric. (Recall that 
ds2 is called an Einstein metric if its Ricci tensor is a constant multiple of the 
metric tensor. The Poincare metric on the disk, or more generally the Bergman 
metric ds2 = Cj,lc 3/&@~, log Kn(z, x) dzj &, on the Siegel domain is a 
Kahler-Einstein metric.) It follows that the solution u of (2) has a simple trans- 
formation law under biholomorphic maps. In fact for @: D + D biholomorphic 
and u o , UB the solutions of (2), we have 
ua(@(z)) = 1 det @‘(~)1~/(~+l) uD(z). (3) 
Thus, u-(“T~)(z) has the same transformation law as K,(z, z). Altogether, we 
expect a close connection to tie the Bergman kernel to the Monge-Ampere 
equation (2). 
To exploit this connection, we now explain how to calculate U(X) in a practical 
way. Our goal is to find “approximate solutions” u for which J(U) - 1 vanishes 
to high order at the boundary of our domain. (Mercifully, since we are only 
concerned here with asymptotics at the boundary, we need not tackle the difficult 
problems of existence or regularity of exact solutions of (2). The best-known 
result in that direction is Cheng-Yau’s theorem that u exists and is smooth in 
the interior when D is a tube domain .2 Finding the approximate solutions is 
easy if we take advantage of the trick identities: 
J(71#) = PI(#) + O(#), (4) 
J(# + VP) = [l + s(n + 2 - 4 vP7 . JW + O(P>T s 3 2. (5) 
These identities follow from elementary manipulations with determinants. 
See [l 11. Given a strictly pseudoconvex domain D = (# > 0} L CT, with 
grad z/ # 0 on aD, we set u(l) = [J(#)]-l’“+l$. Identity (4) shows that j(@) = 1 
on aD. Next, given zJ-l) satisfying J(u(~-~)) - 1 = 0($8-l), we set ucs) = 
zJs-l) + ~(~(~-1))~ and use identity (5) to solve for 7 so that J(u(@) - 1 = O(#“). 
The result is 
u's) = u(S-1) . 
E 
* + 1 - J(u(S-1’) 
I s(n + 2 - s) . 
Thus, starting with D = {# > 01, we have a simple algorithm to produce 
high-order approximate solutions of (2). We merely define recursively 
u(1) = * . (](#))-l/'"+l', 
u(s) = u(s-l) . 
[ 
1 + 1 - J(u(s-1)) 
s(n + 2 - s) I . 
2 See also the remarkable recent work of Yau [36]. Added in proof: Cheng and Yau 
recently proved a deep regularity result in the general case. 
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The general solution of J(u) = 1 + O(@) is u = tP + O($s+l). In particular, 
modulo O(@i i), our function u fs) depends only on D, and not on the particular 
defining function 4. 
Unfortunately, there is a zero in the denominator of (6) if we take s = n + 2. 
Hence the best we can obtain from (6) is a function u = zJn+l) satisfying 
J(u) = 1 + O(+P+‘), so that u + O(Z,P+~) t ransforms like a negative power of 
the Bergman kernel. This function furnishes our analog of step (a) above for 
strictly pseudoconvex domains. See [ 1 I] for details. 
Next, we want the analog of (b) for pesudoconvex domains, i.e., a list of 
tensors invariantly associated to a boundary point. We shall again make use 
of the Monge-Ampere equation (2). To simplify the exposition, we work 
first with exact solutions of (2) and then pass to the approximate solutions (6) 
to obtain something computable. 
Starting then with the solution U(X) of (2) we introduce an extra complex 
variable z0 E C* = C\{O}, and define U(x, , Z) = 1 ucO I2 U(Z) and ds2 = 
&,,,(a2/&@Q U d z j ii zk on @ * x D. Now the function U and the Kahler metric 
ds2 are biholomorphic invariants associated to D. In fact, for CD: D - D we 
define the biholomorphic lifting CD+: C* x D -+ C* x D by (~a , 2) --t (f, , 2) 
with f  = Q(Z), I,, = (det @‘(a))-iln~l z,,. The transformation law (3) for 
solutions of the Monge-Ampere equation yields / f ,  I2 us = / x0 I2 uo(~), 
so the function U is indeed a biholomorphic invariant; hence the metric ds2 
is invariant as well. 
Let us see what this means in the simple example D, = {2 Re(z,) > 1 Z’ I”}. 
The solution of (2) is u = 2 Re(x,) - / Z’ 12, so U(Z, , zi , z’) = / z,, I2 x 
(2 Re(z,) - I Z’ I”). W e now pass to projective coordinates: J& = z0 , cl, = x,,x~ 
(K 3 1). (Note that zk = &./&, for k >, 1, so the 5’s really are projective coordi- 
nates.) In terms of the c’s, 
U($ ... 5,) = 2 Re(S& - I 5' 12, 
so that 
Hence, the biholomorphic invariance of U and ds2 correspond in our simple 
example to the elementary fact that the analytic automorphisms of the Siegel 
domain go over in projective coordinates to linear transformations preserving 
an indefinite quadratic form. Note also that our metric ds2 is nondegenerate 
even at the boundary. This holds true also for general strictly pseudoconvex 
domains. 
Now we are in position to give our list of invariant tensors, fulfilling part (b) 
of our program. From our metric ds2, we simply form the curvature tensor 
(Z$,& and its covariant derivatives, e.g., (Rj~lE,P,g~st). These tensors are 
invariantly associated to any point of C* x D. Of course as matters now stand, 
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we cannot compute our tensors since they depend on an exact solution of the 
Monge-Ampere equation. However, we may use the approximate solution (6) 
in place of an exact solution. Our tensor (RjsE,,...,-) will then be well defined 
and invariant on @* x aD, unless its defining formula involves such high-order 
derivatives of the metric that the ambiguity in u + O(p+s) plays a role. Roughly 
speaking, it turns out that the tensors of rank <2n are well defined by the above 
process and so form biholomorphic invariants on C* x aD. On the other hand, 
tensors of rank >2n fail to be well defined by that process, because of the 
ambiguity in u + O(p+2). (S ee S t ec ion 2 below for a more accurate statement.) 
In any event, we have produced a list of invariant tensors of rank <2n, each of 
which can be computed by elementary formulas starting from a defining function 
$ for the domain D. Thus, we have completed step (b) in our program. 
Following H. Weyl, we now show how to make scalar invariants from our 
tensors (RifrlSi,P...d), The process involves three simple steps. 
Step 1. Take a tensor product of several R’s, e.g., 
Jhii,al 0 &ca,z 0 *.* 0 %~,o . 
Step 2. Pair up the barred indices to the unbarred indices, e.g., 
%m.pq 0 Rn6ea.a 0 “’ 0 Rm., . - 
-.- 
etc. 
Step 3. Contract in all indices to form a scalar 
Q = Trace[Rmm,- 0 &xt 0 *a* 0 Qw~~I~ 
Q is called a Weyl inwariunt. If the tensor product in step 1 involved 4 factors 
and a total of p indices, then we say that the Weyl invariant Q has weight 
WT(O) = p - 2q. Since each R has at least four indices, WT(Q) 3 0, and 
there are only finitely many Weyl invariants of a given weight. 
Although we were vague earlier on the effect of the ambiguity in u + O(p+“), 
we can now state the 
LEMMA. (A) The Weyl invariants of weight ,<2n - 2 are well dejned on 
Q=* x ao. 
(B) For any Weyl invariant Q of weight <2n, the expression QlJwT(R)/2 
is well defined mod&o an additive O(@‘-1) as a result of the ambiguity 
in 24 + O(#n+z). 
The easy proof will be given later. 
In the special case of a domain D in Moser’s normal form (l), a Weyl invariant 
Qofweighta<2n,evaluatedat(z,,z)=(l,O...O)E@* xaD,isapoly- 
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nomial in the coefficients AiD, and as such is an invariant of weight (T in the sense 
of our geometric problem. By abuse of notation, we call this invariant poly- 
nomial a Weyl invariant. 
Now we can state our results on the analytic and geometric problems we 
posed at the outset. 
THEOREM 2. For (T < 2n - 40, every invariant of weight 0 is a linear com- 
bination of Weyl invariants of wezght (T. 
THEOREM 3. The Bergman kernel for D = (# > 0) C @n is given by 
Here, Q, ... Q, is a finite list of Weyl invariants, and h, ... h, are coefficients 
depending only on the dimension. 
Note. Explicit calculations involving the reproducing formula for the 
Bergman kernel have been carried out by H. Christoffers; these calculations 
prove that the hi associated to the simplest of the Weyl invariants (Q = /I R,klz 112, 
WT(SZ) = 4) does not vanish. Thus, the Q’s are really needed in Theorem 3. 
To prove Theorems 2 and 3, we shall have to carry out step (c) of the program 
sketched above, i.e., develop the analog of H. Weyl’s invariant theory for strictly 
pseudoconvex domains D. Two obstacles make the invariant theory for D 
harder than Weyl’s classical theory for M, and our proof centers on overcoming 
them. First of all, Weyl’s theory rests on the simple observation that problems 
of invariant theory with respect to a group G reduce to the task of understanding 
the finite-dimensional representations of G. In classical invariant theory, G 
is semisimple, e.g., G = O(n, 1) or SL(n, R), so that the representations of G 
are well behaved and thoroughly understood. Now, however, we have to deal 
with the nonsemisimple group H+, which forms a parabolic subgroup of 
SU(n, I), the group of linear fractional transformations of the hyperquadric. 
Two avenues of attack are open to us: We could forge ahead with the represen- 
tation theory of H+, hoping to gain enough information to do invariant theory; 
or we can try to reduce matters back to the semisimple group SU(n, 1). I was 
unable to make headway with the first approach, though it may ultimately be 
the more direct of the two. Accordingly, I carried out the second attack, using 
some classical results of Weizenbijck [34], Seshadri [28], and Hochschild and 
Mostow [ 171 as the starting point. 
Before explaining the Hochschild-Mostow-Seshadri (HMS) technique, let 
us turn to the second obstacle which makes invariant theory for H+ harder than 
the classical theory. We shall compare the semisimple group G = O(n, 1) 
of all matrices preserving an indefinite quadratic form on Rn+l with its parabolic 
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subgroup H = {T E O(n, 1) / Te = e}. H ere, e is a vector in the light cone of 
the quadratic form. One of the oldest results of classical invariant theory is the 
BABY THEOREM FOR G. The G-invariant polynomials in vectors vu1 ... vN 
are generated by the inner products (vi , vk) with respect to the quadratic form. 
The HMS technique proves the parabolic analog of this result. 
BABYTHEOREMFOR H. The H-invariant polynomials in vl ... vN are generated 
by the (vj , vk) and (vj , e). 
So far, so good. However, Weyl made two decisive improvements in the baby 
theorem for G. First of all, he replaced the vectors vi ... v,,, by a list of tensors 
of arbitrary rank, such as the (&r), (Rijk&, etc., arising from a Riemannian 
metric. This generalization proves no problem for the HMS technique. Second, 
Weyl imposed restrictions on the vectors or tensors under discussion, arriving 
at the sharp 
WEYL THEOREM FOR G. Let E be a G-invariant set of N-tuples of vectors 
(vl ... v,), and let P(v, ... vN) be a polynomial which is G-invariant when 
restricted to the set E. Then P coincides on E with a polynomial generated by the 
(Vi , vd. 
This result and its variants are needed for the applications to differential 
geometry and the heat equation, since the curvature tensor and its covariant 
derivatives are subject to numerous restrictions, such as symmetries and anti- 
symmetries, Bianchi identities, and Ricci identities. Remarkably, when viewed 
representation-theoretically, the Weyl theorem follows instantly from the 
baby theorem for G-one simply recalls that a subrepresentation of a finite- 
dimensional representation of G is a direct summand. Alas, the situation is 
completely different for H. The “Weyl theorem” for an H-invariant set E 
of N-tuples of tensors may be true or false, depending on the set E. This means 
that analysis of the group alone cannot simultaneously dispatch all the problems 
of invariant theory as in the semi-simple case. Rather, each problem must be 
dealt with on its own merits. The HMS technique will explain precisely what 
this amounts to. 
In a moment, we shall illustrate the HMS technique. by proving the baby 
theorem for H, but first we pause to discuss its philosophy. Given a problem on 
H-invariant polynomials, it is easy enough to switch over from H to the full 
group O(n, 1). However, we must pay a price for the simplification: Instead 
of polynomials, we must understand the O(n, l)- invariant rational functions on 
some variety. This leads naturally to the well-known concept of “normal 
variety” in algebraic geometry. A variety V C CN with a nasty singular set V/s 
is called normal if every rational function which is holomorphic on the regular 
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points of V (i.e., V\V,) coincides on I/ with a polynomial. This may be stated 
more picturesquely as follows. There are two natural definitions of an analytic 
function on V. 
A continuous function F on V is called holomorphic if it extends to an analytic 
function on a neighborhood of V in the ambient space, while F is called weakly 
holomorphic if it is analytic on the regular points of V. The variety V is normal 
if these two definitions of analytic functions coincide. 
In practice it is difficult to decide whether a given variety is normal. However, 
for the baby theorem for H, what arises for our scrutiny is a baby algebraic 
variety, whose normality is a simple, familiar fact. 
Without more ado, let us now prove the baby theorem for H. We may assume 
that the quadratic form on R”+l is I/ o II2 = 2v,v, - Ckae ok2 for v  = (v,, ... vn), 
and that e = (1,0 ... 0). Let P(vl ... v”) b e an H-invariant polynomial in 
vectors 79 ... vN. 
Note first of all that O(n, 1) acts transitively on the light cone: Given a vector 
w in the light cone, we pick a T, E O(n, 1) which carries w to the vector e. For 
vectors w, vi 1.. aN with w in the light cone, define 
F(w, v1 ... v”) = P(T,d ... T,vN). (4 
The H-invariance of P shows at once that F(w, v1 ... vN) is independent of the 
particular T, used in (a), and that F is an O(n, 1)-invariant function on 
v, = {(w, vl ... v”) 1 Each 79 and w are real vectors, and /j w iI2 = O}. By substi- 
tuting the matrix 
T, = E O(% 1) 
into (a), we can express F as a rational function with a power of w0 in the denomi- 
nator. Since F is O(n, I)-invariant, we may also write it as a rational function 
with a power of wi in the denominator. That is, 
F(w, 01 ...vN) = !&(W,vl”‘vN) = %(W,vl’*‘vN) on vR, 
Wok Wlk 
(b) 
for certain polynomials Q0 and Q1 . 
Next we pass from the real variety V, to the complex variety V = 
{(w, v1 ... v”) 1 Each vj and w are complex vectors, and I/ w 112 = 2w,w, - 
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Ix k&? wk 2 = O}. In the complement of {w = O], V is a connected complex 
manifold in which I’, sits as a totally real submanifold of maximal dimension, 
just as R” sits in C”. Consequently, wikQ,, - wokQ1, which vanishes on VR 
by (b), must vanish on all of V. Thus we may regard F as a rational function 
on all of I’, and equations (b) still hold there. Moreover, Eqs. (b) show that 
F is holomorphic on V\{w = 0}, except possibly on the subset {ws = wr = O}. 
Since subvarieties of codimension two are removable singularities on complex 
manifolds, the function F must actually be holomorphic on all of V\{w = 01. 
Now we can use an elementary result from algebraic geometry: V as defined 
above is a normal variety. (See [9].) S ince F is a rational function holomorphic 
on I’, there is a polynomial Q(w, zll .*. wN) which coincides with F on V. Restric- 
ting attention back to real vectors w, v1 ... uN, we have F = Q(w, d ... vN) 
on V,. In particular, Q is O(n, 1)-invariant when restricted to V, . Hence, 
by Weyl’s theorem for G, Q agrees on V, with a polynomial generated by inner 
products of the w, v1 ... vN. That is, F = a polynomial generated by the (nj, v”) 
and (vj, w) on V, . Restricting attention to the case w = e and using T, = id 
in (a), we see that P(w l ... ZJ”) = a polynomial generated by the (&, v”> and 
(vj, e), which is the conclusion of the baby theorem for H. 
It is clear by now what goes wrong if we try to prove “Weyl’s theorem for H” 
by the above (HMS) method: If we start with an H-invariant polynomial on 
an H-invariant set E and proceed by HMS, then we shall arrive at some very 
complicated variety V’ in place of the baby variety V encountered above. Since 
V’ may or may not be normal, the method may or may not work. Later on, we 
shall meet several important examples where “Weyl’s theorem for H” is false. 
What happens when we try the HMS technique to prove Theorems 2 and 3 ? 
At first glance, the situation looks hopelessly complicated, simply because there 
are so many tensors to deal with. For instance, the tensors with four barred and 
four unbarred indices are: 
However, modulo “junk terms,” all these tensors are the same, and all are 
symmetric inj, 1, p, q and in K, iii, f, S. Here, “junk terms” are nonlinear expres- 
sions in R’s of lower rank. Thus, if we are willing to ignore junk terms, we are 
really dealing with a single symmetric tensora R(“J = (Ra&al=4,!R~=4. This 
leads us to the following highly simplified version of our parabolic invariant- 
theory problem, which we can hope to understand by HMS: 
Our setting is C” with the indefinite quadratic form 11 v II2 = Re(2 v,,@i - 
xk>2 1 vk 1”). 
s Footnote on notation. In this paper the symbols 01, /I, etc., stand for finite lists of 
indices, 1 (Y I stands for the length of a list OL, and aj stands for the list formed by adding j 
onto the end of cy. Statements like (Y = j ... j have a self-evident meaning. za means 
Zil . ... . zj. for a = j1 ... j, . On the rare occasions when a or /J denotes a multi-index, 
the fact will be mentioned explicitly. 
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The parabolic problem .The HMS problem 
The group. H = (matrices preserving G = U(n, 1) = (matrices preserving 
IIv1/2andthevectore=(1,0...0)}. II * II”>* 
The tensors. For each M, N > 0 we For each M, N 3 0 we have a 
have a symmetric tensor R@“’ = symmetric RCM” = vw%=M.,41=N. 
(R:‘n’>, /=U ISl=N 0, * 
The restrictions 
@ trace(ZPN)) = 0. 
@ RLF”’ = @fN’. 
0’ trace(RcMR)) = 0. 
0’ c vLR:pN) = R$? 
@ R(Mfi)=OifM<20rN<2. 0’ RcMN) = 0 if M < 2 or N < 2. 
0’ V”v; + v&l - c v,v, = 0. 
k>2 
In the parabolic problem, we are interested in H-invariant polynomials defined 
on the space of all (R’“IP))M,Na,, satisfying @-0. 
We should explain briefly where the restrictions @-@ and a’-@ come from. 
Restriction @ reflects the fact that our Kahler metric ds2 has vanishing Ricci 
tensor, since its volume element4 is 1 a,, Is dz, A .. A dz, A dz, A .. . A &, , 
while the general Klhler metric with volume form p dz, A ... A dz, A dz, A ... A 
dz, has Ricci tensor Ric,t = (a2/&+Zk) log p. 
Restriction @ reflects the fact that our tensors arose as covariant derivatives 
of (Rj,qtfi) and therefore have at least two barred and two unbarred indices. 
Restrictions @ and @ are disguised forms of Euler’s relation for homogeneous 
functions and reflect the homogeneity in z,, displayed by a metric defined as 
Now the start of an HMS attack on this parabolic problem is to introduce 
an arbitrary vector v = (v. ... a,) in the light cone, which plays the role of w 
in the proof of the baby theorem for H, as given above. Restriction@’ says that 
v lies in the light cone, while a--@’ are the analogs of @@ with v replacing e. 
(In particular, note that @ asserts that Rt”+lN) yields RfMN) when contracted 
against e, so that @’ is the correct analog of 0.) Now we let v, ... V~ and v. ...cfi 
vary independently and ask whether the algebraic variety V defined by Eqs. 
4 This is just another way of writing the Monge-Ampere equation (2). 
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@‘-a’ is normal. If the answer is yes, then HMS will yield a complete solution 
to our problem of parabolic invariant theory. 
Of course, in order to get to this stage, we had to simplify greatly our original 
problem, by throwing away nonlinear “junk terms.” Fortunately, there is a 
way to reduce our original problem to its present simplified form, so that by 
studying the variety p defined by @‘--@‘, we really are proving Theorems 2 
and 3. 
With the junk terms disposed of and our conscience cleared, we recall the 
notion of universal denominators, as background for our study of l? A poly- 
nomial q(z) is called a universal denominator for a variety V C @” if every weakly 
holomorphic function F on V may be represented in the form F = G/q, with 
G holomorphic on a neighborhood of V in @ %. In particular, for a universal 
denominator q, any rational function F which is holomorphic on the regular 
points of V may be written as F = P/q for a polynomial P. It is a standard 
theorem (see [15, 231) that if V is a variety and q is a polynomial vanishing on 
the singular set of V, then some power of q is a universal denominator. 
Our discussion of HMS in connection with Theorems 2 and 3 has so far 
ignored an important point. Since the list of (RMN))M,Nao is infinite, we are 
really dealing not with one variety p but rather with infinitely many varieties V, . 
ForL > 0, V, consists of truncated lists (R(MN)),~,,,s, together with z+, ... v, 
and ?J,, ... v;, , for which restrictions @‘-@’ hold. There are obvious projections 
TL - L’. v,, + V, for L’ > L. 
Interest now centers on the weakly holomorphic rational functions F on VL . 
Since the singular set of V, is contained in {v,, = ..* = v, = 0} U {ti,, = ... = 
+Y,, = 0}, the remark on universal denominators with q = v,,~,, shows that F 
may be written in the form F = Q/(v&)~, for a polynomial Q in v and R. With 
no loss of generality, we may assume that Q is homogeneous in the R-variables. 
We hope that F = Q/(v&,)” agrees on V, with a polynomial. It turns out that 
the whole situation depends critically on the degree d of Q in the R-variables. 
Here is the story as we believe it to be. In a moment, we shall explain which 
parts of it we have proved. 
BASIC CONJECTURE. Case 1 (low degree). If d < n - 20, then F agrees 
on V, with a polynomial. 
Case 2 (high degree). If d > 2n + 10, then F need not agree on VL with 
a polynomial. However, for a large L’ > L, F 0 ni’ agrees on Vr, with a poly- 
nomial. 
Case 3 (intermediate degree). If d - n, then it may happen that F 0 xi’ 
does not agree with a polynomial on V,, , no matter how large we take L’. 
In Section 3 below we prove 
THEOREM 4. The Basic Conjecture holds in Case 1. 
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The techniques used there doubtless handle Case 2 also, though the details 
will be formidable. Case 3, for which we have only soft evidence, leads to a 
natural question with implications for invariant theory. Fix integers L and d, 
with n - 20 < d < 2n + 10, and define vector spaces JV, &, as follows. 
JV consists of all weakly holomorphic rational functions on VL which are homo- 
geneous of degree d in the RtMm); No C JV consists of those F for which F o rrk’ 
is the restriction of a polynomial to I’,, , for a large L’ > L. There is a natural 
representation pdL of U(n, 1) on the quotient space N/Jr/“. Our conjecture for 
Case 3 says that N/N0 # 0 for certain L and d. However, one checks trivially 
that N/N0 is finite dimensional. 
PROBLEM. Describe the decomposition of pdL into irreducible representations 
of U(n, 1). 
Our results and conjectures on weakly holomorphic functions on VL translate 
immediately into information on parabolic invariant theory by means of HMS. 
Let EL denote the space of all (R(““)),,,s, satisfying restrictions @@). We are 
concerned with polynomials P in the (RcMN)) which are H-invariant when 
restricted to EL . Among these are the “Weyl invariants,” defined by taking 
traces of tensor products of the R tMR). Corresponding to Cases l-3 above, we 
obtain: 
THEOREM 5. If deg P < n - 20, then P is a linear combination of Weyl 
invariants. 
STRONG CONJECTURE. If P is homogeneous of degree 32n + 10, then again 
P is a linear combination of Weyl invariants. However, the Weyl invariants 
may involve RfMfl)‘s of higher rank than those which appear in P. 
QUESTION. Does the strong conjecture remain valid if the degree of P 
lies between n - 20 and 272 + 10 ? 
The answer hinges on whether the trivial (one-dimensional) representation 
of U(n, 1) occurs in pdL. 
Theorem 5 implies Theorems 2 and 3, just as Weyl’s invariant theory yields 
the asymptotics of the heat equation. Details will be given in a later section, 
but we should note here that the restriction to polynomials of degree <n - 20 
in Theorem 5 goes over to the restriction to invariants of weight <2n - 40 
in Theorems 2 and 3. 
The outline of our story is now clear: Our crucial result is Theorem 4. From 
it we obtain Theorem 5 by HMS and then deduce Theorems 2 and 3 on the 
geometric and analytic problems which we set out to understand. We close 
our introduction with a rapid sketch of the proof of Theorem 4. 
607/31/2-z 
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The first step in the proof is to reduce matters to studying the module of 
all solutions A = (QO, Qr, Q$ , Q$ , Q$ , Qts , Q6) of 
Q”(v~c~)” - Q~(P)~v~)~ + 1 C QEB(trace R(Mx)),p 
M.N<L lal=M-1 
ISl=N-1 
+ C c Q$ (R:f*) - C ~8:~~)) 
M<L-1 I e I =M 2 
N<L (6(=N 
+ ,;<, I gM Q:dR:?') 
mln(‘M.N)<P ,;,=N 
(4 
This occurs naturally if we note that (votiO)k and (vr~r)~ are both universal 
denominators for V, when k is large: A weakly holomorphic rational function 
F on VL must have the form 
F=p+=_ 
%Vl (VOU”Jk 
on VL. (B) 
Since (vrfir)li QO - (wo~,Jk Q1 vanishes on V, , it belongs to the radical of the 
the ideal YL generated by Eqs. a-@‘. An argument in the spirit of HMS lets 
us prove the sharper result (vi~i)” Q(i - (v~u~)~ Q1 E 9L , and thus (a) holds 
for suitable Q$ ... Q6. 
Now let us call a solution A = (p .. Q6) of (a) faworable if Qa has the form 
Q” = (v,v,)” S + T, (Y) 
where S and T are polynomials and T E YL . 
Theorem 4 reduces to the 
CLAIM. Every solution of (a) having degree <n - 20 in the RLrR)‘s is 
favorable. 
In fact, a weakly holomorphic rational function F satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 4 gives rise to a low-degree solution A of (c+ If Q is favorable, then 
F _ & _ (VO~O)~ s + T 
“OfJO (vOeO)k = ’ On VL ; 
i.e., F agrees with a polynomial on V, , which is the conclusion of Theorem 4. 
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To prove the Claim, we shall produce an explicit list A, ... A, of solutions of 
(oL), show that each of these A, is favorable by writing down S and T satisfying 
(y), and then prove the 
MAIN LEMMA. All low-degree solutions of (a) are generated by A, ... A, . 
Since the favorable solutions of (a) f orm a module, the main lemma yields 
our Claim at once, and hence proves Theorem 4. It is quite easy to write down 
a suitable list A, ... A, and check condition (y). The main point in proving 
Theorem 4 is therefore to establish the Main Lemma. 
I do not know a simple direct proof of the Main Lemma. However, it is not 
hard to prove four “reduction principles,” each of which asserts that the Main 
Lemma follows logically from a finite list of simpler variants. Again, the simpler 
variants are not easy to prove, but the same four reduction principles show that 
each of the variants follows from a list of yet simpler variants. The process 
continues, our aim being eventually to arrive at variants of the Main Lemma 
simple enough to verify explicitly. 
The key difficulty in this approach is that not all the variants of the Main 
Lemma are true. Therefore, at each stage we must be extremely careful to apply 
the correct reduction principle. Otherwise, we may ruin our chances by reducing 
something true to something false. 
The whole process may be viewed as a game: We want to prove the Main 
Lemma, while the devil wants to disprove it. We move by picking one of the 
four reduction principles, thus reducing the Main Lemma to a finite list of 
simpler variants. The devil replies by picking one of the simpler variants 
(which he believes to be false) and challenging us to prove it. We reply by picking 
a reduction principle, so that again matters are reduced to a finite list of yet 
simpler variants. The devil replies by challenging us to prove one of the variants 
on that list, etc., etc. Play continues in this way until finally we arrive at a variant 
of the Main Lemma which is simple enough to be checked explicitly. The game 
then ends-we win if the variant lemma is true, while the devil wins if it is 
false. Clearly, proving the Main Lemma amounts to finding a strategy to beat 
the devil in the game just described. 
Our winning strategy consists of 
(a) a list of 50 favorable positions, one of which is the opening position 
of the game; 
(b) a list of instructions, telling what to do in each of the 50 positions. 
If we are in one of the favorable positions, the instructions provide us with 
a combination of at most five moves, which we are to carry out. At the end of 
this combination, we shall again be in one of the 50 favorable positions, regardless 
of how the devil replies to our moves. Since the game has no draws and our list 
of positions includes none in which the devil has already won, it follows that 
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our strategy leads to inevitable victory, starting from any of the 50 favorable 
positions. In particular, the Main Lemma holds, and the proofs of Theorems 
2-5 are complete. 
1. AN EASY CASE 
In this section we shall analyze a simple model problem of parabolic invariant 
theory which already exhibits the phenomena described in our Basic Conjecture. 
Our setting is R”+l with the quadratic form I/ w II2 = 2v,v, - &>a vk2 and the 
distinguished vector e = (1,0 ... 0) in the light cone. 
The groups of interest to us are: 
O(n, 1) = the group of matrices preserving the quadratic form 11 z, 112, 
H = {T E O(n, 1) I Te = e}, 
SO(n, 1) = {T E O(n, 1) I det T = +l}, 
SH = (TE H I det T = +l}. 
We shall work with tensors R(O), R(l), Rc2), e t c., satisfying the restrictions: 
@ For M 2 0, R(M) = (RiyJ.jiu) is a symmetric M-tensor. 
@ Trace (Rc”)) = 0. 
@ R:fft;;o = R;f?‘!.jM . 
@ Rc”) = 0 for M < MO . 
These restrictions are modeled in an obvious way on the restrictions @a 
in the setup for Theorem 5 above. Set E = ((R(O), R(l), Rt2),...) / restrictions 
@a hold.}. Note that E is H-invariant. 
The basic problem of this section is to write down all polynomials in.the Rc”) 
which are H-invariant (or SH-invariant) when restricted to E. Among these 
are the Weyl inz~~riunts P = Trace(R(Mr) @ ... @ R(Ma)). For the group SH, 
we obtain additional invariants by using the “volume form” Sz = w” A 
OJlA .‘.hW”, where e+ is the l-tensor with components (w”)~ = Sj,. The 
(n + I)-tensor !J is SH-invariant, but not H-invariant. Now we define a skew 
Weyl invariant as Q = Trace(Rt”1) @ ... @ R(MJ @ Sz). Skew Weyl invariants 
are SH-invariant but not H-invariant. Our results are given by 
THEOREM 6. Let P be a homogeneous polynomial in the R(O), R(l),... of degree 
#n-l. 
(A) If P is H-invariant on E, then P coincides on E with a linear combination 
of Weyl invariants. 
(B) If P is SH-invariant on E, then P coincides on E with a linear combination 
of Weyl invariants and skew Weyl invariants. 
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Before launching into the proof of Theorem 6, we shall present a little back- 
ground. Let us begin with the 
Remark. Every H-invariant polynomial on the space W, of symmetric 
M-tensors Rc”) with trace 0 may be written as a linear combination of the “Weyl 
invariants” Trace [Rf”)@ -..@ Rc”) @ e @ 1.. @ e]. 
This follows by HMS from Weyl’s invariant theory for O(n, 1). The variety 
which we must prove normal is merely (20~73 - &,2 wk2 = 0}, as in the proof 
of the baby theorem for H. 
Now we can see that Theorem 6 would be a triviality, were it not for the 
presence of restriction 8. ‘In fact, let E’ = ((R(O), R(l),...) / Restrictions 0-0 
hold}, and let P be H-invariant on E’. Since P involves only finitely many of 
the Rt”), and since the entries of Rt”1) are also entries of Rc”2) for M2 > MI 
by virtue of (c), we may regard P as a polynomial in the entries of a single tensor 
RfL). Moreover, since every R(‘J E W, occurs in a list (R(O), R(l),...) E E’, we 
know that P is H-invariant on all of W, . The remark shows that P agrees on 
E’ with a linear combination of expressions Trace[RtL) @ RIL) @ ... @ RtL) @ 
e @ ... @ e], each of which may easily be rewritten as Trace[Rc”1) @ 
R(Mz) @ ... @ R(Ma)] by virtue of 0. This proves the analog of Theorem 6(A) 
with restriction @ removed. A similar argument applies for Theorem 6(B). 
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 6, we shall make a thorough study 
of the simplest nontrivial case: n = 2, MO = 0. 
First of all, the group SH is isomorphic to R1 by the map 
while H is generated by SH and the single reflection 
1 
7=0 i 
0 0 
10. 
0 O-l ! 
Second, it will be useful to parametrize E and E’ by the independent variables 
xk = (l/k!) R;:l., . The defining conditions 0-0 for E’ yield R~~~~~, = 
R,!F.‘.jM and 2Rjy.?f$o = Rj’I~~$.22, so that 
RcM) . 1.. 1 2. .2 “...O = 
?F-- 1 M-k-1 
(*I 
Conversely, Eqs. (*) yield a list (R (Or, R(l), Rt2),...) E E’ for any sequence 
(x0 9 Xl , x2 v...), so the xk are coordinates on I?‘. Within E’ the subset E is given 
simply as {x0 = O}. 
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In terms of the xk, the action of H on E’ is: 
TA o (Xk)k>O = (Yk.)k>O with yk = i (Al/l!) xkel , 
l=O 
7 o @k)k>O = (Yk)k>O with yk = (- 1)“’ xK . 
Consequently a polynomial P(x,, , x1 , x2 ,...) on E’ is SH-invariant if and only 
if it satisfies the infinitesimal condition 
; VA 0 x) I/\=0 = 0; i.e., P=O. 
Similarly a polynomial P(x, , x2 ,... ) defined on E = (x0 = 0} is SH-invariant 
if and only if it is annihilated by (Ck>r x,(a/axk+r)). 
We are trying to show that an “arbitrary” SH-invariant polynomial 
P(x, , x1 ,...) defined on E = {x0 = 0) agrees on E with a linear combination 
of Weyl and skew Weyl invariants. Since Weyl and skew Weyl invariants are 
SH-invariant not merely on E but on all of E’, this would imply that P is the 
restriction to {x0 = O> of an SH-invariant polynomial p(xo , x1 , xi ,...). 
Conversely, we already saw that an SH-invariant polynomial P on E’ is a linear 
combination of Weyl and skew Weyl invariants, so that P = p lE is also such 
a linear combination. In other words, proving Theorem 6 in the case n = 2, 
MO = 0 amounts to answering the 
TEST QUESTION. Let P(x, , x2 ,...) be a polynomial annihilated by 
02 kar xk(a/8xk+J). Can we write P as the restriction to {x0 = 0) of a 
polynomial P(xo , x1 , x, ,...) annihilated by (&a xk(a/axk+r)) ? 
Now we can already come to grips with invariant theory for SH C SO(2, 1) 
simply by looking at “examples,” as in the following 
LEMMA. Let Inv(M) be the ring of polynomials in x1 ... X~ annihilated by 
(Ck>l xk@Pxk+*N. 
(A) Inv(1) and Inv(2) are generated by 1, x1 . 
(B) Inv(3) is generated by 1, x1 , xsa - 2x,x, 
(C) Inv(4) is generated by 1, x1 , xs2 - 2x,x, , 3xr2x4 - 3x,x,x, + x23, 
and x1~a3 + 9xr2xa2 - 3x22x32 - 18x,x,x,x, + ~x,~x, . 
(D) Inv(5) is generated by 1, x1 , x22 - 2x1x3 , 3xr2x, - 3x,x2x, + xas, 
x32 + 2x,x, - 2x2x, , and 6x22xs + 2xs3 - 6x,x3x, + 9x,xd2 - 12x,x,x, . 
Thus, checking the test question for arbitrary P E Inv(M), M < 5, reduces 
to checking the test question for a finite list of generators. Unfortunately, 
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it will probably require an electronic computer5 to find the list of generators 
for Inv(6). 
Sketch of proof of the lemma. Say P(x, ... x~) E Inv(S), for instance. We start 
with the formula P(x, ..* xs) = P(T, 0 (xi ... xs)) for h = -x2/x1, which 
shows that P is a polynomial in the SH-invariant6 rational functions ylc = Kth 
component of T,, 0 (x1 . . . x2) = c;:; (( - 1)‘/1!) X;rxzrxr-r , 1 <li < 5. In 
other words, for q large enough we have qqP(x, ... XJ generated by the poly- 
nomials Pk = CFlt ((-l)c/Z!) x~-~-~x~~x~-~ E Inv(S), 1 < k < 5. One checks 
explicitly that the list of polynomials in (D) above generates PI ... P5 , so that 
xia P is generated by the polynomials listed in (D). To complete the proof, 
we have only to invoke the 
CLAIM. Let S(x, ... x5) be a polynomial, and suppose x,S is generated by 
the list in(D). Then S itself is generated by the list in (D). To establish the claim, 
we write out the hypothesis 
XlS = 1 Cabc&%a(x22 - ~x,x,)~(~x,~x, - 3x,x,x, + x23)c 
abcde 
x (x33 + 2x,x, - 2~,x,)~(6x,~x, + 2xs3 - 6x2x,x4 + -) 
= x1 1 c CabcdeX;-yX22 - 2x1x3)“(...)“(...)“(...)e 
a#0 bcde 
+ qQ2 - 2.v, , 3x,2x, - 3X,X& + x23, 
Xa3 + ~,X~ - 2X$4 9 6~2~x5 + ‘-*), (+) 
where P(A, B, C, D) is a polynomial. Reducing (+) modulo xi yields 
%q, x23, x32 - x2x4, 6x22xs + 2x33 - 6x2x,x4) = 0. Since x2 , x32 - xax4 , and 
~x,~x, + 2x,3 - 6xg3x4 are functionally independent, it follows trivially that 
P(A, B, C, D) = (A3 - B2) Q(A, B, C, 0) for a polynomial Q. Therefore, 
(+) takes the form 
s = c 1 C,bed,Xla(...)b(...)e(...)d(...) 
a#0 bcde 
+! [(x22 - 2x,x3)3 - (3x,2x4 - 3X,X& + x2”)“] Xl 1 ’ 42(x2” - 2x,x3 ,...). 
(i-+1 
One checks explicitly that the polynomial in braces is generated by the list in 
(D), so that our claim follows at once from (++). Q.E.D. 
5 Unless of course one can guess the pattern! 
6 The idea here is that for x1 # 0, (yL) = T+21 0 (~3 is the only point on the orbit 
of (xJ under SH, having ye = 0. 
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Let us try extending our generators P(x, *.. x,,,) (M < 5) to SH-invariant 
P(x, , x1 *.. xM). We present some sample results: 
P(Xl ... xIM) P(x, .*. XM) 
(1) 1 1 
(2) Xl No P exists 
(3) Xl 
(4) Xl3 
(5) x; - 2x,x3 
(6) X&? - 2X,%) 
(7) 3x,2x, - 3x,x2x3 + x23 
(8) X1(3x,~x, - 3x,x,x, + X2”) 
(9) x1x33 + 9x,2x,2 - 3x22x32 
- 18x,x,x,x, + 6x2”x, 
Xl2 - 2x,x, 
3x$x, - 3x,x,x, + x13 
x22 - 2x,x3 + 2x,x, 
XlXB2 - 2x,2x3 - 5x02xs + 5x,x,x, - XoX2Xe 
3x12x, - 3x,x,x, + x23 - 6x,x,x, + 
%w32 
(3x,3x, - 3x,2x2x3 + x1x23 + 10x,%,x, 
- 6x02x3x, - ~x,x,~x, - 4x,x,x,x, 
+ ~x,x,x,~ - x0x22x,) 
x1x33 + 9x12xh2 - 3x22x,2 - 18x,x,x3x, 
+ ~x,~x, - 16xs2x,x, + 20x,sxs2 
+ 16x,x,x3x, - 24x,x,x,x, - ~x,,x,~x, 
+ 8x,x2x3x, + 6x,x2xd2 - xox32x4 
The results strongly suggest that the test question is answered by Theorem 6: 
We can find a p if P is homogeneous of degree d # 1, but we cannot find 
p if deg P = 1. In particular, line (2) of the table above provides the unique 
SH-invariant polynomial on E which cannot be written in terms of Weyl and 
skew Weyl invariants. Since the polynomial of line (2) is not fully H-invariant, 
we can assert that all H-invariant polynomials on E are linear combinations of 
Weyl invariants. Note also that a main feature of our Basic Conjecture already 
shows up here: To express P(Rc”)) in terms of Weyl invariants, we may have 
to use JP”) for M’ > M. For instance, the polynomial P in line (9) involves 
only x1 ... x, , which are entries of Rt2). However, P on the same line involves 
x0 ... X6 , which are all the entries in R t3). Furthermore, our table was con- 
structed carefully so that P involves only the smallest possible xlc . Thus, we 
have an example of an H-invariant P(Rt2)) on E, which can be expressed in terms 
of Weyl invariants only by using R (l), Rt2), Rt3). Several other lines of our chart 
manifest the same behavior. 
We turn from examples to the proof of Theorem 6 for n = 2, M, = 0. 
Let P(R(l) ... R(M)) be an SH-invariant polynomial on E. Restriction @ 
shows that all the entries of R CL) (L < M) are also entries of Rc”), so we may 
regard P as a polynomial in R’M) alone. Furthermore, P is SH-invariant when 
restricted to the set ACM) of all R(M) which appear in (R(J), R(2),...) E E. In fact 
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Af”) is the set of all symmetric R ~4) of trace 0 with Rbe!, = 0, and the natural 
projection +‘: Ac”‘) -+ Ac”) 
R!M” 
(M’ > M) is given by (T$R(M’$~,..~~ = 
31”.5Mo...o . Thus, Theorem 6 asserts that if P(Rc”)) is SH-invariant on ACM) 
and homogeneous of degree 22, then P 0 rr{’ is a linear combination of Weyl 
and skew Weyl invariants on At”‘), if M’ > M is large enough. 
In preparation for HMS, we define: 
2 The subvariety’ 2v,v, - vz2 = 0 of R3 
CPM) The vector space of symmetric M-tensors with trace 0 
V”) The subvariety of R3 x GF”) consisting of all [(vo, v1 , v~), R(M)] for 
which 2v,,v, - vz2 = 0 and &izM ZYIR(~) = 0 
5-r; ‘: Vt”‘) ---f V”) (1M’ >M), the projection given by [(v. , o1 , vJ, Rt”‘)] --fn 
NV0 9 VI 3 v~), Rt”)] with RL”’ = &=M8-M veR:F”. More generally, 
,E’: R3 x Q?‘M” + R3 x @M’. 
We also require notation for the natural action of 0(2, 1) on OP”). If 
Rc”) E OF”) and T = (wij) E 0(2, l), then we write Rc”) 0 T for the tensor 
CR CM) 0 T)kl...‘CIM Ix.. R!“,‘.. w. J1 “3M 31’ 3A4 Jlkl ... WjMkM. 
Now we prove the 
STABLE NORMALITY LEMMA. Let F be a rational function of the form 
F = P(v, Rt”‘)/vo” = Q(v, R’“‘)/v,k on V(“)\{vo or v1 = 01, where the poly- 
nomials P and Q are homogeneous in Rt”) of degree 32. If  M’ > M is large enough, 
then F 0 7~:’ = (P/vok) 0 r,“’ coincides on Vf”‘)\{v, = 0} with a polynomial. 
Once this is known, it is routine* to deduce Theorem 6 from Weyl’s invariant 
theory for SO(2, 1) by means of HMS. Details are left to the reader. 
The first step in proving the Stable Normality Lemma is to establish the 
VANISHING LEMMA. Suppose the polynomial S(v, Rt”)) vanishes on I/(“). 
For q large enough we have voqS = S, . (&=MvOLR~M)) + S, * (2v,v, ... vl). 
Proof of the Vanishing Lemma. Our plan is to reduce matters in the spirit 
of HMS to the following 
Trivial observations. (A) Let Q(v, R) b e a polynomial on R3 x a(M), 
and suppose Q(v, a) = 0 whenever v E 9 and &.... = 0. Then Q = Q1 
Bo...o + Qz . (2v,v, - us2), where Q1 and Q2 are polynomials. 
(B) Let Q(v, R) be a polynomial on R3 x CPM) which vanishes on 
9 x CF”). Then Q = Q’ * (2er,er, - v2”) for a polynomial Q’. 
’ Note that we are using real varieties in place of complex varieties. The arguments 
below do not require Q=, and thus we need not worry about the complexification which 
played a superficial role in the baby theorem for H. 
s The reader who wants to see this carried out may consult Section 3, where we treat 
the more complicated case arising from Theorems 4 and 5. 
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(We omit the proofs of these observations.) 
Recall from HMS the useful matrices 
i 
l/a, 0 0 
T, = q o,, -w2 E SO(2, l), 
-vzivo 0 1 1 
T;l= (i Ii,, v2;voj, for vE.9. 
Note that T, : v + e. For v = (v,, , vr , or) E R3 with vs # 0, set 
d = (v. , v,2/2v,, v2) E 2. Of course d = v if v E 9. 
Now define a rational function Q on R3 x OP”) by setting Q(v, a) = voz . 
S(et, i? o T,). Clearly Q is a polynomial if I is large enough, since the components 
of & o T, have the form (polynomial in v, 8)/v,,“. Moreover, Q(v, 8) clearly 
vanishes when v E 9, $. . .s = 0. for in that case9 (v, fi 0 TB) = (5, I? 0 T,) E V”). , 
The trivial observation (A) yields Q(v, a) = Qi(v, R) - Ro...,, + Qn(v, R) . 
Pm - was) for polynomials Q1 , Q2 . Into this equation we substitute R = 
RW o T;l to obtain 
(i) z+,~S(V, RtM’) = Q1(v, RcM) o f’;‘) * (RcM’ o T;‘),..., 
+ Q&, RtM) 0 T;‘) . (20,~~ - vs2). 
Now (RIM’ o T-l B ) *...* = &=M b”R:“‘, which has the form (polynomial in v, 
R(M))/v,M. In particular, (Rt”’ 0 TF~),..,~ = (&I=~ vaRLM)) for er E 9\{v, = O}. 
Thus, no”+’ . [(R (M) o T;;l),..., - (&=M vaRLM”‘)] is a polynomial on R3 x GF”) 
which vanisheslO on .9! x #PM). The second trivial observation shows that 
.f+’ . (RtM’ 0 T;l)O...O - 
[ (C 
v”IRLMIJ) )I = Q3(v, RtM’) . (2v,a, - v;). lal=M 
Substituting this back into (i) yields 
(ii) vFMflS(v, RtM’) = [vgM+lQl(v, RtM) o Ta’)] . ( C 
lal=hf 
tYRL”“) 
+ [Q1(v, RtM) 0 T;l) * Q3(v, RtM’) 
+ voM+‘Q2(w, RtM) 0 T;l)] . (27~,v, - v,“). 
Since both expressions in brackets on the right-hand side have the form 
(polynomial in o, R(“))/v~oWer, we obtain the conclusion of the Vanishing Lemma 
by multiplying both sides of (ii) by a high power of v. . Q.E.D. 
@ This argument only works for v,, # 0, but of course that restriction may be removed. 
In fact for 1 large enough, Q = o0 . polynomial, so that Q vanishes for v,, = 0 also. 
lo We know this for o0 # 0, while for v0 = 0 we note that wpl[...] = et, . {v,~[-..]}, 
where the quantity in braces is a polynomial. 
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Remark. In the present context, one can easily prove sharper versions of the 
Vanishing Lemma. However, the stated result and its proof go over with minor 
changes to the general case of Theorem 6, and later on even to Theorems 4 
and 5, while the sharper results break down. 
Returning to the Stable Normality Lemma, we rewrite our rational function 
F in the form 
F = ,;‘P(,, Rf”‘) _ ~14Qb R’9 
v,P+q 
0 
++9 
1 
, or F = f = g on P”\{o,, or z1i = 0). 
0 1 
For q large enough, the vanishing lemma showsir that wf’P’ - $‘Q = 
vo%l’J(v,hP - vo”Q) = S, . (&+, v~R, (M’) + S, . (271,~~ - vzz) for certain 
polynomials S, , S, . Dropping the primes, we have (with new P, Q, k) the 
equations 
F=P=9- 
VOk VUlk 
on VtM’ 
v,‘;P - vo”Q + S, . [ 1 v”R:!“) + S, * (2~~23 - w2”) = 0 on RS x GY’. 
laj=M 
c2)M 
Therefore, we may hope to understand rational functions F on Vf”’ by studying 
the module of all solutionsn 9’ = (P, Q, S, , S,) of Eq. (2)M . We begin with 
a simple definition: Suppose Tl ..* TL is a list of polynomials, and our task is 
to find all solutions Y = (S, ... S,) of the equation S,T, + ... + S,T, = 0. 
Among these solutions is the commutator [Ti , Ti] (; # i) defined by Si = Tj , 
Si = - Ti , all other S, = 0. Any solution .Y generated by the [Ti , Tj]‘s 
will be called a trivial solution. 
Now a trivial solution of (2)M gives rise via (l),+, to a rational F which coincides 
on Vt”’ with a polynomial. In fact, if Y = (P, Q, S, , S,) is a trivial solution 
of (a4 f then P = erOklIl + (&++, v”RL”“) IIs + (2~~71, - vz2) I’& for poly- 
nomials ni ... n3 , so that (l)M yields F = P/v”” = n, on Vcw). So it would be 
lovely if every solution of (2)M were trivial, for then every rational function 
F = P/vo” = Q/q” on Vc”’ would coincide on Vt”) with a polynomial. Unfor- 
tunately, matters could not be that simple, if only because we have not yet 
brought the projections T$ into play, and we know that they must play a funda- 
mental role. Hence, we make another definition: 
If M’ > ikl and Y = (P, Q, S, , S,) is a solution of (2)M, then let ($‘9’) 
denote the solution (P o WE’, Q o ?T;‘, S, 0 r:‘, S, o rfi’) of (2)M, . 
I1 First increase q to add factors of (wO’+*) to (YELP - w,“Q), thus taking care of 
{q, = v, = O}. Then apply the Vanishing Lemma. 
I2 Note that if our rational function F is homogeneous of degree d in RIM’, then we 
can take P, Q, S, , S, to be homogeneous in Rt”‘, of degrees d, d, d - 1, d, respectively. 
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Our goal now is to prove that if Y is an “arbitrary” solution of (2)M, then 
I~‘Y is a trivial solution of (2),, for M’ large enough. This easily yields the 
Stable Normality Lemma, in view of the fact that the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
9, a solution of (2)M a F, a rational function on VIM) 
1 
1M’ M 1 
via composition with +’ 
Y’, a solution of (2)M, via(1)M’ ----+ F’, a rational function on V”‘). 
Fortunately, the module of solutions of (2),+, is easy to understand, at least for 
large M. 
CLAIM. Assume M > 2k + 1. Then there is a solution Yh”’ = (P, Q, 
Sl 3 S2) of Gh ) with S, = 1. Moreover, Yk”’ and the trivial solutions generate 
all solutions of (2)M . 
Proof of Claim. Modulo 2v,v, - vz2, each monomial v,,~v~~vs~ of degree 
a + b + c = M may be written in the form A(v,, vl) + B(v,, vi) . va, 
where A and B are homogeneous polynomials of degree: deg A = M, deg B = 
M - 1. Since M - 1 3 2K, each monomial appearing in A or B has the form 
either Qv,,k or Pv,“. So when a + b + c = M, we have v,,%~~v~~ = Qv,,” + 
Pv,lc + S, * (221,~~ - vzz) for certain P, Q, S, . It follows that -&=,,, va@‘) = 
Qv,,” + Per,” + S, . (2v,v, - va”) as well, which means that (2)M has a solution 
9$“’ with S, = 1. Moreover, if Y = (P, Q, S, , S,) is any solution of (2)M , 
then Y - S, . 9$“o is a solution of (2)M with S, = 0; i.e., a solution of 
Qvok + Pqk + S,(2v,v, - u2”) = 0. One shows without difficulty that all 
solutions of this equation are trivial, which completes the proof of our claim. 
Q.E.D. 
Next we make the simple 
Remarks. Let 9 be a solution of (2)M . Then: 
1. vO”Y, v,“Y, (2~~0, - v2”) Y are all trivial solutions of (2),+[ . 
2. v&Y is a trivial solution of (2)M for 1 01 1 > 2K + 1. 
3. LE’(RL~’ . Y) is a trivial solution of (2)M, for 1 01 1 = M and M’ 2 M + 
2k+ 1. 
Proof. Remark 1 is a special case of the following: If Y = (S, ..* S,) 
is any solution of S,T, + .. . + S,T, = 0, then Tk * 9 is a trivial solution. 
In fact, one checks that T, . Y = Cjzk Sj . [Tk , TJ. 
Remark 2 follows from Remark 1, since we already saw that v” = Qv,,” + 
Pv,” + s . (2v,v, - v22)forjaI b2k+l. 
Finally, Remark 3 follows from Remark 2, since LE’(RL~) * 9) = 
(&=s-M v”R$’ ‘) * ($‘Y). Q.E.D. 
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At last we are in position to prove the Stable Normality Lemma. A rational 
function F = P/v2 = Q/q” with P and Q homogeneous of degree d 3 2 in 
Rc”) gives rise to a solution Y = (P, Q, S, , S,) of (2), with P, Q, S, , Sz 
homogeneous in EM) of degrees d, d, d - 1, d, respectively. By the Claim, 9’ 
may be written in the form Y = 17 . .9’h”’ + (trivial solution of (2)M), with 
17 a polynomial. By merely discarding all terms with the wrong degree in IF’, 
we may assume that 17 is homogeneous of degree d - 1 3 1 in IP’, so that 
Remark 3 implies that ‘:‘(I7 . 9h”‘) is a trivial solution of (2)M, for M’ large. 
Hence 6:’ (9) is also a trivial solution of (2)M8 , and therefore F 0 T$’ coin- 
cides on V”‘) with a polynomial.The Stable NormalityLemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
This completes our discussion of Theorem 6 in the case n = 2, M, = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 6 in general 
We begin with some pedantic remarks on notation. In the proof of Theorem 6, 
01, fi, etc., denote multi-indices, and ej denotes the jth unit multi-index. However, 
since we will be using multi-indices 01 to index the components of tensors 
R(“’ = (R;“)),,,,M ) we shall sometimes write 
1 1 . . . 
M 
for M . e, or 0ll0 for CL + e, + e, , etc. 
Our proof starts out just like the simple case n = 2, M, = 0. With MO 
fixed, we define: 
a(M) 
VW’ 
M’ 
nM : 
X’M’ 
Y  
The space of symmetric M-tensors with trace 0. 
The subvariety of Rn+l x a(M) consisting of all [(vO ... z)~), IV’] 
for which 2v,v, - CkS2 vk2 = 0, and Cla!=M-MO (1 01 1 !/a!) vER$ = 0 
forjyl =ik&. 
Rn+l x a’M” + Rnil x @M’ given bY Kvo ... VJ, W”] +* 
NV0 *.. v~), I?(M)], with R’“’ = &=Ms--IW. (1 a l!/fx!) v,Rf&‘, for 
/ p 1 = M. In particular, Z-Z’: VW’ + V(M). 
The polynomial ~~~~~~~~~ (1 01 1 !/a!) v@R$‘J . 
The HMS technique reduces Theorem 6 to the 
STABLE NORMALITY LEMMA. Let F be a rational function of the form 
F = P(v, R’M’)/v,” = Q(v, R(“‘)/~,” on V(“‘\{v, or vu1 = 0}, where the poly- 
nomials P and Q are homogeneous in Rc”’ of degree d. 
(A) If d < n - I, then F coincides on Vc”) with a polynomial. 
(B) If d > n - 1, then F 0 rr,“’ coincides on Vt”” with a polynomial for 
large M’. 
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The proof of the Stable Normality Lemma starts with the 
VANISHING LEMMA. Suppose the polynomidl S(v, Rc”)) vanishes on Vc”). 
Zf q is large enough, then v,,qS = S,, . (2~~0, - &z vk2) + ~~~~~~~~ S,,Xk”) 
for certain polynomials SO , S, . 
The proof13 is just like that of the Vanishing Lemma in the easy case n = 2, 
Ma = 0. Note that the conclusion of the Vanishing Lemma can be sharpened 
slightly: The trace condition Rf”) E GP4) yields 2X:$ = Cka2 Xb$!L for / (T 1 = 
M,, - 2, so that all the X$“’ ‘s are linear combinations of the Xp’ with p E r = 
{y 1 1 y 1 = M,, , ‘yO or yi = 0). Hence, for S as in the Vanishing Lemma we 
may write 
v&9 = s, . 2v,v, - c Ok2 + ( 1 c s,xy. ‘W -#cl- 
Returning to the Stable Normality Lemma, we apply the Vanishing Lemma to 
write our rational function F in the form 
F=:p$ 
01 
on VCM), U)M 
where 
v,,“Q - vIkP + S, . (2va0, - 1 Vk2) + c s,xy = 0, Gh 
k>2 YSL- 
and the polynomials P, Q, S, , S,, are homogeneous in Rf”) of degrees d, d, d, 
d - I, respectively. We shall sayI* that 9’ = (P, Q, SO , S,) is a homogeneous 
solution of (2)M of degree d. There is a natural map I;’ mapping solutions 
9 = (P, Q, S, , S,) of (2)M to solutions 9” = (P o P:‘, Q o 1~fi’, SO o $‘, 
s, 0 *E’) of (2)M, (44’ > M). 
As in the easy case n = 2, Ma = 0, the Stable Normality Lemma will follow 
easily if we can prove the 
CLAIM. Let 9’ be a homogeneous solution of (2)M of degree d. 
(A) If d < n - 1, then 9 is a trivial solution of (2)M . 
(B) If d > n - 1, then ‘Z’F is a trivial solution of (2)M, for large 
M’ > M. 
It is in proving the Claim that the general case becomes harder than n = 2, 
MO = 0, since now (as far as I can tell) it is far from simple to write down 
explicit generators for the module of solutions of (2)M . Our first step is to simplify 
Is For details in a more complicated case, see Section 3 again. 
I’ In general: A polynomial in variables vj , R, will be called homogeneous (of degree d) 
if it is homogeneous in the R, (of degree d). If polynomials T1 ... TL are homogeneous 
of degrees dl ... dL , respectively, then a solution 5“ = (S, ... Sr) of ZI SzTt = 0, with 
each S, homogeneous of degrees d - d I , is said to be homogeneous of degree d. 
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the problem by getting rid of P, Q, w,, , wI . This can be accomplished by using 
a trivial observation on general modules of relations. 
\rAR~~~~~-R~~~~~~~~ LEMMA. Let TI --- TL be homogeneous polynomials 
in variables wri , R, ; and let T, ... TL be the polynomials obtained by setting 
v,, = 0 in the T, . If all solutions .T = (s, ..’ s,) of 
(A) S,T, + ..’ 
- - 
+ S,T, = 0 are trivial, then all solutions 9’ = 
(So 9 Sl ‘.. S,) of 
(B) S,,v,,q + SITI + ... + S,T, = 0 are trivial. The same holds if we 
restrict both hypoth.esis and conclusion to homogeneous solutions of degree d. 
Proof. By induction on p (0 < TV < q) we shall prove that any solution 
Y of (B) can be written as the sum of a trivial solution and something of the 
form Y* = (S$, voUS,* ... v,~S,*). This holds vacuously for ~1 = 0; let us 
assume it for p - 1. Thus, Y = Y1 + Y* with Y a trivial solution of (B) 
and Y* = (S$, wt;-‘SF ... vg-‘Sf). N ow Y* satisfies (B), so that r+,*S,* + 
v,“-~(S~T, + ... + SZTJ = 0. Factoring out vi-l yields S,*T, + ... + 
SZT, = 0 mod v0 , since p < q. In other words, .y = (S, ... S,) is a solution 
of (A), where S, arises by setting V, = 0 in ST . By hypothesis, 9 = 
Z:j>lC>l Ujk[Ti , TIC] for certain polynomials Uj, . One checks easily that 
Y** = sP* - Ci>k>l vg-‘Uj,[Tj , Tk] has the form (S$*, v,,uS:* ... v,,uSt*), 
and Y = (9 + &+i v6-l Ujk[Tj , TJ} + Y+* is the decomposition required 
to complete our induction. 
Taking p = q, we have now written any solution Y of (B) in the form (trivial 
solution of (B)) + Y*, with Y* = (S,*, zl,,%ST ... v,%St). On the other hand, 
Y* = Cm $%~o~, T,], so Y is a trivial solution as claimed. 
Finally, note that we could easily have kept track of degrees of homogeneity 
in the above argument to establish the last part of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Two applications of the Variable-Reduction Lemma will now rid us of 
P, Q, v,, , vi . We set v0 = vi = 0 and look for solutions 9 = (S,, , S,,) of 
(3h 
The natural maps rrz’ and 12’ are still defined in this context. In fact, 
X(M) = Y c 2; u’R$!; . (4) 
;aI=M-M 0 aO=mll=O 
[(w2 ... vn), R’M”] --G [(va ... on), Rt”)] with 
‘;‘: (So ) S,) --f (So 0 7TG’, As, 0 n-;;‘) ma s so u p 1 t ions of (3)&, to solutions of (3)M, . 
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Now to establish our Claim (and hence Theorem 6) it is enough15 to prove the 
REVISED CLAIM. Let Y = (S, , S,) be a solution of (3)M homogeneous 
of degree d. Here S,, and the S, are polynomials on Rn-l x OP”). 
(A) If d < n - 1, then Y is a trivial solution of (3)M . 
(B) If d > n - 1, then ,E’Y is a trivial solution of (3)M, for large 
M’ > M. 
Next we shall set up a convenient coordinate system on @“J. Define I”c”) = 
{a 1 1 011 = M and a0 or CQ = 01. The trace restriction R(M) E a(M) amounts 
to saymg that 2$,, (M) = &.a R$) for j ,8 1 = M - 2. It follows that the , 
RL”’ (a E J-‘c”)) form a (linear) system of coordinates on @CM). From now on we 
shall assume that all polynomials on Rn-l x ac”), e.g. S, , are written in terms 
of these coordinates. Observe that if y E r then all the R$ appearing in (4) 
have (Y. + y E rt”); while for ,8 E I’c”), all the RAf’$’ appearing in (5) have 
01+ /3 E rt”‘). Thus, Eqs. (3)M and the Revised Claim are already phrased in 
terms of the independent variables Rb”‘, OL E FM). 
We are ready to give the proof of part (A) of the Revised Claim. The idea 
is first to set down a more general result and then to prove the general result 
by induction. We shall work with polynomials in independent variables RL”’ 
(I (II 1 = M); of course, only some of these independent variables enter into 
our Revised Claim. Given sets $ C (0, l,..., n} and d Z {y 1 ( y 1 = MO}, we set 
nuj = 0 forj E $, keep the remaining V’S and the RL”)‘s as independent variables, 
and ask for solutions Y = (S,, , S,,) of 
so (c 7q) + c s,xJ”) = 0. 
j v&f 
(6) 
The Main Lemma for ($, S) asserts that all solutions of (6) which are homo- 
geneous of degree d < 1 C$ 1 are trivial. Part (A) of our Revised Claim is merely 
the Main Lemma for $ = (0, l}, d = cl7 We shall prove by induction on 
1 “2 / and I “6 ) that the Main Lemma holds for all (f, 8) with “$ # is. 
Let us start with the case I “2 1 = 1. H ere we are talking about relations 
Y = (S, , S,) of degree 0. Since already Xi”) has degree 1, we have S,, = 0 
automatically, and (6) becomes S,(xj vjs) = 0, which implies S,, = 0 also, 
since “J # O. Hence, our Main Lemma deals merely with Y = 0 and thus 
holds vacuously.16 
I5 Indeed, part (A) of the revised claim implies part (A) of the claim by two applications 
of the variable reduction lemma. To handle parts (B) we need an analog of the Variable- 
Reduction Lemma, in which “ 9 is trivial” is replaced by “$‘Y is trivial.” No new ideas 
are needed to formulate and prove this variant lemma, so we omit the details. 
I6 For the case %Z = D it is useful to make the convention that the empty set of 
geneiators generated {O}. 
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Suppose we already know the Main Lemma for 1 “J j < L (L 2 2). We shall 
prove the Main Lemma for j “J 1 = L by induction on I “8 I. If I “8 I = 0, 
then again (6) takes. the form S,, . (Cj wj2) = 0 with c]# 0, so that the Main 
Lemma holds vacuously. Hence we may assume that the Main Lemma holds 
forICJj<L,andfor IcJI=L, /c&I<L’(L>2,L’>1).0urgoalisto 
deduce that the Main Lemma holds also for I “J [ = L and I c& j = L’. This 
induction step will complete the proof. 
So we start off with (J, 8) satisfying I “J I = L, I “& j = L’. Among all pairs 
(y, K) E @ x “1, pick a (~0, P) for which y” KO is as large as possible. Induction 
hypotheses tell us that 
(I) the Main Lemma holds for (J, d u {‘yo}); 
(II) the Main Lemma holds for (J u (P>, d u (p}). 
From these two facts we shall prove the Main Lemma for (J, 8) by analyzing 
the role of the distinguished variable R$,...,o . Since KO E c J, we have 
x(M) = 
YO v;-~~R$$. . .ko + terms not involving the distinguished variable. 
On the other hand, we shall see that the distinguished variable does not occur 
in any other Xh“‘o (y E %9’\(~}). If the distinguished variable did occur, the 
y E @\{yO) would have to form a part of yOK” ... K”. This easily implies yko > y$, , 
contradicting the maximality of & . 
Now for the given (J, 8) and a solution 9’ of (6) homogeneous of degree 
d < I c J /, we shall prove that .Y is trivial by induction on 
do = “degree of S in the distinguished variable” 
= max(deg 
Rv~ko...k~ So ’ degR$;o. 
(M) 
CI 
S, (Y E “E\{y”>), 1 + deg CM) 
. . !+ RyO&. .kO %J. 
If do = 0, then clearly S,,, = 0 and our solution Y of (6) is trivial by virtue of 
the Main Lemma for (J, 8 u {p}). So assume we know that 9 must be trivial 
whenever do <L” (L” >, 1). Our task is to prove that Y must still be trivial 
if do = L”. By definition of do we can write:l’ 
For y E %?\{yO} 
Sy = Sy+RyL,o...,o + {terms of lower degree in RyOk,,,k,,), 
S,,o = S,‘o . R$“Tl.ko + {terms of lower degree in Ryoko,,.k,,), (*I 
So = So’ . RL” ,,oKo...ko + (terms of lower degree in R,,oko...ko), 
I7 For the next few pamgraphs we omit the superscript (M) in R$$...r~. 
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where the SY+, SzO, S,,+ d o not involve the distinguished variable. Note that 
S,,+ (y ~~&‘\{y@}), S$, and SO+ are homogeneous of degrees d - 1 -L”, 
d - 1 - (L” - I), d -L”, respectively, in view of the homogeneity of 9’. 
Now collecting all terms in (6) which contain the factor R$“k,,...ko , we obtain 
In particular, Y+ = (S$ , SY+, SO+) is a solution of (7) which is homogeneous 
of degree d - L” < d - 1 < 1 “(J u {kO})j. We know that Y+ is a trivial solution 
of (7), by virtue of the Variable-Reduction Lemma and the Main Lemma for 
(J u (P}, 8 u {r@>). That is, 
(S$ , sv+, So’) = c A&[Xy, xpq + 1 B&y@, xy] 
UB a 
Here A,, , B, , C, , D are polynomials, and 01, /3 run over @‘\{yO}. 
By simply discarding from the A,,, , B, , C, , D all monomials containing 
R,,o~o...~o , as well as all monomials of the wrong degree in R, we obtain a new 
solution of (8), for which A,, , B, , C, , D contain no R,,o~...~o and are 
homogeneous of degrees d-L” - 2, d-L” - 1, d-L” - 1, d-L”, 
respectively. This is the solution of (8) which we shall work with. 
We shall “correct” our solution 9’ of (6) by subtracting from it the trivial 
solution 
This solution is homogeneous of degree d. Moreover, Eq. (8) shows that 
9 = ($,o , $, , so) has the form: 
For y E cS\(yo} 
3, = S,’ * R&..+o + (terms of lower degree in R,,oko...ko}, 
SYO = S,‘o * R$i&,, + {terms of lower degree in R,,~...ko}, 
$, = So’ * R&o...,, + {terms of lower degree in RY,,,...kO}. 
Comparing these to (*), we see that 9’ - 9 is a solution of (6) homogeneous 
of degree d, and having degree <L” - 1 in the distinguished variable R,P~o..+o . 
Inductive hypothesis shows that Y - 9 is a trivial solution of (6). Since also 
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9 is a trivial solution of (6), our inductive proof of the Main Lemma is complete. 
In particular, we have proved part (A) of our Revised Claim. Q.E.D. 
Next we describe the setup for the proof of part (B) of the revised claim. 
Starting with J-C (0, l,..., n} and d C (7 1 ] y 1 = Iw,} as before, we set vi = 0 
(j E J) and take as independent variables the vR (k I$ J) and RLMM' (a arbitrary, 
1 a 1 = M). For 1 y / = M,, define 
x(M) = Y 
Our problem is to study the solutions Y = (So , S,) of 
(9)hf 
Natural maps <’ and 6:’ (M’ > M) are defined as follows: 
with 
6:’ maps the solution (So , S,) of (9)M to the solution (So o vi’, S, o T$‘) of (9)M, . 
For all (J, B) with “J # O, we shall prove the 
SECOND MAIN LEMMA FOR (J, 8). Let Y be a solution of (S),,,, which is 
homogeneous of degree d > 1 c J I. Then LE’ Y is a trivial solution of (9)M, for large 
M’ > M. 
Part (B) of the Revised Claim is merely the special case J = (0, I}, ~8 = r. 
Although the proof of the Second Main Lemma is much like that of the first, 
we now require a few preliminary results to make the induction work. 
THE Q-LEMMA. If q E c J and Y is any solution of (9),+, , then v,,,“Y is a trivial 
solution of (9)M for k large enough. 
Proof. Let us enlarge the ring under study from polynomials to rational 
functions of the form (polynomial)/vG k. Our job is to show that with S’s in this 
ring, all solutions of (9)M are trivial. However, 
1 @-M”X;” ‘z R$j., + (terms involving only RiMM’ with pFLp < yg + (M - MO)). 
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Hence, the map @: [w, (RL?)I~~=J + [v, (&~))lulzM] defined by 
jp4) = R(M) 
a a if 01~ < (M - Ma), 
&i(M) 
a = 1 /v,“-“o$“’ if (~=yq ***qwith]yl =A& 
may be easily inverted, and the component functions of both @ and D-1 have 
the form (polynomial)/v,k. In terms of the new independent variables (&“));,l,, , 
Eq. (9)M may be written 
Since ~1, is invertible in our ring, it is easy to check that all solutions of @), 
are generated (over the enlarged ring) by commutator solutions. This proves 
the lemma. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. If Y is any solution of (9)M , then vmY is a trivial solution 
of (9),+, for / ~1 1 large enough. 
COROLLARY 2. If 1 B 1 = M and Y is any solution of (9)M, then L~‘(RA~)Y’) 
is a trivial solution of (9)M’ for M’ > M large enough. 
Proof of Corollary 2. We simply write 
For M’ large enough, we know that v~Y is a trivial solution of (9)M by 
Corollary 1. Hence cE’(w”Y) is a trivial solution of (9)M, , and Corollary 2 
follows. Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to prove the Second Main Lemma. We use induction on 
/ “J 1. In case j “J I = 1, say “J = {k,}. Then (9)M takes the form So ’ T& + 
&s S, . [erc-“‘R;%!.. ko] = 0. For M > MO + 2, one checks easily that the 
solutions are generated by the Y0 (U E %Y), where S$ = (SoO, So) with 
s o = &Mo-~R(~) 
0 kll &...kO> 
&,o = -1 if y=0 
syo = 0 if y  # u. 
Since the g0 are homogeneous of degree 1 = / CJ I, the Main Lemma follows, 
e.g., from Corollary 2 above. 
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Next, assume that the Second Main Lemma holds for all (J, 8) with / “J 1 < L 
(L >, 2). We shall p rove by induction on ( “6 1 that the Second Main Lemma 
holds also for 1 “1 I = L. I f  I “& I = 0, this holds vacuously, since (9)M takes 
the form S,, . (xj wj2) = 0 with “J # 0. Hence we may assume the Second 
Main Lemma for all (J, 8) with ! “11 < L, or with I “J / = L, ~ “8 / <L’. 
Our goal is to prove that the Second Main Lemma holds also for / “J/ = L, 
j cb 1 = L’. This will establish the Second Main Lemma in complete generality. 
So let (J, 6) satisfy j “J j = L, / c&’ / = L’ (L 3 2, L’ > 1). As in the proof 
of the First Main Lemma, we start by picking a (1/O, izs) E ‘8 x “1 with & as 
large as possible. By inductive hypothesis, we know: 
(I) The Second Main Lemma holds for (J u {ho}, & u {y”)). 
(II) The Second Main Lemma holds for (1, d u (y”}). 
We shall use these facts to prove the Second Main Lemma for (J, 8). Let 
us divide all the variables Ru l”) (for any M) into three classes: 
RIM’ with CQO > yEO + (M - MO) are called dangerous. m 
R’M’ ,,OkO...BO are called distinguished. 
RkMM) with QB < & + (M - M,) but 01 # PKs ... KO are called harmless. 
As before, we shall prove our result by analyzing the role of the distinguished 
variable. We have 
X(M) = v$-~~R$$. .ko 
(tZr y  E @\{y”)) XJ”) 
+ (terms involving only harmless variables), 
(10) 
= (terms involving only harmless variables). 
Moreover, the projection v:’ is given by 
R(M) = 
/3 (terms involving only harmless RL’$‘) if RL”’ is harmless, 
(11) 
R(M) M’-MR(M’) 
v”l;o...~o = +I vOk,,VkO + (terms involving only harmless RL”‘)). 
Unfortunately, if RL”’ is dangerous, then the distinguished variable R$$. . .kO may 
enter into the equation for R, (M); this is what makes dangerous variables a source 
of trouble. 
Our first step in proving the Second Main Lemma for (J, 6’) is to get rid of 
the dangerous variables. To do so, we shall prove that any solution .4a of (9)M 
homogeneous of degree d may be decomposed as Y = Y1 + ,402; where .4p1 
and Ya are also solutions of (9)M homogeneous of degree d, P = (Sol, S,l) 
with SoI, S,l containing no dangerous variables, and $(Y2) is a trivial solution 
of (9)M, for large M’. In fact, this is easy: Let 2, = 1, 2, , 2, ,..., 2, be a list 
of all the monomials of degree <d in the dangerous variables RL”‘, and expand 
Y = ~~=, Y1 * 2, , where Y1 = (Sot, S,r) and Sol, S,,l contain, no dangerous 
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variables. It is immediate that each Yr is itself a solution of (9)M ,, and Corollary 2 
above implies that for 1 # 0, ~~‘(Zz + Yz) is a trivial solution of (9)Mp if M’ > M 
is large enough. So our decomposition of Sp is simply P + (& Y&Z,). 
Now we know that to prove our Second Main Lemma, we may deal with a 
solution Y = (8, , S,) of (9)M , homogeneous of degree d > 1 “J I, and with 
S, , S, containing no dangerous variables. Our task is to prove that ‘2’9 is 
a trivial .solution of (9)M, for large M’ > M. We shah proceed by induction 
on do = “degree of Y in the distinguished variable” 
= max{deg R OJfJ. .kOSO ’ degR(tgl CM) Y ’ Y . . . kLl Sy (Y E @‘\{r”>h 1 + degRKt Y ,.. 
k~ S,,& 
If do = 0, then &,a must be zero, so triviality of LZ’Y follows from the Second 
Main Lemma for (J, & U {fl>). 
If do = 1, then we may write: For y E %Y\{yO} 
$3 = s$ , (12) 
s 
0 
= s+RcM’ 0 ,,O,@...ko + ‘,- > 
where each S+ and S- involves only harmless R’s. 
Collecting the terms in (9)M which contain R$?&,..kO , and taking (10) into 
account, we find: 
s;ow~-M~ + c sy+x:M’ + so+ * (7 $) = 0. (13)M 
YEW\{@} 
Moreover, our solution Y+ = (S& , Sv+, So+) of (13),+, is homogeneous of 
degree d - 1 > 1 “(J u {KO})l, since d > / “J I. By the Second Main Lemma 
for (J U PO>, 8 U W?> and the Variable-Reduction Lemrna,ls $‘Y+ = 
(qi 0 XZ’, As,+ 0 iTE’, so+ 0 7rE’) is a trivial solution of ( 13)M, for large M’, i.e., 
(S$ 0 7rg S,’ 0 $‘, So” 0 4’) 
= c A,B[X:M’), xyq + c B,[tpO, xL”“l 
; pq(p;),x:Mr)~ + D[$tM09 (pq]. (14) 
LT j 
Here A aB , B, , C, , D are polynomials,19 and OL, j3 run over c&‘\{~}. By discarding 
from A,, , B, , C, , D all monomials of the wrong degree, as well aa all the mono- 
I8 Here again, we really use the variant of the Variable-Reduction Lemma which takes 
the L$’ into account. 
I8 The independent variables are ZJ~ (k $ /) and Rb”“. 
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mials containing R$&,!..,0 or dangerous RAM”, we obtain a solution of (14) 
in which A,, , B, , C, , D contain only harmless RL”” and are homogeneous 
of degrees d - 3, d - 2, d - 2, d - 1, respectively. This is the solution which 
we shall use. 
We shall “correct” our solution 9 of (9)M by subtracting from it the trivial 
solution 
9 = C A,, . (v$‘-~R;$‘$.,~) . [XL”“, Xj”“] + c B,[X;f”, X;““] 
a,6 
+ C C, * (&-“R,‘$!. . J 
a 
- [(~.P),X:“.‘l D -[X$? (~q”)]. 
9 is a trivial solution of (9)M’ , which involves no dangerous Rh”‘)‘s. iquations 
(10) and (14) show that 9 = ($, , $,), where: For y # y” 
& = (v$-~R;,!..~~) . [S,+ 0 ~$1 + (terms involving only harmless variables), 
svo = S$ 0 &‘, 
30 = (~~‘-~R;t’$!..,o) * [So+ 0 ?rf] + (terms involving only harmless variables). 
Equations (I 1) and (12) allow us to rewrite this in the form: For y # +’ 
s,, = S, 0 VT:’ + (terms involving only harmless variables), 
&, = S, o rr$’ + (terms involving only harmless variables). 
In other words, ($9) - 9 is a solution of (9)M, , homogeneous of degree d, 
and containing neither dangerous variables nor the distinguished variable 
R$$’ . ..p . Since we have already completed the case do = 0, it follows that 
Y* = ‘;:((‘$Y) - 9) is a trivial solution of (9)M” for large M” > M’. 
Therefore $P’ = ‘E:s + .Y* is a trivial solution of (9)Mn , and our proof 
is complete in the case do = 1. 
If do > 2, we use induction on do. Assume the Second Main Lemma for 
(1, 8) holds, whenever the solution Y of (9)M involves no dangerous variables 
and has do <L” (L” 3 2). We want to prove the Second Main Lemma for 
d’J = L” as well. So let Y = (S, , S,,) b e a homogeneous solution of (9)M of 
degree d > 1 “J I, containing no dangerous variables, and satisfying do = L”. 
Then we can write: For y E %?\(~) 
S, = s,’ * (R$$..,)Lr + sv-, 
S,,o = S,+n - (R$...&‘- + S; , 
so = so’ * (R$‘i...lco)L” + So-, 
(15) 
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where the S+‘s involve only harmless R’s; and S,- (y E %Y\{y0}), S;, , Ss- involve 
no dangerous variables and have degrees in R$$...kO at most L” - 1, L” - 2, 
L” - 1, respectively. 
Collecting the terms in (9)M which contain (R$$...k,,)L” and taking (10) 
into account, we find 
s,fovyo + c 
VSC8\{V0} 
s,+xy + so+ * (c q.2) = 0. 9 
Although we know that the Second Main Lemma holds for (J u {KO}, d u {3p}), 
we can say nothing about our solution Y+ = (5’3 , Sv+, So+) of (16) since 
Y+ might be homogeneous of degree exactly 1 “(J u {KO})l. This is a principal 
difference between the proofs of the First and Second Main Lemmas. 
Fortunately, we can still make progress by comparing our solution .Y of 
(9)M to the following trivial solution of (9)Mt . 
Here D and 1M’ are to be determined. Note that 9 is homogeneous of degree 
d and involves no dangerous variables. 
Now e!? = (s,, , &I, so), w h ere the terms in SY (y E @\{y0}), $,o , So of 
highest degree in R,$$~..,o are respectively: 
n 
v$-~o+~ . (S$o n$‘) . (R;$&cJL -I, (17) 
v$‘+‘+~ . (So+ 0 TT$‘) . (R;$+JL”. 
(To see this, one uses (16), as well as (10) and (1 l).) On the other hand, (11) 
and (15) show that ‘Z’Y = (SG , $0 , S;), where the terms in Si (y E %Y\{~}), 
SiO , 5’; of highest degree in R$$!..,, are respectively: 
L”.(M’--M) 
‘k” - (S,+ 0 d’i’) * (R;?;!..,) 
L” 
, 
$‘-l).(-‘) . (8; o T”,‘) - (R;$$~..,)““-‘, 
v$‘(~‘+)- (So+ o TM,‘) . (R:;“,;!..,,) “: 
(18) 
The lists (17) and (18) agree, provided we take D = (L” - 1) . (1M’ - M) - 
(M - MO). Since D was introduced as an exponent in a polynomial, we must 
of course make sure that D > 0. However, we can arrange this simply by 
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picking M’ > M very large, since L” 3 2. Thus by taking the proper M’, D 
in the definition of 9, we can arrange for the lists (17) and (18) to coincide. 
In other words, Y* = (Lo “‘9) - 9 = (8: , S$ , S$) is a solution of (9)M, 
homogeneous of degree d, involving no dangerous variables, and having 
do* = degree of Y* in the distinguished variable 
= max{deg (AS) s,*, degR;y;i,,,k,Sy* (Y 6 c~\{ro>>, 1 + deg,c/;t,,, ,Sy*o} < L”. R&$...~O k 
By inductive hypothesis, ,E:P’* is a trivial solution of (9)M” for M” large enough, 
so that ,E”Y = $Y* + $9 is also a trivial solution of (9)M~ . This com- 
pletes the inductive step in the proof of our second Main Lemma. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we have succeeded in proving Theorem 6. It would be interesting 
to know what happens in the exceptional case of SH-invariant polynomials of 
degree n - 1. As it stands, the Revised Claim breaks down for relations of degree 
n - 1 already in the cases n = 2, 3. Most likely this leads to the failure of stable 
normality of V”) in the exceptional degree. The implications for parabolic 
invariant theory are unclear. One might start by looking at SH C 0(3, 1). 
For n > 2 the following example shows that to understand invariant poly- 
nomials in Rc”) we must bring in R t”‘), M’ > M. Take n arbitrary, MO = 1, 
and set P(R@)) = [det(R$1)j,,J2 . (Rt2) 0 T),, , where T E O(n, 1) is picked to 
satisfy (R 12) 0 T),, = 0 for k > 2. One checks easily that P is an H-invariant 
polynomial independent of the choice of T, but that P is not a linear combination 
of Weyl invariants in Rf2). 
We close Section 1 with the observation that the ring of H-invariant 
P(R(O’ *a. Rc”)) of Theorem 6 (with M fixed) is finitely generated. This follows 
from HMS. (Compare with [17].) 
2. SURFACES IN MOSER'S NORMAL FORM 
Our purpose here is to explain how Theorem 4 implies Theorems 2 and 3. 
This amounts to a careful study of the approximate solution U(Z) + O(I,P+~) 
of the Monge-Ampere equation (Eq. (2) of the Introduction) for surfaces aD 
in Moser’s normal form. In particular, we have to understand how the Taylor 
expansion of u(x) at z = 0 is related to that of aD. We begin by reviewing 
material presented all too vaguely in the Introduction. 
Recall [7] that a hypersurface aD = {$ = 0} C @” with 
is said to be in Moser’s normal form if the coefficients (A$) satisfy: 
(NO) A$ = qe ; 
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(Nl) trace(A~~),,l,,,i,l,, = 0, i.e., i A;(13 = 0 for all k, a, b; 
p=2 
n 
(N2) trace2(A~~)(,,=,,lsl=2 = 0, i.e., C ALa, = 0 for all k, a; 
D&=2 
n 
(N3) trace2(A~~)I,I=2,/s,=3 = 0, i.e., 1 /lEga = 0 for all R, b; 
P&7=2 
(N4) traces(A~~)~,~=3,~s~=3 = 0, i.e., 2 A”,(.Fr = 0 for all K. 
P,e.r=l 
An arbitrary CW hypersurface ad C @” which is tangent to the hyperquadric 
through second order at the origin may be transformed to a hypersurface 
aD in Moser’s normal form by a biholomorphic map S: (zl , z’) + (zui , w’) 
in a neighborhood of 0 which satisfies: 
(a) S(0) = 0. 
(b) S’(0) = identity matrix. 
(c) 3 Im w,/a(rm .Q IzzO = 0. 
Moreover, i3D and S are uniquely determined by &. It follows that any real- 
analytic hypersurface may be placed in normal form. 
Next recall the action of linear fractional transformations on normal forms. 
If i3D is in normal form and 4: @” -+ @” is a linear fractional transformation 
preserving the hyperquadric and the origin, then aB = +(aD) is tangent to 
the hyperquadric through second order at 0. Hence, there is a unique S satis- 
fying (a)-(c) above, for which 4 * i3D EZ S 0 d(aD) is again in normal form. It 
is shown in [7] that the + * i3D are the only surfaces in Moser’s normal form 
which are biholomorphically equivalent to aD. Later on, we shall need some 
information on the Jacobian determinant of the map Q, = S o q5, so we record 
the trivial 
LEMMA Nl. D’(O) = 4’(O) and (a/&z,) det @’ lz-,, = (a/&z,) det 4’ & 
(j = 1, 2 *.* n). 
‘Sketch of proof. The first statement is immediate from condition (b) for S. 
To prove the second statement, one computes easily that the Taylor series of 
d(aD) is already in normal form through terms of strength 4; where strength 
(zl) = strength (or) = 2, strength (zk) = strength (.Q = 1 (k > 2). This 
implies that S: (zr , a’) + (wr , w’) has the form 
[ 
wr = zr + (terms of strength >5) 
w’ = z’ + (terms of strength 34) I ’ 
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which in turn shows that ~2w,/~~j&r, I+,, = 0 for 1 ,< j, 1~ TZ. Consequently 
a/&~, trace s’ lZ+ = 0; and since S’(0) = 1, we obtain (a/82,) det s’ lZ=,, = 0. 
Finally, since Q, = S o 4, one has trivially (a/&,) det @’ lZ+, = (i3/&,) det# lZZO. 
Q.E.D. 
Later on, we shall also require the following technical result, which forms a 
key step in the treatment of normal forms in [7]. Define vector spaces J&, 
J%t,,Jl/;andamap T:JZ-t&by: 
do = ((Fi , G, .** G,) /F and the G, are holomorphic formal power 
series in z1 , z’}, 
JY, = (Real formal power series in Im(z,), Re(z,), Im(z,) (p >, 2)}, 
T: (F, G, . ..G.)--+Re F+ i gDG, 
p=2 2Re(z,)=lx'12 ' 
JV = c c A$(Im xJk: Z’Y& 1 Conditions (NO)-(N4) hold . 
lnl.!fll>2 k>O I 
LEMMA N2. Jlr is a complement of the range of T in A&. 
The proof is contained in [7]. 
Next we shall introduce our approximate solution n(s) + O(#n+2) of the 
Monge-Ampere equation (Eq. (2) of the Introduction) and analyze the effect 
of its ambiguity on Weyl invariants. Given D = (4 > 0} C Cn with I,!I as in (1) 
define recursively: 
u(1) = 4 . [J(#)]-l/'"fl', 
u(s) = *(s-l) . 1 + 1 - w-l9] 
(2) 
[ s(n + 2 - s) 
(2 < s < n + 1). 
The general Cm solution of J(u) = 1 + O(#“+i), u = O(#), is 
u = u(“+ll + 4n+2 for arbitrary 7 E Cm(B). (3) 
Using solution (3) we form the function U(Z, , z), the Kahler metric ds2, the 
tensors20 (&,x0), and the Weyl invariants n = Trace[Rjr,Z,B @ ... @ Rgd,j,,]. 
We are interested in how these quantities depend on 7 and on the coefficients 
(A$) in (1). Our result is as follows. 
20 In our disc&ion of ambiguity, the letters fi, y, etc., stand for lis& fl = b, ... 6~) 
where each bt is a barred or unbarred index. It will be helpful to measure the strength of p 
by setting II B II = II bl II + ... + II bL II, where II 0 II = II 0 II = 0, II 1 II = II i II = 2, 
II k jl = II& I] = 1 for 2 < k < n. Despite our convention, the (Y, p in A$ mean the 
same as before. 
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AMBIGUITY LEMMA. (a) I f  /I jhZF$3 Ij < 2n + 1, then the tensor component 
Rjklw,e I(z,,z)=(l,O) is independent of r] and weover is a polynomial in the A$ . 
(b) If Q is a Weyl invariant of weight <2n - 2, then Q 1+)=(1,0) is 
independent of 7 and moreover is a polynomial in the Af . 
(c) If  L? is a Weyl invariant of weight <2n - 2, then the quantity 
I2 . uwT@)j2 changes only by O(++‘) if we change T in (3). 
Proof. It will be convenient to work with something slightly more general 
than (3). We shall take u = ~(~+l) + v, where 
v= c C$ * (Im .Q ~‘59~ (C$ = q,. (4 
lal+I81+2k>2o2+2 
Note in particular that v = q$ n+l has the form (4). Now define C’(z, , z) = 
I z, I2 [ucnil)(z) + v(z)], set 
ds2 = c a2u - dzi dz, , 
j,Qo % a% 
and form the tensors (Rjfiliir,J arising from ds2. 
Our proof begins with the observation that the coefficients in the Taylor 
series of zJ3) at the origin are polynomials in the A$. This is clear for s = 1, 
since J(4) = 1 + (higher terms), so that we may expand [J(#)]-l~‘“-~l) in a 
power series in (higher terms). For s > 2 the result follows by an obvious induc- 
tion using the defining formula (2). 
Next we shall prove for any j&i, /3 that the coefficients in the Taylor series 
of Rj~l~,s at (z,, ,z> = (1,O) are polynomials in the A$ and C$ . The verification 
breaks up into: 
Step 1. For any Kahler metric ds2 = Cjrcgjk dzj dz, , the entries RjtLiti,e 
are polynomials in the derivatives of ( gjk) and its inverse matrix (gj”). 
Step 2. In the special case gjL = (a2/&$~I;){( z,, l*(~(“+r)(z) + v(z))}, the 
coefficients in the Taylor expansion of gjr; at (z, , z) = (1,O) are polynomials 
in the A$, C$ . 
Step 3. With gji as in step 2, the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of 
( g9 at (x0 ,4 = (1,O) are polynomials in the A$, C$ . 
Now step 1 is a standard elementary fact (see [21]), and step 2 is immediate 
from the previous paragraph. If we could show that the coefficients in the Taylor 
series of det-r( gja) at (zs , 2) = (1,O) are polynomials in the A$ , C$ , then 
step 3 would follow from step 2 by Cramer’s rule. However, one computes 
without difficultv that 
(m> = l O t 
O1 0 
! 1 -- 
\ 0 i -I/ 
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at (z,, , z) = (l,O). Hence det( gia) = 51 + (higher terms), so that det-l( gjk) 
is a power series in the higher terms, and steps l-3 above are complete. So we 
know that 
DY&~,~ I~z,,z)=(l,O) is a polynomial in the A$ and C$ . 
In particular, 
(5) 
If 9 = Trace[Rjl;,E,B @ ... @ R,gF,j,D] is a Weyl invariant, 
then DY2 / (z,,z)=(l,O) is a polynomial in the A$ and C$ . (6) 
Now the passage from (A&) and (C,$) to the (Rjklfi,J interacts in a straight- 
forward way with the “dilations” (x,, , z1 , z’) + (z, , s2x, , Sz’) of F+l, and 
it follows that the polynomials in (5) and (6) have a certain “homogeneity.” 
More precisely, we assign to A$ and C$ the weight 2k + 1 (Y 1 + j fl / - 2; and 
define a polynomial of weight cr as a linear combination of monomials A& . .. C’ttiL 
with weight (A&J + .. . + weight (CiiBL) = (T. Then 
DyRj~~~,~ /(z,,z)=(l.O) is a polynomial of weight /I y /I + lijhlfi/3 II - 2 
in the A$ and C$ . (7) 
If Q is a Weyl invariant of weight u, then DyQ l~zO,z)=(l,O) 
is a polynomial of weight 11 y I/ + G in the A$ and C$ . 03) 
Next, note that each C$ has weight 32~2, while each A$ has weight 32. 
In particular, the C$ cannot occur at all in any polynomial of weight 
<2n - 1, so that parts (a) and (b) of the Ambiguity Lemma follow at once 
from (7) and (8) with y = 0. Part ( c is more elusive, but we know from (8) ) 
that 
If Q is a Weyl invariant of weight o, then (a/a Re z&Q I~z,,z~=(l,O) 
is a polynomial in the A$ alone for p ,< n - 1 - (T. (9) 
We shall prove part (c) of the Ambiguity Lemma in the following invariant 
formulation. 
(c)’ Let b = {$ > 0} C 0 b e any strictly pseudoconvex domain. 
-n+l we form the func- Fo;f;g with two solutions ii+ , ii- of J(U) = 1 + O(t k 
+7 up, and the corresponding Weyl invariants sZ+ , Q- of weight 0. Then 
a,ly2 - fm.~” = O($“) for O<l<n---1. (10) 
Recall that the extra variable z,, disappears from a,uz/2, so that the left-hand 
side of (10) may be regarded either as a function of (q, , z) or as a function of 
z alone. 
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Our proof of (c’) proceeds by induction on 1. The case 1 = 0 is triviaI;so 
assume that (10) holds with 1 = Z0 < n - 1. We can then form the stnooth 
function 
@ = i2+ly2- 12i_Pi2 
$6 . 
Equation (10) with 1 = la + 1 amounts to showing that 6(p) = 0 for an 
arbitrary p E 66. To study 6, we place b in Moser’s normal form at p: There is 
adomainD={$>O)cCn with 4 as in (I), together with a biholomorphic 
map 0: D + D satisfying @(O) = p. We pull back the functions 27* , ok, 
s”i* , 6 by setting: 
u+(z) = 1 det @‘(~)l-~l(~+l) . 22*(@(z)), 
U*(% ,4 = I 33 I2 U&4, 
sZ+ = the Weyl invariants formed from UA. 
As we saw in the Introduction, the transformation law for Monge-Ampere 
shows that u;t are solutions of I(U) = 1 + O(@+l). Moreover, with 4F (x0, x) -+ 
(I,, 2) defined by Z. = z. . (det @‘(.~))-~l(~+l), 2 = 0(z), we find that 
u, = 0% 0 CD+, 
i2*==It*o@#, 
* =p.(zJo@#). 
Here, 1,5(z) is regarded as a function of (z. , z), and p is a nonvanishing smooth 
function. It follows that 
are connected by 0 = p-ro * [o” 0 P]. On the other hand, observation (9) 
shows that 0 /(zO,z,,z~)=(l,t,o) = O(P-~-~O) --+ 0 as t -+ O+. Hence 0 = 0 
at z = 0, so that 8(p) = 0 also, as was to be proved. We have now demon- 
strated all parts (a)-(c) of the Ambiguity Lemma. Q.E.D. 
Thus, starting with a domain D = {# > 0} in normal form with 1c, given by 
(1) we obtain21 a family of “tensors” (Rj~l~,s)lUtL~,l<2~-~. Of course these 
quantities are far from arbitrary. The restrictions on the Rj~IIRl,e may be sum- 
marized by the 
91 For convenience, we take 7) = 0. That is, starting with I/J as in (l), we form U(z, , z) = 
1 z0 I* u(“+~)(z) and pass to the corresponding d.9 and (Rj~gfi,B). Thus our tensors are well 
defined, even when /lj&llii,9 1) > 2n - 2, although we do not then claim biholomorphic 
invariance. 
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Here ( gik) denotes the matrix 
0 1 
10 O ( 1 -__ ; 0 -I 
2 yl,yI refers to summation over those lists y1 , yz of indices for which y is a reurrange- 
merit of YlY2 ; zpe, refers to summation over all possible ways to write j3 in the 
fwm t%aP2 ; and C&e, refers to summation over all possible ways to write fi in 
the form /$6/32 . 
(T6) R,,1;,,,g1-g8 = 0 whenever jl kliii& - 4s j/ < 2n - 2, and Rjl;G,P,-91 = 0 
whenever 11 jillp, - pS II < 2n - 2. 
(T7)2” RYE rt,m = (coeff) &gyssi.8 ad Rjny~i.s~ = (co+ Rj~l~.s, U+UWV@ 
11 jkh/3 /I < 2n - 2. 
22 In fact, f(coeff) = {number of unbarred indices in 8) + 1 and *(coeff)’ = 
{number of barred indices in /!} + 1. Hence by merely multiplying each tensor (QE,s) 
by a normalizing constant, we may change (coeff) and (coeff)’ tii 1 without altering the 
form of (Tl)-(T6). So we may and shall ignore (coeff), (coeff)‘. 
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Proof. First of all, (TO) and (T2)--(T5) hold even more generally than stated; 
for the various “weight restrictions,” e.g., lljhhi, @pt& /I < 2n - 2 in (T5), may 
be dispensed with. The reason is simple: (TO) and (T2)-(T5) are valid for an 
arbitrary Kahler metric. In particular, the nasty-looking (T5) is the so-called 
“Ricci identity.” (Again we refer the reader to [21] for properties of KZhler 
metrics.) 
Next we shall see that Eqs. (T6) and (T7) hold, again without the stated weight 
restrictions, simply because our Kahler metric ds2 = Cj,+,, (a”U/ih,a~~) dZj & 
comes from a function U of the form U(z, , z) = 1 a,, I2 ~(a). It is convenient 
to use new coordinates23 (<,,& “. &J = (log x0, xi ... z,) in a neighborhood 
of z0 = 1. The KIhler metric then becomes ds2 = Cjskao (a2Ujai$a&J d& d& 
with U( &, , t;) = ero+cou( 5). We use the notation U, for DPU, and we write 
(lIPi) for the inverse matrix of (U,l;). Obviously we have U, = U, = U. 
Now to prove (T6) we shall show that (Z&k,+) and (lijklii) vanish as tensor 
fields. In fact 
Rjklii = Ujflfi - 1 ua6ujlcUGa 
ab 
(11) 
for any Kahler metric, so by lJ,j = U we have RjEl = Uisl - xab Ua6 x 
UjL6Ufia = 0; similar equations hold for Rokziii. Taking repeated covariant 
derivatives, we find that Rj~~~,9,,.,pa - 0 in view of the fact that V(,,,,Ja/&J = 0 
in any Kghler metric. Similarly, R,,L~~,~~...~~ = 0, and Eqs. (T6) are proved. 
To derive (T7) we start with the formula for the Christoffel symbol of a KPhler 
metric: 
(12) 
In particular, using U,, = U we obtain 
ri, = 1 UW,-, = aQ1, i.e., vaiaco(WL) = (al@3 
s 
We require also the formula for the covariant derivative of a tensor A = (L&,...~=): 
where xi stands for summation over those 1 for which yr is an unbarred index. 
A similar formula holds for (VA),,1...,,L4. We shall show by induction on the 
rank that each component RjklE,a has the form 
Rjkcfi,a = ero+5Q . (function of & ... 5,). (14) 
*s ,bf course the tensors (Qiii B) 
isometry whose derivative at (zO : 
are unchanged, since.our transformation is an analytic 
z) = (1, 0) is the identity matrix. 
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Since function U is of this form, formula (11) yields (14) at once for Rj~lE . 
Equations (12) and (13) show that (Rj,qlE,B,...BLBL+,) has the form (14) if 
(&z~.~,... eL) has that form, so our induction is complete. Now if A = (AY1...,‘) 
has all its components of the form ero+G . function of <i ... 5, , then we return 
to (13), set p = 0, and note that 
+‘L..v, = f&...,, , 
0 
and 
Hence, (13) becomes (VA),,I...,, = (coeff) AYI...,,L; similarly, (VA),, ...yL; = 
(coefT’) AY1...YL. Taking A = (Rja,&, we obtain Eq. (T7) without its “weight 
restrictions.” 
To complete the proof of the Tensor Restriction Lemma, it remains 
to establish (Tl). Now the left-hand side of (Tl) is a component of a covariant 
derivative of the Ricci tensor Ricjr; = ‘& lJzERil;liii. For any Kahler metric, 
one has [21]: Ric,k = (a’/azja%& log p, where p = det( UP&,,,, . In our case, 
U = j so I2 U(Z) so that 
and 
p = det ( 
II %O'ouli - 
X0% ~O~OUjli 1 
= I x0 12n J(u) 
where q5, C$ are smooth functions. In other words, Ric,a = 8/&,a~k v with 
v = $p+1, and our job is to show that (V ... V Ric)jL,B I+)=(i,o) = 0 for 
llj&!3/l <2n--4.1 n general, if a is a smooth function on Cn+l, and we define 
Ricig = (ZJ2/azjazk) v (j, K > 0), then (V *.. V Ric)it,B may be analyzed by 
means of the ideas in the proof of the ambiguity lemma: To start with, 
v -+ (V ... V Ric)ig,,r is a linear partial differential operator whose coefficients 
are polynomials in the UT’ and derivatives of the Ur3 . Therefore at (so , ,z) = 
(1,O) we have (V ... V Ric)is.o = x, DW (Q)=(~ o) P, , where P, is a poly- 
nomial in the A$. Now taking into account the natural homogeneity of our 
operations with respect to the dilations (x0 , zi , z’) -+ (so , S2z, , Sz’) of Cn+i, 
we conclude that (V ... V Ric)jf,, is a linear combination of 
Pv I(z,.z~,o)) . A$ * ... . A$, 9 (15) 
with 
ll.iW II = II Y II + [I aI I + I B1 I + 2b - 21 + ... + [I as I + IA I + 2h - 21. 
In particular, II y I/ < /I j@ 11. On the other hand, with v = &P+r we know that 
DW IQ)=(~,~) = 0 for 11 y // < 2n + 1, so that terms (15) are all zero. 
607/31/z-4 
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This completes the proof of (Tl) and hence of the tensor restriction lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
As it stands, our condition (T5) suffers from the defect that terms R&J, 
with /j a&& /( > 2n - 2 may appear in the right-hand side of the equation. 
So we shall replace (T5) by the revised equation (%) obtained by simply 
dropping from the right-hand side of (T5) all quadratic terms involving Raged,o 
with 11 &cd, u 11 3 ]I jhZ@i@@ 11. This is permissible by virtue of the 
LEMMA. Assume the tensors (RjkliiJ satisfy (TO)-(T4), (T6), and (T7). Then 
(A) Either (T5) or (T-5) yields Rdc~,o = 0 whenever 11 ubc& jl < 2.24 
(B) Equutions (T5) and (6) ure epiwaknt. 
Proof. First we show that (A) implies (B). For a given jhZ$$@ with 
/I j&/?~@ 11 < 2n - 2, the right-hand side of (T5) is a sum of quadratic 
terms 
with 
/I aMu 11 + 11 siut% /I = 11 jkZiiz/lpijy 11 + 2 < (2n - 2) + 2 = 2n. (17) 
It may happen, e.g., that 11 uk& I/ = 0, 1, or 2, so that term (16) is purged when 
we pass from (T5) to (6). H owever, in that case (A) yields R 2” rO J = 0 so that 
that the discarded term (16) is zero also. Hence (T5) and (T5) are equivalent 
as claimed, and we know that (A) implies (B). 
To prove (A) for R&J, we use induction on length (u) = the number of 
indices (counting repeats) in the list u. If length (u) = 0, then we are dealing 
with Rasod. Since 11 &a 11 < 2, one of a, b, c, d must be 0, so that RaCcd = 0 
by (T2) and (T6). Suppose that (A) holds for Rdsca,, whenever length (u) i 1 
(1 >, I). We have to show that (A) holds also when length (u) = 1. Let us reexa- 
mine terms (16) appearing on the right-hand side of (T5) or (95) when 
11 jhZM&-y )I < 2 and length (13p@) = 1. A moment’s inspection of (T5) shows 
that these terms (16) all satisfy length (a), length (6) < length(#@&) = 1. 
Since also (17) shows that I/ &au 11 < 2 or 11 stu@, 8 )/ < 2, we conclude from 
inductive hypothesis that Rahcdeo = 0 or Rsillo,6 = 0, so thatLerm (16) equals 
zero. This means that the entire right-hand side of (TS), (TS) vanishes, i.e., 
R*LDTLB~~ = RjElE.s+zw. Consequently, for II jl;lisp 112 2 and length(p) = 1, 
equations (T2)-(T4) combined with either (T5) or (T5) show that RjktE.8 = 
Rdca,v whenever &a~ is a rearrangement of the list jhZ+#3. However, a little 
elementary case checking shows that any (jkZ*) with length@) > 1 and 
24 With miniscule changes, 2 may be replaced by 3. 
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11 jU$ /j < 2 may b e rearranged into &cay, where y ends with 0 or 0. (Say, 
e.g., ,3r is unbarred. Of the three unbarred indices j, 1, PI , one must be 0, since 
otherwise /I j&p 11 3 3. Simply permute the indices so that the 0 appears at 
the end of the list.) Writing y = 00 (say), we see from (T7) that Z&,, = 
R a6cd.00 = (coefi) Ra~ez,o with length (u) < 2 and /j aZk& II < 2. Inductive 
hypothesis yields RoSedo = 0 so that Ri~lfi,s = 0 and the proof of (A) is com- 
plete. Q.E.D. 
To summarize: Our tensors (Rj~lfi,J satisfy (TO)-(T4), (T/\5), (T6), (T7). 
Now we want to prove the converse result: Every family of tensors satisfying 
A 
(TO)-(T4), (T5), (T6), (T7) arises from a surface in normal form. Moreover, 
we shall prove that the (Ri~lA,B) satisfying (TO)-(T4), (G), (T6), (T7) form 
a manifold; and we shall identify the tangent space of that manifold at the origin. 
Define real vector spaces: 
ND = {(A$)2k+~a~+~8~~D I (NO) holds for 2k + I a I + I B I < D; (Nl) holds 
for 2k + 4 < D; (N2) holds for 2R + 5 < D; (N3) holds for 21% + 
5 ,< D; (N4) holds for 2k + 6 < D>. 
JlTD = &%~)2k+l.l+l8I= D+,I.(NO)holdsfor2k+/cllI+/~I=D+1;(N1) 
holdsfor2k+4=D+l;(N2)and(N3)holdfor2k+5=Dfl; 
(N4) holds for 2K + 6 = D + l}. 
%D = {(R~~Zn,B)ll~LZiir~llSD,length(B)(2n}~ 
AD = {(R.&,- ) - = 3 mk3 il&n,9ll D+l.length(B)Szn . > 
TD = {(Ri~Ziir.B)IYliZ~Tll~D,length(B)~2~~ 1 (TO) holds for /I j&F@ // < D, 
length@) < 2n; (Tl) holds for 2 + i/p@? 11 < D, length(/I) < 2~2; (T2) 
holds for I/ jkZ@I j/ < D, length@) < 2n; (T3) holds for Ij j&@/3 // < D, 
length( @) < 2n, and 11 j&Z%@ 1) < D, length(@) < 2n; (T4) holds 
for )/ jkZ%&qy II < D, length(@‘pqy) < 2n, and // j&@@Zy II < D, 
length@Fti) < 2~ Rj~z~.8pk = Rj~z~,8&or lIj@%$ti II < D, 
length(&cfy) < 2n; (T6) holds for 1) &i~r ... q,Y I/ < D, s < 2n, and 
I/ j&r .“p, 1) < D, s < 2n; (T7) holds for /I j&$II < D, 
length@) < 2n - 11. 
-rD = {(R.E,- ). - = 3 m.8 ll&m8ll D+l.length(B)<en I (TO) holds for //j/&$ Ij = D + 1, 
length@) < 2n; (Tl) holds for 11 p@ 11 + 2 = D + 1, length@) < 2n; 
(T2) holds for // jkZ@3 )I = D + 1, length@) < 2n; (T3) holds for 
II Jo%+ II = D + 1,1 ength( p/3) < 2n, and 1) jhZ@#3 )/ = D + 1, 
length(@) < 2n; (T4) holds for II jkZ@?pqy 11 = D + 1, 
length(&y) < 2n, and II jLZ++&y /I = D + 1, length(@@) ,( 2n; 
Rj,ct~~a~ = RjttlE.Bapy for Il~~W~pr II = D + l,length(Ppti) < 2n; 
(T6) holdsforIIKZ~~~...~~,II=D+l,s,(2n, andIlj]ilP1**.Ps/l= 
D + 1, s < 2n; (T7) holds for /I j&%/? 11 = D + 1, length@) < 2n - 1). 
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Define a subset Mo of %‘o by 
MD = {(Rj~liir,p)ilj~lWBil(D,length(d)&.Ln I (TO) holds for lIj~lf@ II < D, 
length@) < 2n; (Tl) holds for 2 + Ilp@ 11 < D, length@) < 2n; 
(T2) holds for /j j&$? /I < D, length@?) < 2n; (T3) holds for 
II j~@P II < D, length( PP) G 2 n, and I/ j&H@ I/ < D, length(@) < 2n; 
(T4) holds for /) j%&qy // < D, length(&qy) < 2n, and 
/i jkZ+@pqy jj < D, length(ppe) < 2n; (T5) holds for 
~~~~~$%J II < D, length(@@) < 2n; (773) holds for 
... qs I/ < D, s < 2n; and 11 jkZ& . ..p. 11 < D, s < 2n; 
holds ior 11 jkZ?@? 11 < D, length@) < 2n - I}. 
(T7) 
Next, recall that starting from coefficients (A$) satisfying (NO)-(N4), we form 
the function $ as in (1) at the beginning of Section 2, pass to the approximate 
solution u(~+-~) of Monge-Ampere, and its associated Klhler metric ds2, and 
finally form the covariant derivatives (Rjl;riir,e) of the curvature. We saw that 
Eqs. (TO)-(T4), (!I?), (T6), (T7) hold, and that 
RjttE,s I(z,,z)=(l,o) is a polynomial in the (A$) 
whose monomials are A2B . ... . A?0 with 
l~j~~~~~~-~=~~~,+l~~~+I8~i8~~l+~~~+~~~,+I~,I+l8,I-~2l.~*~ 
In particular, Rj~rw,o /(z,,z)=(l,O) is a polynomial in the A$ with 2k + / c1 I + 
IY I < IIj~KPll. I-I ence for D < 2n - 2, the passage from (A$) to 
(Z$E~~,~ Itz,,z)=(l,O)) provides a natural polynomial map LD : No -+ MD C S” . 
Our converse to the Tensor Restriction lemma is contained in the 
BIREGULAR EQUIVALENCE LEMMA. For D < 2n - 2, the foZZowing hold. 
(B 1) MD is a submanifold of 2” . 
(B2) The tangent space of MD at 0 is TD C 3D . 
(B3) The map CD : ND --f MD is one-to-one and onto. 
(B4) L;’ is a polynomial map. 
Proof. Induction on D. The case D = 0 is trivial since MD = TD = (0) 
and ND = (0) also. So assuming (Bl)-(B4) for D, we shall prove (Bl)-(B4) 
for D + 1. 
We may regard XD+i e Xo @ Xo and ND+, g No @ Jo, SO that also 
T D+l E TD @ 7D . Assuming (Bl)-(B4) for D, we obtain two natural maps 
I- and r) defined as follows: 
(a) L- is a polynomial map from #D to ND whose restriction to Mo is 
L;‘. The existence of L- is assertion (B4) of the inductive hypothesis. 
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(b) 7: No + 6, is a polynomial map defined to make the diagram below 
commute. 
natural projection 
Observation (*) above shows easily that 71 contains no linear terms, so that 
c+(O) = 0. 
Using L- and 7, we define a map @: &o @ Lo --+ &‘o @ Lo by @: (R, S) + 
(R,S--0l-(R))forREXo,SELo. Obviously @ is one-to-one and onto, 
and both @ and @-l are polynomial maps. Moreover, D’(O) = Identity, since 
&(O) = 0. Now the key observation regarding @ is that 
M D+1 = @-‘(MD x TV). (18) 
This is easy to see if we just note that 
and 
(R, q 0 c-(R)) E MD+, whenever R E M, (19) 
G n(R,S)EM,+,C&“o@d,andS’E/;,, ive 
we have (R, S’) E MD+I if and only if S’ - S E 7o . (20) 
Remark (19) is immediate from the definitions of L- and 7 once we disentangle 
the notation, while (20) follows from the fact that the nonlinear terms in (6) 
involve only Rj~ld,B of lower weight l~j&z/3 I/ than the linear terms. Hence we 
know (18). 
Now assertions (Bl), (B2) for D + 1 are trivial: (Bl) follows from (18) 
and the fact that @-I is a diffeomorphism, while (18) and the fact that P(O) = Id 
show that the tangent space at 0 of M,,, C sP~+~ g 2” @ A, is T(MD,.I) = 
T(Md 0 7~ = TD 0 TD = TD+~ by inductive hypothesis (B2). So (Bl), 
(B2) hold for D + 1. 
To prove (B3), (B4) for D + 1, we shall establish the equivalent statement: 
@ ’ LD+l : ND+~ + M, x 7o is one-to-one and onto and has a polynomial inverse. 
(21) 
Of course this yields (B3), (B4) t a once for D + 1, since @ is one-to-one and 
onto and has a polynomial inverse. 
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The proof of (21) starts with the observation that 
~n+r: (A, B) + (&n/l, {linear function of B} 
+ quadratic and higher terms in A) E Xn @ Xn , 
for(A,B)END@Xn. (22) 
This follows at once from (*). Since @ has the form (R, S) + (R, S i 7 0 C(R)) 
with 7 containing no linear terms, we conclude that also 
@ o co+i : (A, B) --+ (kDA , h(B) + quadratic and higher terms in A) E MD x in 
(23) 
where h: Jvb - X, is the linear map in (22). Holding A fixed and letting B 
vary in (23), we see that h must map A, into 7n . Moreover, bn : No -+ MD is 
one-to-one and onto and has a polynomial inverse by inductive hypotheses 
(B3), (B4). Therefore, (21) holds if and only if h: J+$ -+ 7D is an isomorphism 
onto. We shall prove 
and 
X is injective (24) 
dim MD = dim rD . (25) 
Once we know these, (21) follows, and the proof of the Biregular Equivalence 
Lemma is complete. 
Proof of (24). Equation (22) shows that the differential at the origin of lDfl 
is the linear map (A, B) -+ (‘LA, A(B)). So (22) will follow if we can show that 
the differential of c~+~ at the origin is injective. Thus, let A = (A$) E ND+, . 
To compute the differential dbD+r (s (A), we form the functions 
d= ,c,; A$( Im zi)” ~‘%?a and ~4, = 2 Re(z,) - I z’ I2 (+) 
w+Iai;lBI(D+l) 
on C”; set & = I,& + t~$, where t is a real parameter which we shall let tend to 
zero; pass from & to the solution ut fn+‘) of Monge-Ampere obtained from (2); 
form the corresponding Kahler metric (dss), and the tensors (Ri~r~,~ j+)-tl,s)). 
We know that RikliitsB Iu,Z)=tl,O) = t . RjefisO + O(P) near t = 0, and the com- 
ponents (R;~ln.8)l~r~l~81~~D+l,length(8)tala , form the value of d~+~(o) acting on 
(A$). We shall carry all of this out explicitly enough to check that 
d ~h+r lo (A$) = 0 implies A$ = 0. 
First of all, look back at Eqs. (2). We pass from # to u(l), and then from zJ8) 
to zJB+l) by multiplication by suitable nonvanishing smooth functions. Therefore 
ut w+l) = Wt . (&, + t+), where wt depends smoothly on t. Note that w, = 1 
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since #,, already satisfies Monge-Ampere, and consequently w1 = 1 + ter + O(P) 
for a real smooth function o. Hence 
ujn+l) = (1 + tTJ + W)) * ($0 + tb) = lcI0 + +AP + 4) + O(t2). 
Set Q = #+I + 4, and note that 12 is real. Now we have to look at the (Z$r,& 
derived from the K&ler metric 
ds2 = C j,k>O & (I 20 12 @+%)). 
Instead of z, , z1 ... z, let us use projective coordinates25 5, = so , & = z,,zk 
(K 3 1). In terms of the 5, ... 5, , we have 
I zo I 2 .t+%) = (to51 + t;lz;, - z2 [k(k) + t-Q50 *-* 5,) + O(t2), 
where f%toL ... 5,) = I 5, 12Q(51/50 ..,’ {,/co). Hence our Kahler metric 
takes the form 
d+’ = (40 & + 4, dr;, - 1 4-k zk) + t j,$o & d5j dr;, + O(t2). 
k,2 3 k 
Modulo O(t) this metric is flat. The formulas for curvature and covariant 
differentiation in a K%hler metric yield: 
Rmi = t alja%kacl a[, 0 + W2) 
If (4) = tu%) + W) is a tensor with By smooth, 
then P4y9 = t(awau + O(t2) and (VA),, = t(aB,ja$) + o(P). (27) 
So by induction, 
In particular, if j&i/3 involves no 0 or 0, then 
so that the (j&$)-component of dcD+l IO (A$) is 
26 This is very natural, since it is in terms of (,-, ... 5, that dsz is obviously flat for t = 0. 
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Therefore, if (A$) E Ker &o+r lo, then 
In other words, the monomials ,zra~~z’~>fl with 2(~7 + b) + / 01 / + / /3 1 < 
D + 1 which appear in the power series of Q have either zr%‘” or ?z?rr’?s of at 
most first degree. That is, 
Q = Re [J’(4 + c z,G,(a)l + C Cabz 9 b~‘aZ)R a61 1 (29) 
k>l P(a+b)+]al+lBI>D+l 
with F and all the G, holomorphic. 
On the other hand, Q = I,$J + C$ with 4 a power series in Im(z,), a’, z’, 
so that in those independent variables, 
+ c E,&(Im al)” .z’YP. (30) 
2z+/al+lBI>D+l 
However, 4 was defined as a power series in (Im a,), z’, 7 containing no mono- 
mials (Im ZJ z’6?@ with 21+ 1 OL 1 + I/3 j > D + 1. So we may drop all 
monomials of that form from the right-hand side of (30), with the consequence 
(31) 
for new analytic functions 9, Yk whose power series are obtained by truncating 
those of F, G, . Next note that for 2 Re(z,) = 1 z’ I2 we have ~,Sr(z) = 
+,G&N + xk>2 zk(xkgl(z>), so that (31) may be rewritten in the form 
(32) 
for yet other holomorphic power series fi, G, . At last we are in position to apply 
Lemma (N2) above, which together with (+) shows that 4 = 0 and so the 
A$ = 0. Thus, d~o+~ is injective and (24) is established. 
Proof of (25). First of all we shall pass from Jvb and in to complex vector 
spaces by using a familiar 
TRIVIAL LEMMA. Let A be a complex vector space with a map p: A -+ A 
(“complex conjugation”) satisfying 
(a) p is linear if A is thought of as a real vector space. 
(b) p(k) = -ip(a) for a E A. 
(c) p2 = Identity. 
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Let A,, A- be the eigenspaces {a E A / p(a) = &a}. Then the dimension of A, 
as a real vector space equals the dimension of A as a complex vector space. 
Proof. One checks that A = A+ @ A- and that multiplication by i is an 
isomorphism of A+ to A- . Q.E.D. 
Now define complex vector spaces JV, 7 and maps p: JV + JV, p’: ‘T --f T 
as follows: 
JV = {(A$)fLb+,al+~41=0+1 1 All the defining equations for Jvb hold except (NO)}. 
7 = ~~R~L~iir,~~ll~~~iii~ll=~+~,len~th~~~~~s 1 All the defining equations for 7” 
hold except (TO)}. 
Since p and p’ satisfy (a), (b), (c) and J+$ = {A E .k’” j p(A) = A), ~~ = {R E T / 
p’(R) = R}, it follows from the Trivial Lemma that (25) is equivalent to the 
assertion that JV, 7 have the same dimension as complex vector spaces. We 
start proving this by writing down a simpler coordinate system for 7: I f  p, ... p, 
and qr ... cfs are lists of nonzero indices with lip, ... pig, ... q,J = D + 1, 
then define 
s,l...,r pl.~Yi.T = Rl1141u2u2.P3...l)r i!j..vis if r, s 3 2, 
= f&i~oi+. .tis if r=l, s32; 
= Ro~~,o&&-& if r=O, s>2; 
similarlyifr>,2,s=1orO;orifr,s<l. 
The components SP1...P,41...Q, are symmetric in all the p’s and in all the q’s, 
by .virtue of the various symmetry conditions in the definition of 7. Conversely, 
given a system 
s = (S?ll...Qr ~~...~.)ll,~~...6,~I=o+l,all~,,njz” 9 (33) 
symmetric in the p’s and in the Q’S, we may define components 
by setting Rjkld,B = S8,...9r45...~~., where p, ... p& ... &. is a list of all the 
unbarred and barred nonzero indices appearing in j&i, /3 (multiplicities 
counted). From an arbitrary symmetric S as in (33), we obtain the general 
solution (Rjaiit,J of the symmetry conditions and (T7) contained in the defi- 
nition of 7. It remains to see which restrictions are imposed on (SP,...PVgl...,$ 
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by the additional conditions appearing in the definition of r. In terms of the 
S’s these conditions are: 
s(jl...i, = s,, Q...P* = 0 
(T6) s,l...,r = Sp*...prJ1 = 0 I for suitable 11 *** //. 
To see what these conditions mean, we use cr, p, y, etc., to denote lists of indices 
2 ... n, and write 
F k 74 for &...I o1 i...i .$ (2h + 2 + I 01 I + I B I = D + 1). 
T Y 
The extra conditions (Tl), (T6) amount to 
tT1)’ Fk+17a~ + Fkl+lcts = 1 FkfC.j,C% 
j>,z 
(4 Fo7,p = 0 for I 01 I < 1, 
WV 
FlrB = 0. 
(b) FG.B = 0 for IBl<L Fkia = 0. 
Now (Tl)’ shows by induction on k that 
F k&j? = 
Conversely, given a system (Fo7=g)21+l=,+ivl-o+l symmetric in the entries of 01 
and in the entries of y, Eq. (34) p rovides a solution (Fk7& of (Tl)‘. So we may 
regard the (F07a8)21+lrxl+l~~=~+1 as independent variables, use (34) to define the 
remaining Fklas, and so obtain the general solution of all the equations except 
(T6)’ (a) and (b) used to define T. Now we must analyze the restrictions placed 
on (F,,7,,$ by (T6)‘. Equations (T6)‘( a are easy enough: We set the F,,~,B = 0 ) 
for ( CL 1 < 1; the extra equation Flz~ = 0 follows from this by (34). 
So at this stage our independent variables are (F,,7&ala2. From these we 
define the remaining F’s by 
which provides the general solution of all the defining equations for T except 
(T6)‘(b). Equation (T6)‘(b) amounts to 
F kaap = 0 if I/zi<l. (36) 
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(Again the extra condition Fbia = 0 in (T6)‘(b) follows from (36) by (39.) 
Of course we have to rewrite (36) in terms of our independent variables 
(F~~~~~l.l~2,2Z+lal+l~l~D+1 * 
Let us look first at the case 1 Q: 1 > 2. 
If / ,O 1 = 1, then (36) asserts that 
0 = Fk&S = 9+;Lk (--llP (;)F,,a+YBi’ 
i.e., 
F okrr~ = (-lY+l C (-l)9(i)Fo5,+y, for 101 I 2 2, IS1 = 1. (37) 
9i\vl=k 
IYl>l 
If ) p 1 = 0, then (36) asserts that 
0 =Ftia = C 
P+lYl=k 
W(:)For.t,+ 
i.e., 
F,,E, = (- l)“+l ,,Zmk (-1)” (;)Fok!+Yt 
IYl>l 
= k C F,,lc7iu+y9+ c (-1)k’9+1 p”Foiia+yT. M-1 P+lY[=k 0 ld>~ 
If we assume (37), then this becomes equivalent to 
FoEu = (--Ilk f+ c 
p+\ol=x-1 
(-- lJ9 (” ; ‘) Fo, a+v+o yY 
loI> 
Ivl=l 
+ *+;-I; (--l)“+“+l ( p”) FOJ a+~ 6 = (write S =r+o) 
IN>2 
= p+; k [t-l)‘+’ h (” ; ‘) + (-l)k+P+l (;)I Foe a+6 s, 
149 
I.e., 
For~a = 1 (-l)k+p (;) P -P - llFo,..cia for (aI > 2. (38) 
9tla[=k 
l~l>~ 
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Hence, Eqs. (37) and (38) are equivalent to the case / 01 1 2 2 in (36). Conse- 
quently, we may take our independent variables to be 
(FoL&Yl,lsl>2 . 
21+/al+l4/=D+1 
Equations (37) and (38) express the Foio,s (1 01 1 > 2, j j3 1 < 1) in terms of our 
independent variables, and then Eq. (35) specifies the remaining (Fki,,). From 
(Foia~)lal,l~~~2,ez+/u/+/~I=D+1 we obtain in this way the general solution of all the 
equations defining 7, except for (36) with j OL 1 < 1, which amounts to 
FM~B = 0 if iaI=/fli=l, 2K+2=D+l. (39) 
Fkos = 0 if l/3 =I, 2k+l =D+l. W) 
Fkaa = 0 if i~lI=l, 2k+l =D+l. (41) 
F,, = 0 if 2R=D+l. (42) 
We must reexpress (39)-(42) in terms of the independent variables 
(FDia~)la~,tB~~2,21+~a~+~B:=~+1 . Using (35h we rewrite (39) as 
i e with26 k - 1 = E, * ., 
forIc~=IflI=l,21+4=0+1. 
This condition will correspond to Eq. (Nl) for JV. Similarly using (35), we 
can rewrite (40) as 
i e with2’ 1 = k - 2, . ., 
26 Note that for k = 0, (39) becomes 0 = 0. 
27 Note that (40) becomes 0 = 0 for K = 0, 1. 
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for 1 p 1 = I,21 + 5 = D + 1. This will correspond to Eq. (N3) for A’-. Using 
(35) to rewrite (41) yields 
The first sum on the right is still not expressed in terms of (FO&,lB!>a, so 
we use (37): 
0 =(-I)“-‘k.(-1)‘; c c (-1,p(“; ‘jFOI~,,,& 
I@=1 Ptlvl=k-l 
lbl>l 
Indexing the first sum on the right by 6 = /I + y, we obtain 
i e. with28 1 = k - 2, * , 
c Foiw+s 9 = (I+ ,;I + 2> lYl=Z .,,;z+2 (-1)z-D (“; ‘j [P - i - llFofin+~ 
I6123 
(45) 
for 1 a: 1 = 1, 2E + 5 = D + I. This is equivalent to (41) and will correspond 
to Eq. (N2) for JV. Next we have to rewrite (42) using (35). We obtain: 
0 = C (-l)‘(;jF’,,,, = (-I)“+$ C FokzOi+YU+Y 
n+jvl=k lal=lul=l 
lvl>2 
+ .+g=, (-1P (;) Ford . 
ISI? 
28 Note that (41) becomes 0 = 0 for K = 0, 1. 
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Although this is expressed in terms of the right independent variables, we 
shall use (43) to rewrite the first term on the right, yielding? 
Using 6 = a! + y to index the first sum on the right, we obtain: 
(-1)” k(k - 1) o=c[ 2 1 
?J+lal=k 
*--.(-l)k-l-~(k; ‘) + (-l)$)/ F,,,ti, 
(k- 1) 
1~13 
i.e., 
i.e., with 1 = k - 3 (note that for k = 2 our equation reduces to 0 = 0): 
1 Forti = __--- (-1)l+l6 1 
1614 (I + 1x1+ w + 3) P+lv,=z+3 
(-1P (“‘p 3)(1+ 1 -~)Fofisv (46) 
Id>4 
for 21+ 6 = D + 1. If (43) holds then this condition is equivalent to (42) and 
will correspond to condition (N4) for M. 
Now at last we have a practical coordinate system on r. In fact we have pro- 
duced an isomorphism between T and the vector space of all 
F = (Foia~h.1~1>2 
2Z+lal+lk4=D+l 
for which Eqs. (43)-(46) hold. In terms of our good coordinates, one sees 
trivially that r and &‘” have the same dimension. Just compare: 
The vector space 7 The vector space JV 
Coordinates are Coordinates are 
(F~~,~)~~+I~~I+IsI=D+~ 
lol*lb=~>2 
symmetric in (Y and in 8. 
89 For k = 0, 1 again (42) reduces to 0 = 0. 
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The vector space r 
The (F,,r,p) with I 01 j, 1 p I > 3 and 
(I 0~ I, I B I) # (3,3) may be picked 
arbitrarily. Once these are fixed, 
may be picked arbitrarily subject to 
the restriction (46): C161=3 F,,is~ = 
fixed quantity. 
Having fixed the (Fo~up)~ol~.~o~>a we 
may pick the 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(45): Clsl=s F,,r,+,a = fixed quantity 
for each 01 (I cx 1 = 1). 
Then we may pick the 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(44): ~~s~~zFO~s 8+6 = fixed quantity 
for each /3 (I/ / = 1). 
Finally we may pick the 
V’O~I~I=I,I=~ 
21+4=0+1 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(43): XI~I=~F,,~~+~~+~ = fixed quan- 
ity for each 01, p (1 OL 1= ) /? 1 = 1). 
The vector space J” 
The (A$) with 1011, I/3 23 and 
(I a I, I B I) # (3,3) may be picked 
arbitrarily. Once these are fixed, 
~&dlal=lBI=2 
%k+a=D+l 
may be picked arbitrarily subject to 
the restriction (N4): CI+~ Ai, = 0. 
Having fixed the (A$)l.l,~~l>~ we may 
pick the 
eBh=3Jel=n 
2k+5=D+l 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(N2): &lE2 Af+sa = 0 for each 01 
(I a I = 1). 
Then we may pick the 
2k+5=D+l 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(N3): Clslz2 At@+6 = 0 for each /I 
(I B I = 1). 
Finally we may pick the 
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction 
(Nl): C16/=1 AZ+*= = 0 for each 
oh B (I o! I = I B I = 1). 
This concludes the proof of (25) and hence also that of the Biregular Equivalence 
Lemma. Q.E.D. 
For a boundary 8D defined by (1) in Moser’s normal form, let us write ,(aII) 
for ~Zn-2(~~~)2k+l.l+lsls2n-2 E Mgne2 C CP, where r?ZQ is the vector space 
Of0 = {(Rjf,,,8)~~1k~~~~~<8n-2 I &ZR~ = 0 if lIiW3 II < 3. 
length(BKm 
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Our next task is to explain how &(a@ transforms under the action of linear 
fractional transformations on boundaries in normal form. Recall the notion 
4 * 3L) from the opening paragraphs of Section 2. 
We shall be working with the groups 
U(n, 1) = the group of linear transformations of P+l preserving the 
quadratic form 11 v II2 = 2 Re(v&) - c 1 ok 12. 
1;>2 
H = the group of T E U(n, 1) which fix the vector e = (I, 0 ..* 0). 
One checks easily that the matrix T = ( Tik) E H must satisfy 
Tjk = 0 for llj II > II k Il. (47) 
It is convenient to define TG = Tj, and Tj~ = Trk = 0. 
There is a natural action of H on the vector space 6Y”: Given T = ( Tjk) E H 
and R = (Rj~l,& E Gl”, we define 
where j?r ... #&, (pi ... 01~ stand for arbitrary barred or unbarred indices. Note 
that the right-hand side of (48) involves only RGg,gal...zs with 11 abc& 01~ ... as I[ ,( 
IIj&, & .‘. /$ I/ by virtue of (47) so that T*R is a well-defined element of L?!O. 
The transformation law for (RjzlEsB) = L(~D) may now be expressed as follows: 
EQUIVARIANCE LEMMA. Let 4 be the linear fractional transformation of 6.7 
arising from a matrix T E H. For a boundary aD in Moser’s normal form we have 
@D) = T*~(rj * aD). (49) 
Proof. For a strictly pseudoconvex domain D = (4 > 0} & C”, we say that 
a Kahler metric . 
ds2 = c a2u - dzi dz, 
j,k>o azj =k 
on @*+l 
is D-admissible if U(z, , .zi ... z,) has the form U = I z, I2 u(zi ... z,) with 
J(u) = 1 + o(tP+l), u = 0 on aD. If @ is a biholomorphic map carrying D 
to a, then the transformation law for the Monge-Ampere equation shows 
[ 1 l] that30 
@#: @* ’ ‘1 - [‘jet @:$l,(n+l) I @k)) = (wO ,w) (50) 
so Here 0 is an arbitrary real number. 
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carries the D-admissible metrics on @ n+l to the B-admissible metrics. In parti- 
cular, given a D-admissible metric ds2, we can find a D-admissible metric 
2 so that the covariant derivatives of the curvature of ds2, $ are connected 
by 
%mi.el...O, I(z,,d = c &6c&!1...01s I(w,.w)=~#(zo.z) 
abed 
al’*‘all 
(51) 
I 
where sPjL = awj/azlc I+, , @k = rPjk, @jL = @ilc = 0. 
We shall apply these observations to domains i?D and aD = + * i3D in normal 
form, with @ = So+ as in the opening paragraphs of Section 2. Now the 
Ambiguity Lemma shows that the covariant derivatives of the curvature of ds2 
satisfy 
(RifZfif3 I(z,,l)=(l,O))B~~~~~~~~~ = L(aD> 
. 
whenever the Kahler metric ds2 is D-admissible. Consequently, conclusion (49) 
of the Equivariance Lemma may be read off from (51) and definition (48), 
as soon as we check that @#: (1,0) + (1,0) and @ik = Tjk . However, Lemma 
(Nl) shows that the Taylor series of Qi# through first order at (z,, , z) = (1,O) 
agrees with that of 
so that the equations to be checked are 4”: (I, 0) + (1, 0) and au,/%, = 
Tjk (j,k 20). Th ese follow from elementary computation if we take 
ere = [det 4’(O)]rl(n+r). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The submanifold Mznp2 C GP is H-invariant. 
Proof. We could have checked this directly, but we have it free: Mznw2 = 
image of c by the Biregular Equivalence Lemma, while the Equivariance Lemma 
shows that L is H-equivariant. Q.E.D. 
Next we define Weyl invariants on the vector space 0P. Let Sz = Trace 
Khwi,fl! 0 ... 0 (R ~6~d,~)] be a Weyl invariant of weight 03l in the tensors 
(R~~liir,s)leneth(s)tzn . In general Sz will involve RiflEso with IJj&$3 ]I > 2n - 2 
and consequently fi is not well defined on 6P. 
On the other hand suppose u < 2n - 4. We know that a is a linear com- 
bination of products 
&zm . ... . Ra6cd.v (52) 
31 Recall that o is defined as [number of indices appearing in the tensor product] - 2 . 
[number of R’s appearing in the tensor product]. 
607131/2-5 
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with 
[IljhZq3 11 - 21 + **- + [II abcdy /I - 21 = u < 2n - 4. (53) 
If we assume &,,,, = 0 for Ilj&$? I/ < 2, then all the terms in brackets must 
be positive in (53) in order to obtain a nonzero product (52). This implies that 
the terms in brackets in (53) are all <a < 2n - 4, so that 52 becomes a poly- 
nomial in the Rj~lrT1,0 with II j&@ 11 < 2n - 2. In other words any Weyl invariant 
Q of weight CJ < 2n - 4 is well defined on 020. Of course 52 is H-invariant on 6Y”. 
The following simple remarks have been around implicitly now for many 
pages. There are natural dilations 6, : GP --f 0P and 8, : Nzn-a -+ Nan-z (t > 0) 
defined by 
($,A)$ = t2”+l4+lw&~ for A = G4~~)2k+~a~+~B~~2m-2 E N2n-2 . 
The manifold Mznp2 C 020 is invariant under 6, , and the natural map 
6: Nznm2 ---f Mznm2 is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to the dilations 
6, ,8, . Note that Weyl invariants of weight u < 2n - 4 on OZ” are homogeneous 
of degree cr with respect to 6, . 
At last we have gathered enough information to reduce Theorem 2 on normal 
forms to a purely algebraic theorem on tensors, namely, 
THEOREM 5’. Let P be a polynomial on GZ” whose restriction to Mznp2 is 
H-invariant and homogeneous of degree o < 2n - 40 with respect to the dilations 
6,. Then P coincides on Mtnm2 with a linear ctimbination of Weyl invariants of 
weight u on @O. 
Reduction of Theorem 2 to Theorem 5’ 
Let P = P(A$) be an invariant of weight e < 2n - 40 in the sense of 
Theorem 2. The transformation law for P (Eq. (x) in the Introduction) is easily 
seen to be equivalent to the following two statements. 
If 4 is the linear fractional transformation arising from T E H, 
and aD is a surface in normal form, then P(i3D) = P($ * aD>. (54) 
P is homogeneous of degree (T with respect to the dilations & .32 (55) 
We leave it to the reader to verify (54) and (55) making use of Lemma (Nl). 
Since all A$ (I CY 1, I/3 / > 2) are homogeneous of degree >0 with respect to 
the &, and since Af$ with 2K + I 011 + 1 fi j > 2n - 2 is already homogeneous 
33 Here we regard 6, as acting on all the A$ , not merely those with 2k + I a: 1 + 1 b I < 
2n - 2. 
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of degree >o, it follows from (55) that the polynomial P involves only A$ 
with 2k + / a / + I/3 1 < 2n - 2, i.e., 
P is a polynomial on Nznez . (56) 
Now look at Q = P 0 I-, where L-: OZ” -+ Nznez is a polynomial map whose 
restriction to Mznp2 is 1-l. (The existence of an I- is part of the Biregular Equiv- 
alence Lemma.) Assertion(M) shows that Q is a polynomial on GslO; assertion (55) 
shows that the restriction of Q to Mznwz is homogeneous of degree u with respect 
to the dilations 6, ; finally, Eq. (54) and the Equivariance Lemma show that the 
restriction of Q to Mz,-z is H-invariant. Therefore, Theorem 5’ shows that Q 
coincides on Mgnw2 = image (6) with a linear combination of Weyl invariants 
of weight (J, so that for P = Q 0 L we obtain P(A$) = Cj”=, A,Q,(c(A$)), where 
the hi are numerical coefficients, and the Qn,‘s are Weyl invariants of weight (J 
on adO. This is the conclusion of Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
As indicated in the Introduction, Theorem 5’ can easily be reduced to the 
much-simpler-looking Theorem 5. In preparation for this step, we make a 
few observations on the dilations S, and the subspace Ttnme C 670. 
First of all, a monomial Rjf2iir,B . ... . Rdcasv is homogeneous with respect 
to the 6, of degree [Ilj,&$II - 21 + ... + [I/ a&J, y/j - 21, so that a poly- 
nomial P on a0 is homogeneous of degree o with respect to the 6, if and only 
if it has wight u in the sense of our previous discussion. 
Next suppose P is a polynomial on asdo whose restriction to Mza-n is homo- 
geneous of degree o with respect to the 6, . Then P coincides on Mznpz with a 
polynomial of weight u on O!O. To see this, let P(l) be the sum of the terms of 
weight E in P, so that P is a finite sum P = &o P”)(R) with P(S,R) = 
Clso t’W(R). Since P IMznm2 is homogeneous of deg u in the 6, , all the P(l) 
(1 # u) must vanish on Mznez ; i.e., P coincides on Mznw2 with Pf”) as claimed. 
We introduce the “complexification” T&, of the vector space T2,-, . Define 
TC 2n-2 to be the subspace of a0 defined by the vanishing of the linear functions 
Y$k = R0ipa.S + RIGJ,B - C RGPJ,B 
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for /I j&i/3 Ij < 2n - 2, length@O) < 2n; 
- (coeff)’ &zE,~ 
for [I j&$? // < 2n - 2,length(flU) < 2n. 
Comparing with the definition of TznVz, we see that Tzne2 is the subspace of 
TC 2n-2 defined by TR = R, where (TR)~B~,~ = RkT,,&,g for R E 6Y”. For future 
reference, set 
Z$‘~iir,qp~Y = (the left-hand side of (%)) - (the right-hand side of (T$) 
for II j&z/3$@ // < 2n - 2, length(&@) < 2n. 
We shall need the following elementary result. 
T-VANISHING LEMMA. Let P = P(Rj~li,i,s) be a polynomial on OZ” which 
vanishes on Tznw2 . Then 
(A) P also vanishes on T.&,-2 . 
(B) We can Jind polynomaals U,, , (1) U!2'- ,kzm,B ,..., U,!;;& for which 
(C) If in addition P is homogeneous of degree d and weight u, then tie can 
pick the Us;. in (B) to be homogeneous of degree d - 1 and weight cr - weight( Y$L.). 
Proof. The Trivial Lemma and its proof, used in the verification of (25) 
above, show that T.&-, = Tznm2 @ iT2n-2 in the complex vector space OZ”. 
Hence, an isomorphism RD --t TznP2 extends to an isomorphism CD + T&+, 
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of complex vector spaces. Thus (A) is merely the trivial remark that a poly- 
nomial P(z, ... zn) which vanishes for real zr *.. zg vanishes everywhere. 
Next, let A be a complex vector space, and let B be the subspace of A defined 
by the vanishing of linear functionals Zr ... 1, . Then one checks trivially that 
1 1 >**., Z, generate the ideal of polynomials on A which vanish on B. Part (B) is a 
special case of this remark. 
Finally, if (57) holds with P homogeneous of degree d and weight (T, then by 
merely discarding all terms of the wrong degree or weight from the right-hand 
sise of (57) we obtain a new equation of the form (57) with P unchanged and all 
the lJ$L. homogeneous of degree d - 1 and weight 0 - WT(Y$A,). This 
proves (C). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY If a polynomial P is H-invariant on Tz,-z , then it is also 
H-invariant on Ti,,-, . 
Proof. For T E H, P(R) - P(T*R) vanishes on TSnp2, hence also on 
TL ’ Q.E.D. 
Now we shall pass from invariants on M2+a to invariants on T,C,_,. Our 
result for T&-z is 
THEOREM 5”. Let P be a polynomial of weight u < 2n - 40 on CF’, whose 
restriction to T&+, is H-invariant. Then P coincides on T,C,-, with a linear com- 
bination of Weyl invariants of weight u on 130. 
Reduction of Theorem 5’ to Theorem 5” 
Let P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5’. Since P coincides on Mzne2 
with a polynomial of weight u, we may assume that P itself has weight G. By 
induction on d 3 0, we shall prove that P may be written in the form 
P = Q” + 1 h,.C$ on Mzn-2 , 
where the sZj are Weyl invariants of weight o and Qd is a polynomial of weight (T 
all of whose monomials have degree ad. This is trivial for d = 0, so assume (58) 
holds for d. We must find a similar formula with d replaced by d + 1. 
Let us start by writing Q” = Sd + Wd, where Sd is homogeneous of degree 
d and weight u, while Wa is a polynomial of weight u whose monomials all have 
degree >d + 1. Equation (58) shows at once that the restriction of Qa to 
Mznw2 is H-invariant. From this and the fact that Tzn-2 is the tangent space 
to MznVz at the origin, it follows that Sd is H-invariant on Tznm2 . The proof is 
immediate from the formula 
Sd(R) = lim Qa(z(t)) , 
t+o 
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where R E Tznw2 and t ---f R(t) E M21a--p C GZ”, R(0) = 0 is a smooth curve in 
i&n--P with d/dt R(t) ItzO = R. The corollary to the T-Vanishing Lemma 
shows that Sd is actually H-invariant on Tinmz. Hence, Theorem 5” asserts that 
Sd can be written as 
Sd = c Ap; on Tzn-2 , (59) 
where the 9; are Weyl invariants of weight u. The proof of part (c) of the 
T-Vanishing Lemma shows that we may take the Qj to be homogeneous of 
degree d and weight u in (59). Now the T-Vanishing Lemma yields polynomials 
ug. .‘. Uzt”,! , homogeneous of degree d - 1 and weight u - weight( Y$),..., 
u - weight( Y$); and satisfying 
(60) 
Recalling that all the Y$i. vanish on Mznva except for the YA$. , we compare 
Sd with 
Only the nonlinear terms in .Z$h. contribute to sd - Sd, so that md 3 Sd - Sd 
is a polynomial of weight u all of whose monomials have degree >,d + 1. 
Consequently on Mz,-z we have 
P = (Sd + Wd) + 1 h&j = (Sd - FV’) + Wd + C AjQj 
=Sd+(Wd-id)+CAjf2j 
j 
= C A&?; + (Wd - wd;+ 1 AjSZj + the terms in braces in (61). 
j j 
Since, however, the terms in braces in (61) vanish on Mzne2, we have 
P=(Wd- rv’d)+~xjnj+p;a;, (62) 
i i 
where the sZi , Sz; are Weyl invariants of weight u, and Wd - md is a poly- 
nomial of weight u all of whose monomials have degree 2-d + 1. Thus, we have 
succeeded in proving a formula of form (58) with d replaced by d + 1, so our 
inductive step is complete. 
Now we know (58) for arbitrary d > 0. On the other hand, any monomial 
&Lciit.s .*’ Rdca.v of weight u and degree >a + 1 must vanish on GP. For, 
[IljkZ@ 11 - 21 + ... f [II a&$ [I - 21 = a. If there are >a + 1 terms in 
the sum, then one of the terms, e.g., [I\ j&/3 II - 21 must be GO. In that case, 
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however, the definition of 6P yields R d - 5 Im,B = 0 so that the monomial vanishes. 
Consequently, (58) with d > u + 1 yields Q” = 0, and thus P = xi I\,&$ on 
M2n--2 . This proves Theorem 5’. Q.E.D. 
Finally, it is a complete triviality to reduce Theorem 5” to Theorem 5. 
Let A denote the vector space of all lists R = (R(MN’)M+NGzn+a of symmetric 
tensors RcMm) = (Roofs,,...,) which satisfy conditions @-@ in the statement 
of Theorem 5. Let B C A be the subspace consisting of all (R(fMN))M+NL<2n+4 
for which R’y’? PI . 2),$&-3&l = 0 whenever I/p, ..* p&r ... &/I < 2n - 2. 
There is a natural H-invariant map 4: A --+ Tin-*, defined by (c$R)~E,,,, = 
(coef&R . R~$,Mr,...gN, wherepl ... $J~& ... &,, is a list of the indices (multi- 
plicities counted) appearing in j&i~. Since B is H-invariant and $ lB = 0, 
we may regard $ as an H-invariant map: A/B ---f T.&-, . Viewed this way, 
+ is an isomorphism. (That $ is one-to-one on A/B is immediate. To show that 
4 is onto, we start with (RialE,J E T,C,-, and have to come up with an 
W”%+mn+4 E A. It is clear how to define RLyf&,P1...GN if 
For III’, -“PM% ... 4~ 11 > 2n - 2, we can simply set RLy!&l...JN = 0.) 
Moreover, any Weyl invariant Trace[R(“191J1’ @ ... @ R(“81PJJ of weight 
(T < 2n - 4 on A may be written as Sz o q$ where Sz is a Weyl invariant of weight 
u on CslO. 
Now let P be a polynomial on OZ” satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5”. 
Then P 0 4 is a polynomial on A which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5. 
In particular, the hypothesis deg(P 0 4) < n - 20 of Theorem 5 follows33 
from the assumption that weight(P) < 2n - 40. If Theorem 5 holds, then 
P o $ is a linear combination of Weyl invariants of weight 0 on A, i.e., 
(63) 
where the Q$ are Weyl invariants of weight u on G?O. Since q%: A -+ T.& is 
onto, it follows that P = xi XiQj on T&., , which is the conclusion of Theorem 
5”. Thus, Theorem 5 implies Theorem 5”. 
This completes our reduction of Theorem 2 to Theorem 5. We close Section 
2 by explaining how to reduce Theorem 3 to Theorem 2. Our explanation 
is for the the benefit of readers without intimate knowledge of [l, IO], for the 
ideas are already contained in those papers. In our discussion, D = {# > 0} C C” 
will be a bounded smooth strictly pseudoconvex domain with (G given by (1) 
33 Any monomial l$*, RX,@, of weight (r and degree d > n - 20 contains a term Rm~ 
with II ap /I < 3 and consequently vanishes on the set defined by restrictions a-@ in 
Theorem 5. 
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in a neighborhood B = ((x1, 4 1 I W4l < 7, I Wz,)l < 7, I z’ I < q) of 
the origin. We assume in particular that 
converges in a neighborhood of B. Set Do = {(zr , ,a’) j 2 Re(z,) > ] .s’ 19, 
The following results will enter our argument later on. 
LEMMA, (N3). 
= o(l) + 1 B,, 
k. Z>O 
[$(Im wr , w’)]k+z+l 
’ (t + 1 w’ 12/2 - i Im ~r)n+l-~+~(t + ) w’ 12/2 + i Im wl)n+l+z 
for small t > 0 and I w’ I, / Im w1 I < 7, where the coefiients B,, depend only 
on k, 1, n, b. 
(B) S,fep-l S,,w ERI 
w’*gfi(Im wr)c d Im w,d vol(w’) 
(t + j w’ 12/2 - i Im w#(t + I w’ I”/2 + i Im wl)” 
IW’l<7l IIm&l<n 
= c;;z;zt + O(log t) as t-+0+. 
Sketch of proof. For (A), just expand the integrand as a Taylor series in 
Re(wJ about the point Re(wu,) = 1 w’ 12/2, and integrate term by term. A high- 
order remainder term added on to the Taylor series contributes O(1) to the 
integral, by virtue of the estimate / 4 / = O(( t + I w’ 12/2 & i Im wr I”). 
To prove (B), we first ask whether for the given 01, B, c, p, 4, the integral 
I.. w’GP(Im w$ d Im w,d vol(w’) pmw,12+lw’12>22 (I w’ I’/2 - i Im w#(l w’ I212 + i Im wr)n 
converges. If not, then one checks easily that the integral of (B) is O(log t) 
as t ---f 0. If so, then we make an error O(1) by removing the restrictions 
I w’ 1 < 7, I Im wr j < 7 from the domain of integration in (B). Now our 
integral converges absolutely and has an obvious homogeneity with respect 
to the change of variables: 
Im(r&) = S2 Im(w,), 6’ = SW’, f = Pt. 
Equation (B) follows at once. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA (N4). F OT small t > 0 we can jind an analytic function F,(w) on 
D satisfying the estimates 
il F,(w) - (t +;$+l ii cl(Dne) G M?s (k 2 O), 
with MI, independent of t. 
Proof. This is a routine application of the work of Kohn [12] on the 
&Neumann problem. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (N5). Let B,, be a compact smooth strictly pseudoconvex domain 
contained in DO , with DO and D, coinciding in a neighborhood of B. Then the 
Bergman kernel K*,(z, w) for &, satisfies 
(4 K& 4 = (.+ + 5l “,, . $)n+l + O(l) for z> w E fro n B. 
(B) Kg&x, w) = O(1) for x near the origin and w E L$\B. 
Proof. In fact the O(l)-terms are smooth. The result again follows from 
Kohn’s results on 8, as was first realized by Kerzman [20]. See [IO] for details. 
Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to deduce Theorem 3 from Theorem 2. We shall prove by 
induction on s (1 < s < n - 20) that 
K(z, x) = -& ]l + c h,RjPT(‘a,)~sj + 0 (+-I. (64) 
3 
For s = 1, Theorem l(A) yields K(z, x) = c,/un+r + O(#-“), which is of the 
form (64). Thus we shall assume (64) for an s 3 1 and try to prove an analogous 
formula with s replaced by s + 1. 
From Theorem 1 and (64), we obtain 
K(z, z) = KO + & + Q log 4, (65) 
where 0, #E Cm(D) and K” = (c,/u”+r)(l + Cp hjL$J3wTo+)~z). Since u = v * # 
with v(0) = 1, we can write 0(O) = lim,,, [K(z, z) - K”(z, z)] . (u(z))“+r-s, so 
that the transformation laws for K, K”, and u show that e(O) satisfies the trans- 
formation law (x) for an invariant of weight 2s. If we can show that e(O) is a 
polynomial in the (A$), then Theorem 2 will imply e(O) = xj h$‘L$ for Weyl 
invariants G$ of weight 2s. Substituting this into (65) yields34 
ZJ* $“+I-“[K(z, .z) - K” - x, A;Q;U WT’Qi’/g] = 0 at the origin for domains in normal 
form, hence at any boundary point of a Co domain. 
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an equation of form (64) with s replaced by s + 1, which completes our inductive 
proof. So the crux of the matter is to show that 0(O) is a polynomial in the (A$). 
This we do by evaluating 
w = s,n, j$+ KF, w)d volk-4 with at = (t, 0 .*a 0) (66) 
in two different ways. First of all, Lemma (N4) and Theorem 1 for K(&, w) 
show that L(t) = O(1) + jDF,(w) K(zt, w) d vol(w) = O(1) + F,(z,) (by the 
reproducing property of the Bergman kernel) = O(1) + ~J(2t)n-t~ (by another 
application of Lemma (N4)). We set down: 
w = c2$+1 + O(l) for small t > 0. (67) 
On the other hand, we can start with formula (65) for K(z, z), pass to the sesqui- 
analytic extension IQ, w), and evaluate the integral (66) directly. To carry this 
out, recall that u = v .I,G and that the coefficients in the Taylor expansion at 
0 of v*l and QjUwT(*j)/2 are all polynomials in the A$. (These results are con- 
tamed in the proof of the Ambiguity Lemma.) Now the sesquianalytic extensions 
of v(z), D,Uwr(oj)/2(z), I,%(Z) are given near the origin by 
v*yz, w) = c - l aGw(O) ZVP, o1 6a! p! 
[QniUWTQ)‘2](Z, w) = ; -& &aqQjUWT(Q~)‘2](0) z%P, . . 
so that the coefficients in the Taylor series of these functions at x = w = 0 
are again polynomials in the (A$). Note in particular that I,/@, w) = t + tir . 
Putting this information into the definition of KO yields 
abc6 
where the C&B are polynomials in the (A$). This can be simplified by writing 
out cIc = [(t + r~r) - t]c by the binomial theorem. Hence 
KO(zt, w) = c czb 
tl376 
ab6 
(t + ,l)n+l-b + O(l) (68) 
with Cib a polynomial in the (A&). Taking w = zt, we obtain 
KOVT 4 = ($‘l + g ,n:;L ) (69) 
with DI a polynomial in the (A$). 
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From these equations and (65) we obtain 
qzt, w) qzt, w) = KO@, w) + (t + $p&. + 46 4 ‘og(t’ + f4, (70) 
(71) 
If&*(w) denotes the O(l)-term in (68) then the expression for K(zt, eu) - S,(w) 
obtained from (68) and (70) continues analytically into Re(w,) > 0. So we can 
write 
w = wg t) + ~Dns~+c~l)“ll {K(Zt, w) - d,(w)}d vol(w) = O(log t) 
+ loon, (t +c:l),,l 
{K(#, w) - b,(w)}d vol(w) 
+ j-, [x&4 --x&41 cn{K;;y$+yw)l d vow 
+ .r, [/Q(w) - XD,(W)l cn@y;w;I;+:(w)} d w4 
(by Lemma (N5)(A)) 
= O(‘og t> + Kg,@, Zt)w(Zt> 4 - ~t(w)ld vow 
0 
(by Lemma (N5)(B) together with the estimate {K(zt, w) - b,(w)} = O(1) in 
B,\B obtained from (68) and (70)) 
= O(log t) + {K(.9, 9) - b,(zt)} 
+ s, [x&4 - x&J)1 ct +Ce;lljn+l VW9 4 - ~@W vol(w) 
by virtue of the reproducing property for KS, . . Hence (71) yields 
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Denoting by X the integral on the right-hand side of (72), we have from (70) 
+ s, [xdw> - xD,(w>l tt +;l)n+l 1 e(xt’ w,(t + qn+1--s 
+ &zt, w) log(t + tir)/ d vol(w). 
Crude estimates on the size of the integrand, starting with 1 O(zt, w)I, 
1 &zt, w)l = O(l), show that the second integral on the right of this equation 
is 0(1/t n+l-s). That is, 
x=0(&) 
Using Lemma (N3)(A) we can evaluate the inner integral in brackets in (73), 
thus expressing X in the form 
where the G’$ are polynomials in the (/&. Raising the power series 
4(Im w1 , w’> = Clal,lBl>2 Ck>O &(Im wr)” wIa”w’fl to the lth power and sub- 
stituting in (74) we can rewrite X as a sum of integrals to which Lemma (N3)(B) 
applies. So altogether, 
where the Hr are polynomials in the (A$). Substituting this into (72) yields 
(75) 
where the KL are polynomials in the (A&). 
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Finally, comparison of (75) and (67) shows that 8(O) is a polynomial in the 
(A$), as was to be proved. 
This completes the reduction of Theorem 3 to Theorem 2. We have at last 
accomplished the goal of Section 2, namely, to reduce Theorems 2 and 3 to 
the algebraic Theorem 5. 
3. THE ALGEBRAIC RESULTS 
In this section we prove Theorems 4 and 5. Much of the argument follows 
the pattern set in Section 1: Theorem 5 reduces to Theorem 4 by HMS, and 
Theorem 4 reduces to a main lemma which states that a certain module of 
relations is generated by a given list. As in Section 1, to prove the main lemma 
we set down a more general result which we then try to establish by induction. 
What makes Theorems 4 and 5 more delicate than Theorem 6 is that the 
generalized lemma on modules of relations is not true in all cases, so that we 
must know exactly which variants of the main lemma arise in the induction. 
As explained in the Introduction, this leads to a game of strategy whose positions 
are variants of the main lemma. We begin by setting down notation. In this 
section, 01, /3, y, etc., stand for unbarred multi-indices. Thus a symmetric 
tensor R of rank (J!, m) may be written R = (Ru&l=M,~Oi=N. As in the proof 
of Theorem 6, II, stands for the Kth unit multi-index, 
denotes M . I,, and 
stands for ol+M.l,. The action of matrices T = (T,,) on tensors 
R = (Rj,...iMgl...,Q will be written as follows: R 0 T stands for the tensor 
and 
1” = (0, w) E en+2 vow1 + vlwo - 2 VkWk = 0 . 
I k>2 1 
The map v + (w, a) realizes 9\{0> as a highest-dimensional totally real sub- 
manifold of the connected complex manifold .9 - ((0, 0)). It follows that any 
polynomial P(v, V) vanishing on L? has the form Q(w, 5) . 11 ZI /j2. 
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The groups of interest to us are 
U(n, 1) = the group of matrices preserving 11 v 112, 
H = the group of T E U(n, 1) which fix the vector e = (1,O **a 0). 
Define vector spaces 
OPRJ) = the space of symmetric tensors of rank (MN) having trace 0, 
AL = &N<L lPR’, 
EL = the subspace of AL consisting of all R = (R(MN))M,NsL satisfying 
-- 
for M, N + 1 < L, (1) 
R(MN, = 0 for .min(M, N) < 2. 
Set 
VL = set of all (v, R) E Cn+l x AL with R = (R(“IPj)M,N~L satisfying 
1 vlR;yR’ = &“m’ for M+ 1, N <L, V-4) 
1 
R(Mfl, = 0 if min(M, N) < 2, w 
11 v 112 = 0. (33) 
A few remarks ‘on VL are in order. For a fixed nonzero v E 9, the variety 
I/L looks like a copy of EL, rotated by a suitable T G U(n, 1). Hence HMS 
should allow us to pass from H-invariant polynomials on EL to weakly holo- 
morphic rational functions on VL\{v = 01. On the other hand, there is a 
“spurious” part of VL sitting inside {v = 0} which is totally unrelated to EL. 
So the “right” set to work with is not VL but rather VL\{v = O}. In this con- 
nection, we will have need later for a. simple observation: If A1 ... AM are linear 
functionals on @“+I, then the set AE = {(v, R) E VL / Al v -# O,..., AM v # O> 
is dense in V,\{v = O}. This is immediate from the U(n, I)-invariance of 
VL. Given (v, R) E VL with v # 0, we jut pick T E U(n, 1) near the identity 
with Ai # 0, and (Tq R o T-l) will be a point of AE near (v, R). Note 
that AE is not dense in VL. These remarks were already implicit in Section 1. 
We shall work with functions on Cn+l x AL of the form (v, R) -+ P(v, V; R), 
where P(v, w, R) is a polynomial on @ n+1 x @*+l x AL. Note that P(v, C, R) 
is analytic in R, but generally not in v. 
In our present notation, our results take the form: 
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THEOREM 4. Let F = P(v, 8, R)/(w&,)~ = Q(o, @, R)/(w,@$ on VL\{vO = 0 
or v1 = 0}, where P and Q have degree <n - 20 in R. Then we can find a poly- 
no&al S(v, 8, R) on C n+l x AL which coincides withF = P/(o&,)~ on’ V\{w, = 0). 
THEOREM 5. Let S(R) be a polynomial of degree <n - 20 on AL, whose 
restriction to EL is H-invariant. Then S coincides on EL with a linear combination 
of th Weyl invariants Trace[R(Mlfll) @ ... @ R(“afla)]. 
Now we can start proving Theorems 4 and 5. 
Reduction of Theorem 5 to Theorem 4 by HMS 
We introduce the matrices 
for v E 3, and the map$: (wO, q , zi’) + (o,, , nr - 11 v /i2/2ti0, zl’) from Cn+l + 9. 
(Both T, , T;l, and #( w are well defined for q, # 0.) Note that T, : w -+ e ) 
for v E A!, and that +(w). = v for ‘u E 9. 
Now let S(R) be a polynomial on AL which satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 5. We form the rational function F(v, R) = S(R 0 T&) on 
Cn+l x AL. Evidently F has the form F = P(o, V; R)/(v,,6Jk with k large and 
P having degree <n - 20 in R. The H-invariance of S on EL shows that F 
is U(n, I)-invarianP5 on VL\{q = 0 or nr = 0). In particular, we can write 
F = P(w, ti, R)/(v&)~ = Q(v, e), R)/(v,+$~ on VL\{q, = 0 or or = 0}, with 
P and Q of degree <n - 20 ,in R. 
If Theorem 4 holds, then F coincides on VL\{v, = 0) with a polynomial 
S(o, 3, R). Thus, 3, is a polynomial on Cn+l x AL whose restriction to 
36 Since P\{Y, or v1 = 0) is not quite U(n, I)-invariant, we havi to specify what this 
means: It means that for each T E U(n, l),F(u, R) = F(Tu, R 0 PI) whenever (0, R) E VL 
and the quantities Q , o, , (TV), , (TV), are all nonzero. 
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VL\{e, = 0} is U(n, 1)-invariant. 36 Weyl’s invariant theory for U(n, 1) shows 
that on VL\{e, = 0}, S = ‘& hjsZj, where each Gn3 has the form 
Restricting attention to v = e, we obtain S = Ci h&J, on EL, where each G$ 
has the form 
Finally, Eqs. (1) for R E EL show that each term (3) may be rewritten in the form 
Trace[R’“1nl) @ ... @ Rf”aRa)], so that S = xi X&2, on EL with Sz, of the form 
Trace[R(“1lJ1) @ ... @ R (“alJs)]. Thus, Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 4. 
Q.E.D. 
Next we simplify Theorem 4 by phrasing it in terms of RcLE) alone. Equations 
(2A) and (2B) yield 
R;rR) = c 1 d; ; I! vo~y&E) 
loI=L-M * !  
ar+o Gv (M N G 0 (4) 
IyI=L-N 
With the (RtMm)) expressed by (4) Eq. (2C) is e q uivalent to the vanishing of 
X,l;= C $fGR$+) for \al=L; K=O,l,..., n, 
IBI=L-1 . 
X,, = 1 @I ! !  vuR$;’ 
lal=L-1 a! 
for ] /I 1 = L; j = 0, l,..., 8. 
In other words, if we define WL C Ca+l x 6PL) as the set of all (v, R(LL)) 
satisfying 
X,l; = 0 (all a, K), 
xjp = 0 (all j, B), (5) 
II v II2 = 0, 
then W4 is placed in one-to-one correspondence with VL by the map !P. Cn+l X 
GPLt) + @n+r x AL which sends (v, R(Lo) to (v, (R(MR))M,NGL) with RtMR) 
defined by (4). Both 4 and $-I lr,~ are polynomial maps,, and a polynomial 
P(v, U, R) on @+I x AL of degree <d in R, has P 0 t/i also of degree <d in R. 
Therefore, Theorem 4 is equivalent to 
36 F0r.a fixed T, we know that s(v, 8, R) = &TV, 5, R o T-l) on the subset AEI- = 
Iv, , 0, Z 0) n {(TV), , (To), f 0) of VL\{w = 0). W e saw earlier .that A& is dense in 
VL\{v = 0). 
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THEOREM 4’. LetF = P(v, 5, R)/(v&,)* = Q(v, V, R)/(v@$ on WA\@, = 0 
OY v1 = 01, where P and Q are polynomials on Cn+l x V+l x COLE), of degree 
<n - 20 in R. Thus F is well defined on WI-\{v, = 0 and v1 = O}. Then 
F = S(v, V, R) Iw~,+,~ for a polynomial 5’ on ‘I?+l X c=n+1 X 6@). 
As in Section 1, we can reduce Theorem 4’ to the study of a module of relations 
by invoking the 
VANISHING LEMMA. If P(v, fi, R) is defined on Cn+l x OCLi) and vanishes 
on WL, then for q > 0 large enough we can write (v&J* P = Cak QErX,s + 
CjoQj~4~ + Q II v llzr for polynomials Sat;, Q~,T, 0. 
Proof. We proceed as in Section 1, starting with the 
Trivial Observations. (A) Let Q(v, w, &) be a polynomial on Pi1 x 
C%+l x GFLEJ, and suppose Q(v, 5, 2) = 0 whenever 
VEs; &jzqj=o for Icy.I=L, O<h<n; 
ajo...oB = 0 for I/31 =L, 0 <j<n. (6) 
Then we can write 
for suitable polynomials Q=l; , Qjs , Q0 on P4-l x Cnfl x GPi). 
(B) Let Q(v, w, 2) be a polynomial on Cn+l x Cn+l x atLi), and 
suppose Q(v, ti, I?) = 0 whenever v E 2’. Then we can write Q(z), U, I?) = 
Q,,(v, ti, I?) . /I v /I2 for a suitable polynomial Q,, on F+l x Cn+l x @‘Li). 
(We omit the easy proofs.) 
Now defineQ(v, U, I?) = (v,~,)” . P(v, V; i? 0 TmcV)) on Cn+l x OZcLi). Clearly, 
for 1 large enough, Q( v, 8, R) is the restriction to v = w of a polynomial 
Q(z), w, I?) on C n+l x CG+l x OFLt). Moreover, Q(z), G, 8) clearly vanishes 
whenever conditions (6) hold; for in that case,37 (v, I? o T,(,)) = (v, & o T,) E WL. 
Trivial observation (A) yields 
Q(v, 8, R) = c Q.s(v, v; a> * fi’,- + c Q&, c 8) . &,,...o~ 
ak 38 
+ Q(v, v; a) . II v II2 
w This argument works only for w,, # 0, but of course that restriction may be removed. 
In fact for I large enough, Q = (v&J . polynomial, which clearly vanishes for w,, = 0. 
60713 I 12-6 
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for polynomials Qag , Q~I , Qo on @n+l x @n+l x WE). Into this equation we 
substitute & = R 0 Td$, to obtain 
+ c Qza&, v, R 0 G&) . [R 0 G-hi.,...,, 
PY 
+ Qoh @, R 0 Tii:,) * II w /12, for Uug # 0. (7) 
On the other hand, if (T is a multi-index written out as a list ai *-. a, , and if 
if 0 < 4 < n, then we have 
with p = T.$,, . In particular, for e E 9 we have PO0 = r~s so that 
Setting A$ = ~alo., ... FaLcr. . pka = (polynomial in (w, in, R))/(v&)power, we 
conclude that 
ak 
(Recall the definition of X,f immediately preceding (5)). Similarly, 
(9) 
with A3$ = (polynomial in (ZI, @, R))/(v&) Power. Since also the components 
of R o T;:, have the form (polynomial in (w, fl, R))/(w&)PoWer we may apply 
trivial observation (B) to (8) and (9) to obtaiP 
(11) 
where the A$, A$ , B,,, , B, have the form (polynomial in (w, U, R))/(w~~$“‘~~~. 
Substituting these equations into (7) and multiplying by a high power of (w&J, 
we obtain the conclusion of the Vanishing Lemma. Q.E.D. 
3s One multiplies (8) and (9) by a high power of (us&,), quotes the trivial observation 
(B), then divides by the high power of (w&) to obtain (10) and (11). Note that {w,, = 0) 
poses no problem. 
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Let us apply the Vanishing Lemma to prove Theorem 4’. In what follows, 
a “polynomial” is a function on @ ~1 x @L”) of the form P(et, @, R). Now 
suppose F = P/(r@$” = Q/(r~i@i)” on W\{o, or er, = 0}, with P and Q homo- 
geneous in R of degree d < n - 20. Then (~ie)l)~ P - (v@,# Q = 0 on 
FP\{u~ = 0 or z1i = 0). Changing P to (n&,) P, Q to (e~$i)Q, and K to k + 1 
changes the polynomial (~i??i)~ P - ( v,ti,,)*Q by a factor of (u& . (vi~i). 
Since this factor vanishes if u,, = 0 or oi = 0, we may assume F = P/(v,,6)” = 
Q/(w&” on WL\{w,, or wi = 0}, with P and Q homogeneous in R of degree 
d < n - 10, and (w,@i)” P - (w,,+&)~ Q = 0 on all of WL. 
Now the Vanishing Lemma shows that (wO?&,jz[(wl@Jk P - (w&)~&] = 
IL S,S&E + Zjs Sj,x;, + S It w 112- I-Ience, at the cost of increasing R to k + Z, 
we may write F = P/(w,,,)” = Q/(w&” on WL, with 
(Wl,l)"P - (Wg@g)"Q + C S&f& + C sjfixjp + s II w !I2 = 0 (12) 
.k if3 
for certain polynomials S,E , Sjs, S. By merely discarding from S,l; , Sjp, S 
all monomials of the wrong degree in R, we arrive at a solution YF = (P, Q, 
S,f , Sj, , S) of (12), satisfying the extra condition 
The polynomials P, Q, Suf , Sja , S are homogeneous in R of degrees 
d, d, d - 1, d - 1, d, respectively. (13) 
As in the Introduction, a solution Y = (P, Q, S,E , SjB , S) of (12) will be called 
fuworable, if P = (w,,ti$ T + x:nK T,kX=c + xjs TjpXjp + T* I/ w II2 for poly- 
nomials T, T,I; , Tjp, T*. If our solution Z$ is favorable, then since & = 
Xjs = 11 a II2 = 0 on WL, it follows that F = P/(w,ti,$ = T on W”\{w,, = 01, 
so that the conclusion of Theorem 4’ holds. 
On the other hand, we shall prove the following result. 
MAIN LEMMA (first version). Let 9’ = (P, Q, S,r , Sip, S) be a so&ion 
of (12), homogeneous as in (13), with d < n - 20. Then Y is generated by the 
following solutions of (12): 
Trivial solutions. (14) 
The “trace relations”: Xc15 + X,oi - C dyck,t = 0 (I u ) = L - l).” 
k>Z 
(15) 
x1,;; + xol, - c XkG = 0 (I Y I = L - 1). 
k>2 
The “extra relations”: c I aI! - 
lorl=L-1 al 
waxajI; - C !a!@& = (-J 
B! 
?kB 
IBI=L-1 
(O,(j,k<n). (16) 
39 These equations hold by virtue of the trace condition in the definition of @Lo. 
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Since solutions (14), (15), (16) are favorable, the Main Lemma implies that 
YF is also favorable, which (as we just saw) implies the conclusion of Theorem 4’. 
Thus, Theorem 4’ is a consequence of the Main Lemma. 
Now we shall use a variable-reduction lemma, as in Section 1, to reduce 
our Main Lemma to a simpler form. Our general setting is as follows: P1 ... PIM 
is a list of polynomials in v, V; R. Each P,,,, is homogeneous in R, a, v  of degrees 
4, 9 Sm 7 &,, 7 respectively. If P is any polynomial in (v, C, R), let p be the 
polynomial obtained from P by setting v,, = 0, and let P be the polynomial 
obtained from P by setting tiO = 0. We want to compare the modules of solutions: 
9 = (S, ... S,) satisfying SIP, + ... + S,P, = 0. (17) 
.4r = (S, ... S,) satisfying S,rj, + ... + S,P, = 0. (18) 
.‘f = (S, ... S,) satisfying SIP1 + .. . + S,P, = 0. (19) 
9 = (So ... S,) satisfying S, . (v,aCOb) + SIPI + ... + S,P, = 0. (20) 
(Here we assume a, b 2 0 and we set P,, = v,,%~~, d, = 0.) 
A solution Y of (17), (IS), (19), or (20) is called homogeneous of degree d 
if each S,,, is homogeneous in R of degree d - d,,, . Similarly, Y will be called 
v-homogeneous of degree 6 if each S, is homogeneous in v of degree 6 - S,, ; 
and there is an analogous notion that Y is @-homogeneous of degree 8. 
Now let Y1 ... YL be a list of solutions of (17), with each Yz assumed homo- 
geneous of degree Dz, v-homogeneous of degree dz, and @-homogeneous of 
degree d?. From each solution .Y = (S, .*. S,) of (17), we obtain trivially the 
solutions 9 = (S, ... sM) of (18), 9 = (3, ... s,,) of (19), and Y+ = 
(0, Sl ... S,) of (20). The stage is set for the 
SECOND VARIABLE-REDUCTION LEMMA. (A) I f  91 ... .pL generate all 
homogeneous solutions of (18) of d g e ree D, then Y1 . Y, generate all homo- 
geneous solutions of (17) of degree D. 
(B) I f  91 ... pL generate all homogeneous solutons of (19) of degree D, 
the-n Yl e.1 YL generate all homogeneous solutions of (17) of degree D. 
(C) If  91 ... 9L generate all homogeneous solutions of (18) of degree D, 
and if ,# ... 9L generate all homogeneous solutions of (19) of degree D, then 
8l ... ,y;L and [v~%,,,~, PI] ... [vgQq,Ob, PM] g enerate all homogeneous solutions 
of (20) of degree D. 
Proof of (A). Let Y be a homogeneous olution of (17) of degree D. We may 
assume40 that 9 is also v-homogeneous, say of degree d. By induction on y 3 0, 
we shall prove that 
Y = c f&Y” + voyLF*, (21) 
2 
4o In fact, sorting out the monomials in Y according to their degree in IU, we have 
Y = & Y’a , with each 98 a a-homogeneous solution of (17) of degree 6. 
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where Q1 is homogeneous in R, v of degrees D - Dz, A - Al, respectively, 
and Y* is homogeneous of degree D and v-homogeneous of degree A - y. 
The case y = 0 is trivial, so we shall assume (21) for a fixed y and try to prove 
another formula of the form (21) with y replaced by y + 1. Now (21) (17), 
and the fact that each 9 is a solution of (17), imply that Y* is a solution of 
(17). In particular, 4* is a solution of (18), homogeneous of degree D, and 
v-homogeneous of degree A - y. By the assumption of (A) regarding (18), 
we can write 9* = xi T,pL, i.e., 
Y” = c T,V + q,Y”*, (22) 
where the T, are polynomials, and Y** = (St* ... 52) is a list of poly- 
nomials. By merely discarding terms of the wrong degree in R or v, we may 
assume that TL is homogeneous in R, v of degrees D - DE, A - y - A’, 
respectively, and that Y** is homogeneous of degree D and v-homogeneous 
of degree A - y - 1. Substituting (22) into (21) yields 9 = x1 (Q, + voyT,) . 
9” + @~.P*, where (Q2 + vOyT,) is homogeneous in R, v of degrees n - Dl, 
A - A’, respectively, and 9 * * is homogeneous of degree D and v-homogeneous 
of degree A - (y + 1). Th us, we have arrived at a formula of the form (21) 
with y replaced by y + 1. Our inductive proof is therefore complete, and we 
know (21) with y arbitrarily large. Now taking y > A, we see that .ViY = 0 
in (21), so that Y = ~lQ,Y~, which is the conclusion of (A). Q.E.D. 
Of course the proof of(B) is that of (A) with trivial changes. 
Proof of(C). Let Y = (S,, S, ... S,) b e a homogeneous solution of (20) 
of degree D. By induction on y (0 < y < u) we shall prove that 
(23) 
Q1 homogeneous in R of degree D - D1, 
5’: homogeneous in R of degree D - dm . 
For y = 0 this is trivial. So assume (23) for y (0 < y < a), and try to prove the 
analogous result with y replaced by y + 1. From (23) (20), and the fact that 
the ylz are solutions of (17), we obtain 
Since y < a, we divide both sides by vi,’ to conclude that ,!?cpr + ... + 
s&PM = 0, with $$ homogeneous in R of degree D - d,,, . The assumption 
of (C) regarding (18) yields 
(q . . . s;, = c T@, 
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I.e., 
(SF .-* Si) = 1 TgY”1 + vuo(s:* ... S;r;“) (24) 
1 
for polynomials Tl , Sp. By merely discarding monomials of the wrong degree 
in R, we may assume that T, , S$,* are homogeneous in R of degrees D - Dz, 
D - d,n , respectively. Now substitute (24) into (23) to obtain (S, *** S,) = 
CL (Q1 + q,yTJ Yz + z$+l(S$* ... SF), with Q1 + v,,YT, , Sz* homogeneous 
in R of degrees D - D1, D - d, , respectively. This is of the form (23) with 
y replaced by y + 1, so our inductive proof of (23) is complete. 
Next we shall prove by induction on fl (0 < @ < b) that we can write 
with 
(Sl .a. S,) = C Ql,401 + vUo%,,@(S,* -.. SC), 
1 
Qr homogeneous in R of degree D - D1, 
Sz homogeneous in R of degree D - d,,, . 
(25) 
For /I = 0, this is merely the case y = a of (23). So let us assume (25) for a 
given /3 (0 < fi < b), and try to prove the analogous formula for fl + 1. By 
(25), (20), and the fact that the sPz are solutions of (17), we have v,~u~~S,, + 
v,,%,,~(S~P, + ... + S&PM) = 0. Since /3 < b we may divide both sides by 
~,,%~s to conclude that @l’, + *.. + S$pM = 0. The assumption of (C) 
regarding (19) yields 
(S,* ... 3;) = C T,c+, 
1 
i.e., 
for polynomials T, , Sz*. By merely discarding monomials in Tz , Sk* of the 
wrong degree in R, we may assume that Tz , Si* are homogeneous in R of 
degrees D - D1, D - d, , respectively. Substituting (26) into (25), we obtain 
... S,) = ‘& (Q1 + q,%?,,BTJ Yr + v,,%{~~ . (ST* ... Sg), with 
t;:+ v,,Qu~BTJ, S’$$* homogeneous in R of degrees D - D1, D - d, , res- 
pectively. This is of form (25) with /3 replaced by /? + 1, so our inductive proof 
of (25) is complete. 
Now from (25) we know that (S, *.* S,) = CrQrYz + vO%,,~ * (St ... S&). 
This implies trivially that Y = (SJ, *** S,) =x1 QrY+I + C, S~[V~~V~*, P,], 
so that Y is generated by the y1+I and [v,,~?&~, Pm] as claimed in (C). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. If b = 0 in (20), and if 91 *.a pL generate all homogeneous 
solutions of (18) of degree D, then 9+x ... 9+L, [woo, I’J *** [woo, I’,+,] generate 
all homogeneous solutions of (20) of degree D. 
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Proof. Just repeat the proof of part (C) above, noting that since b = 0 
we no longer need the induction on ,% Q.E.D. 
Switching the roles of barred and unbarred n’s, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. If a = 0 in (20), and if @ ... gL generate all homogeneous 
solutions of (19) of degree D, then 9+’ ..* y;“, [gob, PI] ... [tiob, PM] generate 
all homogeneous solutions of (20) of degree D. 
Returning to the Main Lemma, we can use part (C) of the Second Variable- 
Reduction Lemma to remove the (r+,e,$-term from (12) by setting either r+, 
or u,, equal to zero. Another application of part (C) lets us remove the (r+gr)*- 
term also, by setting either or or V; = 0. Thus in place of the Main Lemma, 
we must prove four “reduced lemmas” corresponding to o0 = err = 0, v0 = 
zll = 0, q, = cl = 0, tie = ul = 0. In the case, say r+, = or = 0, we can 
use parts (A) and (B) of the Second Variable-Reduction Lemma to set @0 and 
@r = 0 also. Now our Main Lemma is reduced to a single assertion: 
MAIN LEMMA (second version). Set v0 = q = co = V; = 0 and look for 
solutions Y = (Sag , Sjs , S) of 
Among these are (14), (15), (16) with q, , u,, , vu1 , 4 set equal to zero. Moreover, 
every homogeneous solution 9’ of degree d ,< n - 20 is generated by solutions 
(14), (15), (16). 
Next we shall simplify matters by removing the trace relations (15). Set 
r = {(cd) 1 (ark) - is not of the form (ml@> and fi = ( jp) I( jfl) is not of the form 
(l@)}; and observe that the trace relations 
KG XQl(s + X00: - C J&l; = 0, 
k>2 
connect Xgl;i , XI~ and X,f, X, to (ah) E F, (jp)g f: Therefore, if Y = 
(S,l; , Sjp, S) is a solution of (12), then Y* = Y -&=M--l S,,-& - 
&=,+r SI~Yv = (S,*, , S$ , S*) is a solution of (12) with Ss = 0 ((6) r$ r) 
and?$=O((jp)$f).M oreover if Y is homogeneous of degree d, then so is 
Y*. Hence, the second version of our Main Lemma will follow if we can prove the 
MAIN LEMMA (third version). Set v,, = vl = T&, = tiI = 0, and look 
for solutions 9 = (S,E , Sjp, S) of 
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Every homogeneous solution 9’ of (28) of d g e ree d < n - 20 is generated by trivial 
solutions of (28) and the “extra relationP41 
As in Section 1, we shall work with a convenient coordinate system on GVE). 
Recall that GPL) consists of symmetric tensors R = (R,&~=I~I~~ which satisfy 
the trace condition 
Our coordinates will be the R,p with (@) ~1, where I = {(a,$ not of the form 
(016y)) = {(& / min(cl, , PO) = 01. Using (29) one can determine uniquely all 
the components Rsg of R, starting from arbitrary(R,&(,B)EI , so that the (RN&OI~)EI 
are indeed coordinates for WE). (This follows by induction on min(S, , 13,)) Let 
us rewrite the Main Lemma in terms of coordinates. To begin with, whenever 
(ork) E I’ or (jp) E f, the Rsa arising in the definition of X,r ,A>0 with nonzero 
coefficients all have (68) E I. So Eq. (28) is already written in terms of the 
(&hsa~ , and our Main Lemma takes this form: 
MAIN LEMMA (fourth version). Let us work with polynomials in independent 
variables vz.‘*vn, vz.*.fJnjn, Riys [(a/$ EI], set v0 = v. = v1 = V; = 0; and 
look for solutions of (28), where 
X,k = c ~PR~~ for (ah) E I’, 
Ivl=L-1 d 
v,=v,=o 
Xj4 = c !+ vR,~~ 
(30) 
joJ=L-1 Cr. 
for ($3 E f: 
Then all homogeneous solutions Y of (28) of degree d < n - 20 are generated 
by trivial solutions and the (&Q~ [(jk) # (la)]. 
To prove the fourth version of the Main Lemma, we may reintroduce as 
independent variables the R,&ap) $q. These new variables do no harm. 
In fact it is trivial to deduce the fourth version of the Main Lemma from the 
MAIN LEMMA (fifth version). Work with polynomials in independent variables 
...v - . ..@ 
~&te ;ihlTX*~ iy 
R, (I (Y 1 = 1 p / = I,). Set v. = Co = v, = 4 = 0, and 
(30). Then all homogeneous solutions Y of (28) of degree 
d < n - 20 are generated by trivial solutions and the (c%%?)~~ [(jk) # (lo)]. 
41 Here o,, and o1 are components of the multi-index (I = (o,,q ... u,J. Note that for 
(jk) # (lo) all the X,E and X~E appearing in this relation have (ak) E r, (jfl) E P; so that 
(89)j~ is a solution of (28). 
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To prove the fourth version of the Main Lemma, just apply the fifth version 
and set all the Rap [(& $I] equal to zero. 
At last we can attempt to prove the fifth version of the Main Lemma in the 
spirit of Section 1, by setting forth a more general result and using induction. -- 
Starting with sets JC{O, l,..., n}, JC{O, l,..., fi}, ac{(olk) 1 101  =L and 
0 < k < a> u {(j,!?) 10 < j < n and j J3 1 = L}, we set the v,j (j E J) and v;, 
(h E J) equal to zero, regard the remaining vi, v;i and the R,B as independent 
variables, and study solutions Y = (S,k , S3~, S) of 
(31) 
where 
Among the solutions of (31) are 
provided all the X,6, Xjs appearing in (bR),g with nonzero coefficients have 
(4 ( .$>6 8. Ob serve that monomials V, VY are nonzero if and only if ai = 0 
for j E J and yk = 0 for k E J. Such u, 7 are called active with respect to J, J. 
Accordingly, we define a position to be a quadruple (J, J, &, LL) where 
JC{O,..., n}, JC@ )..., n}. (33) 
Indices in J u / are called inactive. Indices K or k with k E c J and K E eJ are 
called doubly active. 
E C {(elk) 1 1 011 = L and 0 < k < n} u {(j& I 0 < j < n and I ,B I = L). (34) 
& is called the set of excluded X’s; “8 is called the set of included x’s. 
17 C {( jh) / 0 < j, k < n}. II is called the set of spent relations 
(8’9)jk ; “L7 is called the set of unspent relations. (35) 
Whenever(jti)~cLrand~a~=L-lwith~,=Oforallp~J, 
then (ujh) E “&. (36) 
Whenever(jli)~cL7and(yj=L-lwithy,=Oforall~~J, 
then( ,j&) E ~8. (37) 
Conditions (36) and (37) guarantee that (&G&f will be a solution of (31) when- 
ever (jk) E cZ7. We shall say that the Main Lemma holds with discrepancy A 
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for the position (J, J, b, n), ‘f r every solution Y of (31) which is homogeneous 
of degree d < min( 1 OJ /, / CJ I) - d is generated by 
trivial solutions, 
the (&&?)a for ( jFE) E “II, 
The single solution S = 1, S,g = Sip = 0 in case the set of 
(38) 
(39) 
doubly active indices is empty 
i 
i.e., C v@, = 0 
1 
. (40) 
2 
Observe that the Main Lemma (fifth version) given above is merely the Main 
Lemma with discrepancy 19 for the position 
J = (0, 11, j = (0, ij, 
6 = ((alO) 1 \ u ( = L - 1} u ((l&J) 1 1 y 1 = L - l}, 17 = ((IQ}. (41) 
(Note: Conditions (36) and (37) hold, so (41) really is a position.) 
As in Section 1, there are ways to reduce the Main Lemma for complicated 
positions to the Main Lemma for simpler positions. In preparation for the 
precise statements, we make a few definitions: If (J, I,&, n) is a position, then 
we say that Ran appears in ,?&I; if p = ry with 7 active. Similarly, R,B appears 
in Xjo if CI = uj with u active. Thus each Xmf or Xj~ is a polynomial in the v’s, 
ii’s, and the R,B appearing in it. 
Moreover, we say that Xar appears in (GYB)~~ if 01 = uj with a active; XjB 
appears in (&?QL if fl = 6 with 7 active; and Rap appears in (&%)j~ if R,B 
appears in an X which appears in (&?Qi~ i.e. (Y = uj and b = 6 with u and 7 
active. 
Note that whenever RaB appears in (&5Qjr;, we actually have Rus appearing 
in two of the X’s appearing in (d’9?)jk, namely, Xa~ and X, . Now we can state 
the lemmas which reduce complicated positions to simple ones. 
LEMMA i (~3 .. I). Let (J, J, d,l7) be a position with c J, c] # ia and 
the number of doubly active (unbarred) indices # 1. Assume 
(CL!?) E“8 and 1ECj. (42) 
RupCl appears in no X,a with (A) E ~5’ except X,, . (43) 
RLLPF-L appears in no Xjs with (jp) E ~7. (44) 
Then the following are positions. 
(4 (J, J, 8 ” {CL~ W, 
(b) (J, J u I& 8 u b4,W. 
Moreover, the Main Lemma with discrepancy A holds for (1, j, 8, n) provided 
it holds with discrepancy A for positions (a) and (b). 
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We shall refer to (a) and (b) as the reduced positions arising from (j, J, b, n) 
by Lemma i (p$ ... I). 
Proof of Lemma i (& ..- I). Th e ar g ument is a repetition of the inductive 
step in our proof of the first Main Lemma in Section 1. We added the hypothesis 
on doubly active indices to avoid the embarrassment of having solution (40) 
present in (b) but absent from (J, r, 8, n). 
The following observation will be crucial in our proof. 
RllaFl appears in none of the (&ZQs[(jk) E “n]. (45) 
Otherwise, R,G~ would appear in two of the X’s appearing in (&Q , both 
of which belong to “8, since (36) and (37) hold for (J, J, 8, n). This contradicts 
(43), VW. 
Using (45) we can check without difficulty that (a) and (b) are positions, 
i.e., they satisfy (36), (37). F or instance, we verify (36) for (b): If (jk) E “17 
and j u 1 = L - 1 with us = 0 for s E J, then (ujh) E “8 since (36) holds for 
(1, J, 8, n). Moreover, (u$) # (@) by observation (45). Hence (ujh) E 
“[& u {(&}I, so that (36) holds for (b). 
To check (37) for (b), we note that yy = 0 for s E (1 u {I}) implies ys = 0 
for s E 1; and that 8, 8 u ((~4)) contain the same (j/?)‘s. The remaining veri- 
fications are similar. 
Now assume the Main Lemma with discrepancy d for positions (a) and (b). 
Our task is to prove the Main Lemma with discrepancy d for (J, J, 8, n). 
As in Section 1, the idea is to single out the role of R,zl . Given any poly- 
nomial S, we shall write deg +S for the degree of S in the variable R,,..E . 
(In particular, deg +0 = -co, and deg +S = 0 if S is nonzero but does not 
involve R,qrL .) 
For convenience, we shall assume that (j, I,&, n) has some (hence at least 2) 
doubly active unbarred indices. Thus, the solution (40) will not play a role in 
our discussion. In the contrary case (no doubly active indices), our argument goes 
through unchanged, except that solution (40) must be added to our list of 
generators. 
Let .Y = (&I;, S,, S) be a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree 
d < min( I “J /, 1 cj I) - d. We have to prove that the Main Lemma holds for Y, 
i.e ., Y is generated by (38), (39). Our argument proceeds by induction on D, 
the “degree of .Y in the distinguished variable,” defined by 
D = max[deg +S,S for (c&) E V\{(&}, deg +Sj~ for ($) E V’, 
1 + deg +S,, , deg +S]. 
For D < 0 we have S,, = 0, so that the Main Lemma for Y follows from the 
Main Lemma for (a) with discrepancy d. So let us assume Lemma i (& -.+ 1) 
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for Y when D < D, (D, > 1) and try to prove it when D = D, . We have 
S,E = S,* . (RPaT#’ + terms of lower degree in R,,Ft, for (elk) E c&\{(pq)>, 
Sjp = 5’; * (RuqT#o + terms of lower degree in RuqT.TL, for (j/?) E “6, 
(46) 
Sws,, = Szg . (RuQT-l)Do-l + terms of lower degree in RupFL , 
S = S* . (R,,qT.7)Do + terms of lower degree in Ruqrt, 
where the S”‘s do not involve R,G$ and are homogeneous of degrees: 
deg Ss = d - 1 - D, for (A) E %?\{(pq)); 
deg Sj*, = d - 1 - D, for ($) E “8; 
deg S,*, = d - D, ; degS* = d- D,. 
Moreover, hypotheses (43) and (44) yield 
X,E does not involve RtiqT.Tl, for ((ok) E %F’\{(~~)), 
Xj~ does not involve RuqcL, for ($) E G’, 
X,,# = iiflRILnTL + terms not involving Rpgcl. 
(47) 
(48) 
Substituting (46), (47), (48) into (31) and collecting terms of degree D, in 
R,z.> , we see that Y* = (Sz@, SzF, S& , S*) is a homogeneous solution of 
Ge + ( E d %izk + (J& KzB+ s* . (; %%) = 0, (49) 
&+t’,G, 
of degree d - D, < d - 1 < min(i “J /, 1 c(p~ {l})i) - A. 
Now by virtue of the Main Lemma with discrepancy A for (b), together with 
observation (45) and Corollary 2 of the Second Variable-Reduction Lemma, 
we know that our P’* is generated by trivial solutions of (49), and (&5Qn for 
( jk) E cII. That is,42 
+ Q [ (1 v,,), f$-‘1 
9 
(50) 
42 Here we abuse notation by writing X,s E %? or Xjg E “6 when we mean (a&) or 
(jj3) E %f. 
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for suitable polynomials Qir, QXX, , Qr , Px , Q. By merely discarding terms 
in the Q’s and P’s which either contain R,,,yy.t;‘;-l or have the wrong degree of 
homogeneity, we may assume that the Q’s and P’s do not involve43 R,*T,> and 
are homogeneous of degree: 
deg Qjp = d - D, - 1; deg Q,XXf = d-Do--; degQ,=d--,,--I; 
deg Px = d - D, - 1; deg Q = d - D, . (51) 
This is the solution of (50) which we shall work with. Now we can “correct” 
our solution 9 of (31) by subtracting off 
+ 2 Qxx@~~,)~V, X’l 
XXI-f-B\(W)) 
+ C Qx(R,,~J”“-‘K, 7 x’l 
X@I\(M)) 
Equations (51) show that 9 is a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree d. 
Evidently, .p is generated by trivial solutions of (31) and the (&%?)jl; for (jh) ~cI7. 
Moreover, Eqs. (50) and (48) show that 9 = (SU;,-, SJ, Sip, S), where 
Sel = S,*, . (RuqrL)Do + terms of lower degree in RLLUrl, for (elk) E %?\{(~Q)J. 
Sj, = S,$ . (Ru41_;l)DU + terms of lower degree in Ruqrl, for ($) E %?. 
su, = 3: . (R,,~J”“-’ + t erms of lower degree in R,,qrL. 
S = S* . (Ruqrl)Do + terms of lower degree in Ruari. 
Comparing these equations with (46), we see that Y’ = Y - 9 = (S,$ , Si, , 
S;, , S’) is a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree d, with 
max[deg+ SLL for (A) E V\{(&}, 
deg+ S$ for ($) E “8, 1 + deg+ SLG, deg+ S’] < D, . 
43 Here again we use (45). 
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Our inductive hypothesis asserts that Y’ is generated by trivial solutions 
of (31) and the (&?),R for (jh) E cn. Since Y = 9’ + 9 with 9 also 
generated by trivial solutions of (31) and (~2%)~~ for (jh) E “17, the Main 
Lemma holds for Y. The inductive step is complete, and Lemma i (ppl ... I) 
is proved. Q.E.D. 
Switching the roles of barred and unbarred indices, we have also 
LEMMA 1 (1 ... Zpii). Let (J, J, &, ZI) be a position with c J, cJ # D and the 
number of doubly active (unbarred) indices # 1. Assume 
(PG)E”& and 1~~1, (52) 
R1...19Fi appears in no Xja with (jfl) E “8 except X,, , (53) 
R1...lp,p appears in no X,r with (olh) E “CF. (54) 
Then the followihg are positions. 
(4 (1, 1, & ” {(PI% W 
(b) (I” (4 198 ” {( PI% n). 
Moreover, the Main Lemma with discrepancy A holds for (J, r, d,l7) provided 
it holds with discrepancy A for positions (a) and (b). 
We shall refer to (a) and (b) as the reduced positions arising from (J, r, b,l7) 
by Lemma 1 (I ... I$$). 
The next lemma will allow us to increase II. Being intimately bound up with 
the extra relations (c%&?)~~ , it has no analog in Section 1. 
LEMMA 2 (I *.. lpqm ... m). Let (J, 1, E, II) be a position, with (~4) E “II, 
1 and iii active, and the number of doubly active unbarred indices # 1, 2. Suppose 
1 = p if p is active, and iii = 4 if 4 is active. Then the following are positions. 
(1) (I” (0, J ” {@>, 8 ” {( pqm ... m>>, n). 
(2) (I, I,cf ” W ... Ipqh 17 ” it P!$). 
(3) (1, J, 6 ” it pqm . . . m)>, 17 ” t( P~)D 
Moreover, the Main Lemma holds with discrepancy A for (J, J, 8, n) provided 
it holds with the same discrepancy for each of the positions (I), (2), (3). 
In preparation for the proof we need a sharper form of the corollaries to the 
Second Variable-Reduction Lemma. Our setting is as follows. We work with 
polynomials in independent variables vj , & , Ret,., , and we want to find solutions 
Y = (S” ( s, ... S,) of 
S&,” f  SIP, + ... + S,P, = 0, (55) 
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where PI .** PM are homogeneous in R of degrees dI .*. dM . Given a poly- 
nomial S, we write 3 for the polynomial obtained from S by setting f10 = 0. 
Starting from a solution 9 of (55), we may form the solution 9 = (& .*. sM) of 
s,& + ..-f &&F&f = 0. (56) 
We can now state the 
THIRD VARIABLE-REDUCTION LEMMA. Let Y1 ... YL be a list of homogeneous 
solutions of (55) of degrees D1 ..* DL, and suppose @ ..* PL generate all homo- 
geneous solutions of (56) of degree D. Then sP1 ... YL and the trivial solutions 
generate all homogeneous solutions of (55) of degree D. 
Proof. Given a homogeneous solution 9’ = (S,, , S, ... S,) of (55) of 
degree D, we shall show by induction on y (0 < y 6 b) that 
9’ = C Qz,4pz + Y*, 
(57) 
Y* = (S,*, qT,* ... q-T;), 
where Q8 is homogeneous in R of degree D - D1 and Y* is a homogeneous 
solution of (55) of degree D. The case y = 0 is trivial, so assume (57) for y 
(0 < y < b) and try to prove the analogous result for y + 1. Equation (55) 
for Y* takes the form S,*C,,” + Q”(T$P~ + ... + T&PM) = 0. Since y < b, 
we may divide by tiOy to conclude pFpI + ... + pzr’M = 0. Since also T$, 
is homogeneous in R of degree D - d, , our hypothesis on (56) yields 
(P *.. F&) = x:I W,pz for polynomials W, , i.e. 
(T,* ... T;) = c W, . (cVIz ... YMz) + q,. (T;* ..a T;*) (58) 
1 
for polynomials W, , T$*. By merely discarding all monomials of the wrong 
degree in R from W, and Tz*, we may assume that W, is homogeneous in R 
of degree D - Dz, while T$* is homogeneous in R of degree D - d,, . 
Now from (57) we obtain 
Y = c (Ql + v,,YW~) c!? + IS* - ZI,,Y~ WI,y$ 
2 2 
while Eqs. (57), (58) show that (5% 
I 
y* - q,~~ W$P 
Z I 
= (S,**, ,+l,;* 1.. ,+l,‘). 
Since (QC + e,,yW,) is homogeneous in R of degree D - D1, and 
(Y* - @O”x:l W,F} is a homogeneous solution of (55) of degree D, Eqs. (59) 
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are of form (57), with y replaced by y + 1. This completes our inductive proof 
of (57). 
Now to prove our Variable-Reduction Lemma, we just use (57) with y = b 
and write 9’ = z:l QrY + 9’* = x1 QIYc + Cm. T$[tisb, P,,]. Q.E.D. 
From the Third Variable-Reduction Lemma, we can easily deduce a result 
on the following problem: 
Let PI ... PM be polynomials in v, V; R, each homogeneous in R, and look 
for solutions Y = (S’, S”, S, ... S,) of 
S’7g + S”V,,b + SIP, + -.’ f  S,P, = 0. (60) 
For any polynomial S, we write S for the polynomial obtained from S by setting 
vr and 8flnl equal to zero. Starting with a solution Y of (60) we may form the 
solution 9 = (S, ... 3,) of 
s,P, + *** + s&$ = 0. (61) 
Then we have the 
COROLLARY. Let 9 ... YL be homogeneous solutions of (60), and assume 
p1 -. * yL generate all homogeneous solutions of (61) of degree D. Then 9’l ... YL 
and trivial solutions generate all homogeneous solutions of (60) of degree D. 
Proof. Just apply the Third Variable-Reduction Lemma twice. 
Having disposed of variable reduction, we can now return to the 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2 (1 . . . lpqm . ‘. m). As before, our assumption on the number 
of doubly active indices is intended to avoid the situation in which (40) plays 
a role in position (1) but not in the original (J, J, 8, II). Let us suppose that 
the number of doubly active (unbarred) indices is 23. The other case (no 
doubly active indices) is virtually identical, except that we must carry along the 
extra solution (40) in our proofs. 
We begin by checking that <l>, (2), (3) are p ‘t’ OSIions, i.e., that (36), (37) hold. 
For <l), suppose (jh) E “Ii’ and or, = 0 for all b E (J u {I)). Then (ujh) E %z? 
since (36) holds for (j, J, 8, I7). Since evidently (u$) # (p$CG), we 
have (o$) E c[& u {( pqm a*. m)}], so that (36) holds for (1). If (jh) E cII and 
yb = 0 for 6~ I u {%I, then (jF) E %? since (37) holds for (J, I,&, II). More- 
over, (j&J) # (pqm ... m), since otherwise ym # 0. (Here we use the assump- -- 
tion L >, 3.) So (jF> E c[b u (( pqm ... m)}], and (37) holds for (1). 
For (2), suppose (jh) E “[17 U {( pp)}] and ffb = 0 for b E J. Then (ujh) E c& 
since (36) holds for (1, 1, 8, I7). Moreover, (c$) # (I ... Zpq) since otherwise 
we have necessarily (jh) = ( pq). Hence (uil;) E “[a u {(I a.* I@)}], so that 
(36) holds for (2). If ( j@ E “[I7 U (( pq)}] and Yb = 0 for 6 E 1, then (jky) E %? 
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since (37) holds for (J, J, 8, II). Since evidently (j6) # (I ... Ipq), we have 
(jky) E “[&’ u ((1 ... &)}I, so that (37) holds for (2). 
For (3), the argument is analogous to that given for (2). 
Now we have to prove the Main Lemma with discrepancy A for (J, I,&, I7), 
given that it holds with the same discrepancy for positions (l), (2), (3). So 
let Y = (S,r; , Sjs , S) be a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree 
d ,( min(l “J I, 1 cJ I) - A. We shall prove successively: 
vF-~Y is generated by trivial solutions of (31) and (c?RR)~F for (jk) E cI7. (62) 
S PGt is generated by the X,n for (elk) E “&, 
the X3~ for ($) E %Y\{(pqm **a --m)}, (T z~r@r), and &-’ . (63) 
9’ is generated by trivial solutions of (31) and (89& for (jk) E “IT. (64) 
Once we know (64) our proof is complete. 
Now the proof of (62) is easy: We just note that Y* = vf-‘Y - Sz...lDl . 
(&9?),,- is a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree d, having the form 
Y* = (S,*, ) S$ ) S”) with Sz..,,,- = 0. The Main Lemma with discrepancy 
d for position (2) therefore implies that 9’” is generated by trivial solutions of 
(31) and (&!?Ql~ for (j&) E”[IZ u {( pq))]. Thus, vf-‘Y = Y* + S1...lPi . 
(c%?Z),~ is generated by trivial solutions of (31) and (&‘9$~ for ( jk) E c17. This 
proves (62). 
Next we shall deduce (63) from (62). Evidently, the (p pm... m)-component 
of vf-‘Y is generated by the ( pqm .‘. m) components of the trivial solutions 
of (31) and the (&CJQk for ($) E cIl. These components are given by the following 
table: 
Solution of (31) 
Corresponding 
__- 
(p@n a.. m)-component 
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Accordingly, we can write 
for suitable polynomials T,I; , Tip , T, T’. By merely discarding from the T’s 
all monomials of the wrong degree in R, we may assume that T,I; , Tjs, T, T’ 
are homogeneous in R of degrees d - 2, d - 2, d - 1, d - 1, respectively. 
In other words, 9 = (-S,,%z , T’, T,k , Tj~, T) is a homogeneous solution of 
T”v;-1 + T’$,-’ + c T,EX,k + c 
(LYk)E~d (iW8 
TjBX, + T . (c qq) = 0 
r 
(58)#(mn~~-??%) (65) 
of degree d - 1 < min(I “[J U {Z>]/, 1 c[J u {1-ii}]i) - d. Now among the solu- 
tions of (65) are 
for (jR) E “n\{(pQ)}. 
In addition, we know that every solution 9 = (T”, T’, T,g , Tj8, T) of (65) 
gives rise to the solution 3 = ( pMk, pjp , T) of Eq. (31) for position (1), 
where Fm~, f”j~, F arise by setting vl = 8,,, = 0 in T,k , Tjp, T. Moreover, 
&jp = (fz%%)a for every ( jk) E OI7. 
So it follows from the Main Lemma with discrepancy A for position (I), 
together with the corollary to the Third Variable-Reduction Lemma, that every 
homogeneous solution of (65) of degree d - 1 is generated by trivial solutions 
of (65) and ot,~ for ( jh) E 0l7. 
In particular, the T”-component of a homogeneous solution of (65) of degree 
d - 1 must be generated by the T”-components of the G&S and the trivial 
solutions of (65). Applying this to the particular solution Y = (--S,,T.T~, T’, 
T,k, Tg , T) and observing that all & have Y-component 0, we see that 
S,,y= is generated by @k-l, X,s[(oJi) E G’], X,,$($) E %?‘\{(pqm ... m))], 
2 7 w% * This proves (63). 
Finally, it is easy to deduce (64) from (63). In fact, (63) asserts that 
for suitable polynomials T’, T,f , Tjp , T. By discarding from the T’s all mono- 
mials of the wrong degree in R, we may assume that T’, T,& , Tj~ , Tare homo- 
geneous in R of degrees d - I, d - 2, d - 2, d - 1, respectively. 
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Consequently, 
is a homogeneous solution of (31) of degree d, having the form Y* = (S$ , 
S$ , S*) with S&G~ = 0. The Main Lemma with discrepancy d for position 
(3) implies that Y* is generated by trivial solutions of (31) and (&&?)ig for 
(9) E “W( Pn>>* f-3’ mce Y - Y’* is generated by trivial solutions of (31) 
and (89)pa, conclusion (64) follows. 
__-- 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2 (E ... Zpqm ‘.. m). Q.E.D. 
We shall refer to (l), (2j, (3) as the reduced positions arising from 
(J, I,&, II) by Lemma 2 (E ... Zpqm ... m). 
The remaining lemmas used to change position are trivial special cases of 
the Second Variable-Reduction Lemma. 
LEMMA 3p. Let (J, 1, 8, II) be a position, and assume that the number of 
doubly active unbarred indices # 1. If  p E c J, then (J v  { p}, j, 6, II) is a position. 
Moreover, the Main Lemma holds with discrepancy A for (J, J, 8, II) provided 
it holds with discrepancy A - 1 for (J u ( p>, /, 8, II). 
LEMMA 39. Let (J, J, B,l7) be a position, and assume that the number of 
doubly active unbarred indices # 1. If  q E cf, then (J, 1 u (q}, t”,l7) is a position. 
Moreover, the Main Lemma holds with discrepancy A for (J, /, 8, I7) provided 
it holds with discrepancy A - 1 for (J, / u {q}, &, II). 
LEMMA 4. Let (J, 1, 8, II) b e a p t’ osz ton with exactly one doubZy active index 1. 
Then the foZZowing are positions. 
(i) (J, S u (4, Q, n), 
c-1 (J u {U, J, 8, D). 
Moreover, the Main Lemma holds with discrepancy A for (J, 1, &, l7) provided it 
holds with discrepancy A - 1 for positions (+) and (-). 
We refer to (J u {p}, I,&, II), (J, j u {ij}, 6, II), (+) and (-) as the reduced 
positions arising from (J, J, 8, II) by Lemmas 3p, 3q, 4, respectively. 
Proofs of Lemmas 3p, 3q, 4. That the reduced positions are indeed positions 
is trivial. The assertions regarding the Main Lemma in Lemmas 3p, 3q, 4 are 
special cases of parts (A), (B), (C) of the Second Variable-Reduction Lemma, 
respectively. Q.E.D. 
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We shall refer to Lemmas i &I ... Z), I (1 ‘.. I@), 2 (I ... lpqm ... m) as 
strong reduction lemmas, and to Lemmas 3p, 3q, 4 as weak reduction lemmas. 
Also, we shall use 9, 8’, etc., to denote positions (J, I, b, n) and write S(Y) = 
the discrepancy of 9 = the smallest integer d > 1 for which B satisfies the 
Main Lemma with discrepancy d. Since (J, 1, b, n) always satisfies the Main 
Lemma with discrepancy d = min(I “J I, 1 cJ I), we have 1 < S(g) < n + 1. 
It will be useful to rephrase our reduction lemmas in terms of S(P): Let B 
be any position satisfying the hypotheses of a reduction lemma, and let 
9’; ... Yi be the list of reduced positions arising from B by the reduction lemma. 
Then the discrepancies satisfy 
max[S(gi) ... S(P:)] 3 S(P) f i we used a strong reduction lemma. (66) 
max[S(P;) ... S(.Yi)] > S(8) - 1 f i we used a weak reduction lemma. (67) 
Next observe that S(P) = 1 in two obvious cases: 
9 = (.I, J, 8, n) with min(l “J (, 1 cl I) = 1. v-33) 
P=((J,I,cF,U) with cd= B. (69) 
In fact the Main Lemma with discrepancy 1 pertains merely to solutions of 
(31) of degree 0 in case (68), and to solutions of S . (XI u,‘u,) = 0 in case (69). 
Details are left to the reader. 
At last we can reduce our results on parabolic invariant theory to a game of 
strategy. Recall that our goal is to prove that the Main Lemma holds with 
discrepancy 19 for the position P of (41), i.e., S(P) < 19. The rules of our 
game are as follows. 
Starting with a position 9, we move by picking a reduction lemma whose 
hypotheses are satisfied by 9. Once we have moved, the devil replies by picking 
one of the reduced positions 8’ arising from B by the reduction lemma which 
we picked out. Now it is our turn to move again, starting with the new position 
8’, and play continues as before. The game ends when either 
We reach one of the positions (68), (69), having made <A uses 
of the weak reduction lemmas. In this case, we win. (70) 
or 
We use a weak reduction lemma for the Ath time, in which case 
the devil wins. (71) 
Note that whenever the game is not yet over, we always have a move available 
(namely one of the weak reduction lemmas), and observe that 1 “J 1 + / cJ 1 + 
1 V ( shrinks with every move of the game. Hence, we eventually reach positions 
of the form (68) or (69), unless (71) intervenes to stop the game. In other words, 
our game lasts a bounded number of moves and has no draws. 
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I f  our starting position B * has discrepancy ?$a*) 3 A + 1, then the devil 
has an obvious winning strategy: When confronted with a list 9; 1.. Si of 
reduced positions, the devil merely picks Pj to maximize a(@;). 
The inequalities (66), (67) show that we cannot get to (68) or (69) [where 
6(P) = l] from 8* [where S(P*) 3 A + l] without making at least A appli- 
cations of the weak reduction lemmas. Hence the devil wins. 
On the other hand, if A = 19 and 8* is the position of (41), then we shall 
produce for ourselves a strategy which always wins for us and defeats the devil. 
Thus, S(P*) must be at most 19, the Main Lemma (fifth version) follows, and 
our algebraic results are proved. So all our results come down to finding a 
winning strategy for our game. 
Before attacking the starting position (41), we shall investigate a class of easy 
winning positions. 
GAMESMANSHIP LEMMA. Let S = (J, J, 8, II) be a position with 
min( / “J I, / eJ 1) > 1. Assume that for each ( jh) with 0 < j, k < n, either 
OY 
(p...pjk)~d forallpfc] (72) 
(jkq*-.q)E& forallqEcJ. (73) 
Then we can win the game with A = 2. 
Proof. I f  B is not already one of winning positions (68), (69), then we shall 
check that 
B satisfies the hypotheses of one of the lemmas 1 (I ..* &CL), i (pq2 ... I), 4. (74) 
Now all the reduced positions 8’ arising from B by the lemmas of (74) again 
satisfy the hypotheses of the Gamesmanship Lemma. Hence we can keep on 
applying the strong reduction lemmas and Lemma 4, until eventually we arrive 
at one of the positions (68), (69). S ince Lemma 4 can be used at most once in a 
game, and since we never used Lemmas 3p, 39 at all, it follows that in reaching 
a winning position (68) or (69) we made at most one application of the weak 
reduction leammas. Thus we can win the game with A = 2, and the Gamesman- 
ship Lemma follows once we establish (74). However, we can split up (74) 
into cases as follows. 
If  
(a) min(lCJI, lcJl> = 1, 
then we are in the winning position (68). 
I f  (a) is false, but 
(b) the number of doubly active unbarred indices = 1, 
then 9 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4. 
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I f  (a) and (b) are false, but 
(c) Thereisa($ . ..pK)EC&withpECJ. 
then pick 4 E CJ with 4 = K if k E cJ, and B satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma i -- 
(p ... pkq ... q). 
I f  (a), (b), (c) are false, but 
- 
(d) there is a (jF. q) E “8 with q E cJ, 
then pick p E CJ with p = j if j E ‘J; and C@ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 
(P ... Pi 4”’ 4). 
I f  (a), (b), (c), (d) are false, but 
(e) thereisa(p -..pjK)Ec~withpEeJandkECf, 
then d satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma i (p ... pjk ... k). 
I f  (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) are false, but 
(f) there is a (Ikq ‘74) E %Y with 4 E cJ and j E c J, 
then 9 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 ( j ... jkq). 
I f  (a)-(f) are false, but 
(g) there is a (p ... pjh) E “8 withp E c J, 
then pick q E cJ; and B satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma i (p ... pjfi). 
I f  (a)-(g) are false, but 
(h) there is a ( j=) E “8 with 4 E cf, 
then pick p E c J; and 9 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 ( p ... JJ~=). 
I f  (a)-(h) are false, but 
(i) there is an (orli) E “8, 
then pick QE CJ with q = K if K is active; and B satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma i (dq ... q). 
I f  (a)-(i) are false, but 
(j) there is a (,jb) E “8, 
then pick p E “J with p = j if j E “f; and B satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 
(P ‘.. PjkV 
I f  (a)-(j) are false, then c& = 0 and we are in winning position (69). Q.E.D. 
Now let us return to starting position (41). To win the game, we shall set 
down a list of 50 different types of positions, and ajlowchurt explaining what to 
do in each position on the list. For each position B of type g on the 
list (1 < g < 50), the flowchart will do one of the following: 
(A) Assert that the position is already won, i.e., is of form (68) or (69). 
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(B) Assert that the position satisfies the hypotheses of the Gamesmanship 
Lemma. 
(C) Provide a combination lasting a few moves to force a position of form 
(68) or (69). 
(D) Provide a combination lasting a few moves, at the end of which the 
position is necessarily again of one of the 50 types on our list. 
(E) Assert that the position is also of type g’ # g (1 < g’ < 50), and refer 
us to the instructions provided by the flowchart for type g’. 
We refer to (E) as delaying ozu move. We shall verify the following properties 
of our flowchart and list of positions: 
The initial position (41) is one of the 50 types on the list. (75) 
Starting with any position on the list of 50 and following repeatedly 
the instructions of the flowchart, we shall delay our move at most 
a bounded number of times, after which the flowchart performs 
one of the remaining activities (A), (B), (C), (D). (76) 
The flowchart prescribes use of Lemma 3p or 3q only within five 
moves of the end of the game, or within five moves of an application 
of Lemma 4. (77) 
From (76) and (77) it follows at once that we have a winning strategy for our 
game with A = 17, starting from any position on our list. In fact (76) shows 
that we can come up with a combination when confronted with any position 
on the list, that we reenter the list every combination, and therefore that we 
eventually arrive at a position of form (68) or (69). Since there can be at most 
one application of Lemma 4 in each game, condition (77) implies that our game 
involves at most 15 applications of Lemma 3p or 3ij. So altogether we have 
reached (68) or (69) without using the weak reduction lemmas more than 16 
times; i.e., we have won the game with A = 17. Now (75) shows that we can 
win the game for position (41) with A = 17. 
Thus, our algebraic results will be proved once we set down the list of posi- 
tions and the flowchart, and check (75), (76), (77). In preparation for doing this, 
we set down some notation on the game: 
The phrase “move 1 (1 ... Z$)” means “apply Lemma 1 (I ... @).‘I If we move 
1 (1 ... @), then the devil may reply by picking one of the reduced positions (a), 
(b). We shall say that “the devil moves (a)” or “the devil moves (b).” Similarly, 
the phrases “move 2 (I ... Zpqm ... m),” and “the devil moves (l),” “the devil 
moves (2), ” “the devil moves (3)” have obvious meanings; as do the phrases 
“move 4,” “ the devil replies + , ” “the devil replies -.” Note that whenever 
we “move 3~” or “move 3&” there is only one reduced position, so that in effect 
the devil is permitted no reply. 
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In our list and flowchart, we shall be presented with positions (1, I,&, n) 
together with various auxiliary sets and indices, such as E, F, m, , I&, etc. 
Whenever the flowchart gives us instructions, it is assumed that all the auxiliary 
sets and indices stay the same unless new definitions are given explicitly. 
If a situation is dealt with by cases in the flowchart, we do not assert that the 
cases are mutually exclusive, merely that at least one of the cases applies. 
If the flowchart tells us to pick anything, e.g., an index, then it is asserted 
that the object to be picked exists. 
The “number of doubly active V’S” means the number of doubly active 
unbarred indices. 
Let B = (J, 1, 8, n) be a position. With respect to 8: A set (1 of unbarred 
indices is called tamed if for any m E d and any k, either 
(p*..pmk)Ed for allpEcJ (78) 
or 
(79) 
A pair (me , A) consisting of an unbarred index and a set of barred indices is 
called happy if the following hold. 
and 
Ifm,ECJandKE~,then(m,...m,k)E~. 
-- 
If k, ZE6 and IE~J, then (m,,kZ ... Z) E b. 
(80) 
(81) 
A pair (m,, , A) consisting of an unbarred index and a set of barred indices is 
called jolly if 
If /1, n are sets of unbarred and barred indices, and if m, is an unbarred index, 
then ~(fl, 2, ma) denotes the set [A x (0, i,..., n}] u [{mJ x /I. Observe 
that if B = (1, /, 8, n) and 8’ = (J’, 7, &‘,n’) are positions with JC J’, 
J C J’, 8 C &‘, 17 C l7’, then any set /l which is tamed for 9’ is also tamed for 
B’, and any pair (ma, A) which is happy for B is also happy for 8’. These 
remarks apply in particular if 9” is a reduced position arising from 8. 
With notation out of the way, we can now give the list of positions and the 
flowchart and verify (75), (76), (77). W e remark in advance that (75) holds 
because position (41) is a special case of POS. 20 on our list, with /l = D, 
/f = {U}, ma = 1. Moreover (77) will be evident by inspection of the instructions 
provided by the flowchart for each of 50 positions. The determined reader may 
duplicate our efforts and check this. Here, finally, are the list of positions, 
the flowchart, and the proof of (76). 
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THE FIFTY POSITIONS 
Pos. 1. Given a pos. (1, J, G, II) and sets (1, n satisfying: Both “J, cJ # a. 
Number of doubly active V’S # 1. fl tamed. A = B. II = fl x (i, 2 ,..., ti}. 
Pos. 2. Given a pos. (J, J, &, II), sets fl, A, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both “J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an active index not in L’.L 
/l tamed. L’ = n(n,ii, m,). The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. No EEA is 
doubly active. 
POS. 3. Given a pos. (1, ],6, Ii’), sets fl, A, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both c J, GJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an active index not in /l. 
(1 tamed. li’ = 7(/l,& m,). The pair mO , d is happy and jolly. All active R E cA 
have k active. Either m, is inactive or m,, EA or there are no doubly active k EA. 
Pos. 4. Given a pos. (J, 1, b, II), sets fl, d, and indices m, , k, satisfying: 
Both c J, cJ # a. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an active index not in /I. 
fl tamed. II = ,(A,& m,) u {(m&,)}. The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. 
No EEA is doubly active. k, E cd. k, active. k, inactive. Both (m, 1.. m,k,,) 
and (m&, *** k,,) excl. 
POS. 5. Given a pos. (J, J, &, I7), sets fl, A, B, and indices m, , k, satisfying: 
Both c J, cJ # ia. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an active index not in /l. 
fl tamed. II = n(fl, /i, m,,) U {(m,t$,)}. The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. No 
K EA is doubly active. k, is an active index not in 6.12, is inactive. (m& *.- A,,) 
excl. for all 1~ Ii Cd Both (m, ... m&a) and (ma&, ... k,) excl. 
Pos. 6. Given a pos. (J, 1, &, I7), sets fl, & E, and indices m,, , k, satisfying: 
Both c J, cJ # o . Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an active index not in /I. 
/l tamed. I7 = n(fl,/f, m,,) u {(m,Q}. The pair m, , /i is happy and jolly. 
No K EA is doubly active. k,, is an active index not in if. K,, is inactive. Both 
b-k . .. m&J and (m,&, . .. K,,) excl. (m,,lk, ... k,,) excl. for all I EA. (m&J .. . I) 
excl. for all I E E C J n cf. 
POS. 7. Given a pos. (J, J, b, II), sets /l, A, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both c J and cJ # 0. Number of doubly active w’s # 1. m, is an active index 
not in fl. II tamed. I7 = +l,if, m,). The pair m, , A is happy and jolly. All 
k E cA are inactive. 
POS. 8. Given a pos. (J, J, E, II), sets A,/i, a, and indices m,, , fir, satisfying: 
Both c J, c] # 0. Number of doubly active D’S # 1. m,, is an active index not 
in (1. LI tamed. I7 = r(n,/i, m,) U {(m&,)}. The pair m, , /i is happy and jolly. 
All active k E cA have k active. k,, is an active index not in/T. Both (m, ... m,,K,,) 
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and (m&s ... K,) excl. (m,,lk, *.* K,,) excl. for all 1~ D CA. Either fii, is inactive 
or R,-, EA, or else both i$ = @,, and no k EA is doubly active. 
POS. 9. Given a pos. (J, I,&, I7), sets /l, rl, E, and indices m,, , &, satisfying: 
Both “J, cJ # o . Number of doubly active o’s # 1. m, is an active index not 
in /l. (1 tamed. I7 = ~~(fl, A, m,,) u {(m&J}. The pair ma , ii is happy and jolly. 
All active K ~~2 have K active. k, is an active index not inz. Both (m, ... m&s) 
and (msk,, ... K,,) excl. (ma&, ... K,) excl. for all IEL% (m&-,l *.. I) excl. for all 
lEECiincf. Eth i er +?i@ is inactive or %,, E& or else both K,, = iii,, and no 
K E ii is doubly active. 
Pos. 10. Given a position (1, 1, 8, I7), sets fl, & 9, and indices m, , k,, 
satisfying: Both “1, cf # i~r . Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an active 
index not in /1. /l tamed. I7 = n(fl,/r m,) u {(m&}. The pair ma, ii is happy 
and jolly. All keGA are inactive. K, EVA. (m, ... m&,,) excl. (m,k,,q ... 4) excl. 
for all 4EgCCJ. 
Pos. Il. Given a pos. (J, J, 6, II), sets LI,& i?, and indices m,, , k,, satis- 
fying: Both c J, GJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an active index 
not in (1. rl tamed. I7 = r(/l,A, ma) u {(m&J}. The pair m, , iI is happy and 
jolly. No K EL% is doubly active. k, is an inactive index not in A. (m, *.* m&s) 
excl. (m,K,F .. S) excl. for all S E E C cJ n cif. 
Pos. 12. Given a pos. (J, 1, 8, II), sets /l, /i, ,??, and indices m, , K0 satis- 
fying: Both c J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. ma is an active index 
not in /1. /I tamed. II = ~(LI,& ma) u {(m,K,)}. The pair m, , /i is happy and 
jolly. No K enis doubly active. K,, is an inactive index not ind (m,, 1.. m&J excl. 
(m,k,~ ... S) excl. for all S E cJ n ciI. (mdfos ... 3) excl. for all SE EC cJ n A. 
Pos. 13. Given a pos. (J, J, &, I7), sets L&L!& E, and indices m, , k,, satisfying: 
Both c J, ~1 # a. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an active index not 
in /l. (1 tamed. II = 7(/l, ii, m,) u {(m&,)}. The pair m,, , A is happy and jolly. 
Ail active K E cA have k active. &, is an inactive index not in /i. (nt, ... m&J 
excl. (m& . .. S) excl. for all s E E C cJ n cA. Either m, is inactive or %,, EA. 
Pos. 14. Given a pos. (J, I,&, 17), sets /1, & J!?, and indices m, , k, satisfying: 
Both c J, OJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an active index not 
in II. II tamed. II = r(cl, A, mo) u {(m&J}. The pair m, , /i is happy and jolly. 
All active K E cA have k active. k, is an inactive index not ind (m, ... m&J excl. 
(m&,S a*. S) excl. for all I E cJ n OA. (m,K,i ... S) excl. for all S E E C cJ n A. 
Either 7ii, is inactive or B0 EA. 
Pos. 15. Given a pos. (J, J, 8, II), sets /1, 2, and an index m,, satisfying: 
Both c J, CJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m,, is an inactive index not 
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in A. A tamed. 17 = ,(A, A, m,). The pair mu , il is happy and jolly. No k ~1 
is doubly active. 
-- 
Pos. 16. Given a pos. (J, J, 8, IZ), sets A, (1, Q, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both “1, eJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive index 
not in A. A tamed. II = n(A,n, ma). The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. No 
I; EA is doubly active. (r ... rm,p) excl. for all active Y and all 4 E Q CA n cJ. 
Pos. 17. Given a pos. (J, I,&, II), sets A, ii, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both “J, ‘1 # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m,, is an inactive index 
not in A. A tamed. I7 = rr(A,& ma). The pair m, ,A is happy and jolly. 
(Y ..’ rm,q) excl. for all active Y and all active MEL%. (m,-$ ... S) excl. for all 
active s and all inactive 4 E/I. 
Pos. 18. Given a pos. (J, I, 8, II), sets A, /I D, Q, and indices ma , q,, 
satisfying: Both “J, Cl # a. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in A. A tamed. 17 = r(A,& ma). The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. 
No k Ed is doubly active. (Y ... rm,q) excl. for all active Y and all 4 E Q C 
d n cJ. QO E (d n c])\Q. (Y ... rm&) excl. for all Y E D C “J. 
Pos. 19. Given a pos. (J, J, 6, I7), sets A, L%, R, 8, and indices m,, , tj,, 
satisfying: Both “J, cj # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in A. A tamed. 17 = r(A,/l, ma). The pair m, ,/i is happy. The pair 
m, ,i1\{9,,} is jolly. q,, is an inactive index in A. (Y ... rm,&,) excl. for all Y E R C “J. 
(m&S ... S) excl. f orallSESCcJnciI.RuS# @.NokEAisdoublyactive. 
Pos. 20. Given a pos. (J, J, &, II), sets A, /i, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both “1, C] # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive index 
not in A. A tamed. 17 = +A,$ m,). For each k EA, either ( p . .. pm&) excl. 
for all active p or (m&q ... 4) excl. for all active q. 
Pos. 21. Given a pos. (J, 1, 8, II), sets A, A, and indices m, , &, satisfying: 
Both “1, (‘J # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive index 
not in A. A tamed. L7 = rr(A,]i m,). For each KE/I, either (p ... pm&) excl. 
for all active p, oy (m& ... 4) excl. for all active 4. cA n cJ = a. tjo E cif. 
POS. 22. Given a pos. (J, /, &, ZI), sets A, A, and indices m, , q,, satisfying: 
Both c J, c] # a. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive index 
not in A. A tamed. II = +I, ii, ma). For each K EA, either (p ... pm&) excl. 
for all active p, or (m& ... q) excl. for all active 9. 4s E cJ n cii. 
Pos. 23. Given a pos. (J, I,&, II), sets A, /r D, and indices m. , I& satis- 
fying: Both c J, c] # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m,, is an inactive 
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index not in /I. fl tamed. IS7 = vr(A,/i, m,) u {(m,~o)>. For each k E& either 
( p . . . pm&) excl. for all active p, or (m& . . . q) excl. for all active q. q0 E cJ A c/l. 
(m&a ... qO) excl. (r ... rm,q,,) excl. for all r E D C “J. 
Pos. 24. Given a pos. (1, f, b, II), sets fl, 2, D, i?, and indices m, , q,, 
satisfying: Both c J, c J # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in fl. fl tamed. II = +A,& m,) u ((m,~,,)}. For each h EA, either 
( p ... pm&) excl. for all active p, or (m&q ... 4) excl. for all active 4. q0 is an 
inactive index not in 2. (Y ... rm,q,) excl. for all r E D C c J. (m&S ... S) excl. 
forall?EECCJ. Du,!?# 0. 
POS. 25. Given a pos. (J, J, 6, II), sets fl, /I, D, and indices m0 , k,, satis- 
fying: Both c J, cl # 0. Number of doubly active n’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in fl. fl tamed. I7 = z(fl, A, m,) u {(m&J>. The pair m,, , n is happy 
and jolly. No K elf is doubly active. k,, is an active index not in/i. k, is inactive. 
(mo5 ... ho) excl. (r . . . rm&,) excl. for r E D C c J. 
Pos. 26. Given a pos. (J, /, &, II), sets fl, /I, and an index m, satisfying: 
Both c J, c J # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive index not 
in /l. fl tamed. li’ = +A,& m,). The pair m, , n is happy and jolly. All active 
KeC/I have K active. 
Pos. 27. Given a position (J, J, b, II), sets fl, /r and indices m, , K,, satis- 
fying: Both c J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in fl. /l tamed. IL7 = n(fl, /r m,) u {(m&J). The pair m, , d is happy 
and jolly. All active k E cil have K active. k, is an active index not inn. (m&, ... If-,) 
excl. 
POS. 28. Given a pos. (J, J, d, II), sets /l, A, D, i?, and indices m, , R,, 
satisfying: Both c J , cs # @. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m0 is an inactive 
index not in fl. fl tamed. II = ~(/l, /r m,) u {(m,K,)>. The pair m, , ii is happy 
and jolly. All K E c/I are inactive. K,, E cA. (r ... rmak,,) excl. for all Y E D _C c J. 
(m,&,~~~~~)excl.forall~~~~~~.DU~# 0. 
POS. 29. Given a pos. (J, J, L?, II), sets (1, A, D, E, and indices m, , K,, 
satisfying: Both c J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in fl. /t tamed. 17 = n(/l, i& m,) u {(m,k,,)}. The pair m. , ii is happy 
and jolly. No K ELI is doubly active. K,, is an inactive index not ind. (r ... rm& 
excl. for all r E D C c J. (m& *~~~)excl.forall~~E~~~~~ilD~I?# D. 
POS. 30. Given a pos. (J, J, 6, II), sets A, if, D, i?, and indices m, , K,, 
satisfying: Both c J, cJ # m. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in rl. (1 tamed. l7 = r(R, 2, m,) U {(m&J>. The pair m. , ~ is happy 
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and jolly. Ic’o k EA is doubly active. kc, is an inactive index not in A. (m&,5 ... S) 
excl. for all 5 E cJ n cA. (r . .. rm,Q excl. for all Y E D C “J. (m,& ... S) excl. 
forallsEECC]nii.EitherDuE# o orCInc/I# a. 
Pos. 31. Given a pos. (J, f, 8, II), sets fl, A, /1”, D, E, and indices m, , 
k, satisfying: Both “J, eJ # CZ. Number of doubly active U’S # 1. mO is an 
inactive index not in fl. /l tamed. 17 = z-(L$& m,) u {(m&J}. The pair m, , - 
fl IS happy and jolly. All active k E c/i have k active. &,, is an inactive index 
not in A. H = {k ] R 15Al. (Y ... rm,k,,) excl. for all T E D C CJ n (1”. (m,k,,i . . S) 
excl.forallS~i?CCpnc~.D~E# 0. 
Pos. 32. Given a pos. (J, /, 8, D), sets fl, /I, A, D, E, and indices m, , 
k, satisfying: Both “J, CJ # @. Number of doubly active D’S # 1. m. is an 
inactive index not in fl. fl tamed. 17 = n(fl, 2, m,,) U ((m,,&,)~. The pair m, ,A 
is happy and jolly. All active k E c/l have k active. K,, is an inactive index not ind 
(m&J ‘1. S) excl. for all S E cJ n c~. (1” = (k ( K EJ}, (r ... rm&J excl. for all 
r E D C “J n d (m&,~ ... S) excl. f orallsEECclnn.EitherDuE# ,a or 
cJncA+ G. 
Pos. 33. Given a pos. (J, I, &, II), sets fl, A, E, and indices m,, , li, satis- 
fying: Both “1, cp # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in/l. A tamed. II = rr(fl, A, ma) ~{(m,$)}. The pair m,, /I is happy and 
jolly. Ko k E A is doubly active. k, E c/i. k, is inactive. (m&,, ... &,) excl. if k,, 
is active. (y I.. rm&,) excl. for all active Y. (Y ... rm,l) excl. for all active Y and 
all ZEECAncJ. 
Pos. 34. Given a pos. (1, 1, &, 17), sets fl, 6, E, p, and indices m, , k, 
satisfying: Both “1, cJ # @. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m. is an inactive 
index not in fl. fl tamed. 17 = z(fl,A, m,,) u {(m&J}. The pair m, , ii is happy 
and jolly. No k E ii is doubly active. k,, E ~3. k, is inactive. (m,,k, . . . $) excl. 
if f& is active. (Y ... r-m&) excl. for all active Y. (r ... rmJ) excl. for all active Y 
and all I~ii n c-f. (m,& ... K,) excl. for all 1 E E _C c_T n ii. (m&J ... I) excl. 
for all IeFCcfnLi. 
Pos. 35. Given a pos. (J, J, 8, II), sets fl, 6, D, E, and indices m, , k, , I, 
satisfying: Both “J, cJ # iz. The number of doubly active V’S # 1, m,, is an 
inactive index not in II. fl tamed. II = 7(/l,& m,,) u {(m&,)~. The pair m, , n 
is happy and jolly. No K ~/f is doubly active. K,, E ~2. k, is inactive. (m,&, ... I%,,) 
excl. if k, is active. (r ..f vm,Q excl. for all active Y. (r ... rm,Z) excl. for all 
active Y and all 1 E E C c] n /1 I, E <cl n A)\E. (Y ... rm,&) excl. for all 
rcDCCJ. 
-- 
Pos. 36. Given a pos. (J, J, b, II), sets LI, ii, D, E, F, and indices m, , ho , I, 
satisfying: Both C], cf # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
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index not in LI. fl tamed. 17 = +l, A, m,) u {(mdl,)}. The pair m, ,/I is happy. 
The pair m, , /i\{l,,> is jolly. I,, is an inactive index in ?!f. No k E ~ is doubly 
active. kOEciI. k, is inactive. (m,K, ... K,) excl. if $ is active. (r ‘.. rmds,) excl. 
for all active Y. (Y ... rm,l) excl. for all active Y and all 1 E i? C cJ n il. (r ... rm,l,) 
excl. for all T-EDC~J. (rn&...?) excl. for all s~FC~]n~ii. DuF# O. 
POS. 37. Given a pos. (J, J, 6’, I7), sets A, /r p, and indices m, , RO satis- 
fying: Both c J, cJ # a. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, an inactive index 
not in /l. (1 tamed. I7 = rr(~$A, m,) u {(m,h,,)}. The pair m, , d is happy and 
jolly. No K EA is doubly active. k,, is an inactive index not in A. Ir,, is inactive. 
(r ... rm$) excl. for all active r. (r ... rm,l) excl. for all active r and all i E c/ n d 
(m,k,~ . . . S) excl. for all S E F C cJ. 
POS. 38. Given a pos. (J, J, 6, II), sets /l, A, rl”, D, and indices m,, , &, 
satisfying: Both c J, eJ # id. Number of doubly active a’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in d. (1 tamed. 17 = rr(fl, A, m,) u ((m&,)}. The pair m, , n is happy 
and jolly. All active K E cil have k active. k,, is an active index not in/i. (m&, ... h,,) 
excl. (1” = {k 1 KC/I). (r ... rm,$) excl. for all Y E D C c J n (1: 
Pos. 39. Given a pos. (J, J, b, II), sets d, jr, (1, E, and indices m,, , h,, 
satisfying: Both c J, c/ # (ir. Number of doubly active o’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in (1. /l tamed. Il = ~(n,& m,) u {(mc&)>. The pair m, , L? is happy 
and jolly. All active k E cA have K active. k, an active index not in A. (ma&,, ... I&) 
excl. (1” = {k / KEYi}. (r ... rm,K,) excl. for all r E c J n /1”. (Y ... rm,l) excl. 
forallr~cJ~~andallI~~~cJ~~. 
Pos. 40. Given a pos. (J, /, b, I7), sets A,d, /1”, and indices m, , k,, satis- 
fying: Both c J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in /l. fl tamed. ll = n(d, ii, ma) u {(m&a)}. The pair m, , A is happy 
and jolly. All active k E cA have k active. k, is an active index not in A. (m&,,. . . k,,) 
excl. ir” = (k 1 kE/I). (r ... rm& excl. for all Y EeJ n A. (Y ... rm,l) excl. 
for all rECJn(l”and all IECJnd 
Pos. 41. Given a pos. (J, J, F, II), sets fl, A, 2, D, I!?, and indices m, , k,, , &, 
satisfying: Both c J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in (1. /I tamed. 17 = n(/l, A, m,) u {(m&,)}. The pair m, , ii is happy 
and jolly. All active k E cif have k active. K, is an active index not in jf. (m,,& .** k,) 
excl. (1” = {k 1 KEil). (Y ... rm&) excl. for all Y E c J n d (Y . .a rm,l) excl. 
for all Y E c J n il” and all I E E C CJ n if I,, E (c] n /i,\E. (Y ... rm&,) excl. for 
all r E D C c J n /r. 
- - 
POS. 42. Given a pos. (J, J, b, II), sets A, A, A, D, E, F, and indices m, , 
6, , I, satisfying: Both cJ, CJ # 0. Number of doubly active V’S + 1. m, 
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is an inactive index not in (1. (1 tamed. I7 = rr(~I,/f, ma) u ((m,K,,)}. The pair 
m, , ii is happy. The pair m, , A\{&} is jolly. I, is an inactive index in A. All 
active k E c?f have k active. K, is an active index not in iI. (m&a ... K,,) excl. 
(1" = {k 1 kdj-. (Y ... rm&) excl. for all r E ‘1 n K (r ... rm,l) excl. for all 
rECJnII” and all IEECc]n?f. (r~~~rrn,&,) excl. for all rEDCCJn/f 
(m&f ... S) excl. for all s EP C ccJ n cA)\{k,,}. D u F # O. 
POS. 43. Given a pos. (J, 1, 8, II) sets fl, if, (1”, D, B, and indices m, , k, , l,, 
satisfying: Both “J, cJ # o . Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in /l. fl tamed. II = rr(.4, il, m,) u {(m,k,,)}. The pair m, , il is happy. 
The pair m, , /r\{l,} is jolly, I, IS an inactive index in /f. All active K E cA have k 
active. k,, is an active index not in A. (m&, ... k,,) excl. (1” = {k 1 RE/I). 
(r ... rm&,) excl. for all r E “J n (1: (r ... rm,i) excl. for all 7 E “J n fl” and all 
I E E C cJ n li. (m&j ... S) excl. for all S E (eJ n cA)\{ko}. (r ... rm,iJ excl. 
for all r E D C "J n (1”. D # a if (cJ n cif)\{&,} = ET. 
POS. 44. Given a pos. (J, J, 8, II), sets fl, /i F, and indices ma, k, , Ia 
satisfying: Both “J, cJ # 0. Number of doubly active ‘u’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in rl. /l tamed. I7 = rr(fl, A, m,) u ((ma&)}. The pair m. , A is happy. 
The pair m, ,ii\{&} is jolly. l,, is an inactive index in A. All active K EC/~ have k 
active. &, is an active index not in/I. (m& ... k,,) excl. No kid have k active. 
(m,Z, 5 ... S) excl. for all S E F C (cJ n cii)\(ko}. F # ~73. 
Pos. 45. Given a pos. (J, 1, 8, II), sets fl, il, F, and indices m, , k,, , l,, 
satisfying: Both “1, cJ # o . Number of doubly active o’s # 1. mO is an inactive 
index not in (1. (1 tamed. Ii’ = ~(/l, /i, m,,) u {(m&J}. The pair m,, , iI is happy. 
The pair m, ,A\{&} is jolly. I,, is an inactive index in li. All active k E cA have k 
active. K,, is an active index not in fi. (m&, ... k,) excl. No K Eli has k active. 
(m,& ... S) excl. for all s E F C PJ n c/l)\(ho). (k, ... k,m&,) excl. 
POS. 46. Given a pos. (J, 1, &, II), sets fl, 2, D, F, and indices m, , k, , lo 
satisfying: Both “1, e] # ,CZ . Number of doubly active D’S # 1. m,, is an inactive 
index not in LI. (1 tamed. I.7 = ,(A, A, m,) u {(m&J). The pair m, , /i is happy. 
The pair m, , jl\{l,,} is jolly. I, is an inactive index in 6. K,, is an active index 
not in if k, is inactive. (m,,k,, ... &,) excl. No RE/~ have k active (r ... rm,l,,) 
excl. for all Y  E D C "J. (m& ~~~~)excl.forall~~~C(~jn~~)\{K~}.DuF# o. 
POS. 47. Given a pos. (J, /, 6, II), sets fl, & fl, E, F, and indices m. , k,, 
satisfying: Both “J, c] # a. Number of doubly active V’S # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in (1. /1 tamed. I7 = ~(/l, A, m,) u {(m&J}. The pair m, , A is happy 
and jolly. All active K E cA have k active. k,, is an active index not in ii. (m,,&, ... ko) 
excl. 3 = {k / k eir>. (r ... rm&J excl. for all YE “1 n (1”. (r ... t-m&) excl. 
for all rECJn(l" and all lEcfnn. (rn&,,;ol.~.I) excl. for all ZEECcjn6. 
(m& .. . K,) excl. for all I E F C CJ n d. 
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Pos. 48. Given a pos. (J, J, 8, n), sets fl,/r E, and indices m, , k,, satisfying: 
Both “1, G] # 0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive index 
not in fl. /l tamed. 17 = n(fl,& m,) u ((m,K,,)}. The pair m. , n is happy and 
jolly. All active K E ~2 have li active. R,, is an active index not in /i. 
Both (k, ... k,m,Q and (m&s ... K,,) excl. No K~jf has k active. (k, ... k,m,k) 
excl. for all K E E C cJ n 2. 
Pos. 49. Given a position (J, 1, 8, n), sets /l, If, E, p, and indices m, , k. 
satisfying: Both “J, cJ # ,D . Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an inactive 
index not in /l. fl tamed. I7 = rr(fl, ir, m,) u {(m,&,)}. The pair m,, ,/I is happy 
and jolly. K,, is an active index not in /f. All active K E eil have k active. No 
KEY has k active. Both (k, ... k,m,k,,) and (m,$,, ... R,,) excl. (k, ... k,m,k) 
excl. for all K E cJ n il. (m,kk, . . . K,) excl. for all K E EC eJ n A. (m,k,h ... Ii) 
excl. for all K E F C cJ n A. 
Pos. 50. Given a position (J, I,&, Il), sets A, 6, B, F, and indices m,, , 
&, , la satisfying: Both “J, cp # ,0. Number of doubly active v’s # 1. m, is an 
inactive index not in (1. (1 tamed. 17 = rr(A,/i, m,) u {(m,k,)}. The pair m, , A 
is happy. The pair m, ,/I\{&} is jolly. 1, is an inactive index in A. All active h E cA 
have k active. &, is an active index not in /f. (k, ... k,,m,&) and (m&s ... &,) 
excl. (k, . . . k,m,,k) excl. for all K E E C cf n A. (k, ... k,m,l,) excl. (m&s *. S) 
excl. for all s E F Z <cJ n cA)\{&,}. No E ~?i has k active. 
THE FLOWCHART 
In any of the positions l-50, if min(l “J I, 1 ~1 I) < 5, then trivial applications 
of moves 3 and 4 win the game. So let us assume that min( 1 CJ 1, I cJ I) > 6. 
We proceed as follows. 
POS. 1 
I. If fl = (0, l,..., n> then we are in a won position of the Gamesmanship 
Lemma. 
II. If (i # (0, 1,2 ,..., n} and there is an active m, $ A then we are in POS. 2. 
III. If (1 # (0, 1, 2 )..., n> and there is no active m,, 4 A, then pick an inactive 
rns f# (1. We are in POS. 15. 
POS. 2 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2, 3. 
A. All active K E cIf have k active. We are in POS. 3. 
B. There is an active K, E cif with k, inactive. Move 2(m,, *a* m&,, .*- ho). 
1. The devil moves 1. We are in POS. 15. 
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2. The devil moves 2. Move 1 (nz, ... m&s ... ha). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 4. 
b. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = 0. 
3. The devil moves 3. Move i(m, ... w&, ... 6,). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 4. 
b. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 11 with i? = CZ. 
II. The number of doubly active ZI = 2. Pick q doubly active with q = m, 
if m, is doubly active. Move 3q, then move 4. The devil replies. We are 
in POS. 2. 
III. The number of doubly active v = 3. Pick distinct q and P doubly active, 
with q = m, if m, is doubly active. Mover 3ij, then move 3~, then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 2. 
POS. 3. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2, 3. 
A. All K E~/I are inactive. We are in POS. 7. 
B. There is an active 6, E ciT. Take an active K, EVA, with k, = m, 
if ifi,, is active and ifi, E c/p. Move 2(m, *.. m&i, ... $). 
1. The devil moves 1. We are in POS. 26. 
2. The devil moves 2. Move 1 (m,, ... m,k, ... k,,). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 8 with D = 0. 
b. The devil moves b. 
i. If m, = k, , then we are in POS. 25 with D = 0. 
ii. If ma # k, , then we are in POS. 27. 
3. The devil moves 3. Move i (m, .*a m,K,-, ... k,,). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 8 with D = O. 
b. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 13 with i? = @. 
II. The number of doubly active v’s = 2. Let ql, 42 be the doubly active 
barred indices, with & = ?it, if i7i, is doubly active, Move 34’1, then move 4. 
The devil replies. If qa is still active, then move 3~& . We are in POS. 3. 
III. The number of doubly active v’s = 3. Let qr, qa , 9s be the doubly active 
barred indices, with qi = #ia if %-, is doubly active. Move 3qi, then 
move 3qz , then move 4. The devil replies. If qa is still active, then move 
3~7~. We are in POS. 3. 
POS. 4. We are in POS. 5 with D = O. 
POS. 5. Set D = {IEii 1 (moEo *a* ho) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
607/3 I /z-8 
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A. D=dWeareinPOS.6withi?= 0. 
B. D #A. Pick &,EA\D. Move 1 (ma *a* q,Z&, ... K,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 5. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = 0. 
II. The number of doubly active o = 2. Let qr , qs be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m. if m, is doubly active. Move 3qi , then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 5. 
POS. 6. Set E = {I E CJ r\ d 1 (m,,li,J *a* 1) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. E = cJ n/i. We are in POS. 2 with d replaced by/i u {$}. 
B. There is an I,, E (cJ n /r>\E. Move 1 (m,, *** m,,&l,, *a* I,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 6. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = 0. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let ql, q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with ql = m, if m. is doubly active. Move 3& , then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 6 with E = 0. 
POS. 7. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2, 3. 
A. c/I = 0. We are in POS. 1 with rl replaced by/l u {m,,>, and ii = 0. 
B. There is a Ks E CA. Pick an active qs , and move 2 (ma .. . m&,& ... ij,,). 
1. The devil moves 1. We are in POS. 26. 
2. The devil moves 2. We are in POS. 10 with & = 0. 
3. The devil moves 3. Move i (m,, e.0 rn&& a** a). The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 10 with Q = 0. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let &, C& be the doubly active 
barred indices, with ql = m,, if m, is doubly active. Move 3qr , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 7. 
III. The number of doubly active v = 3. Let q1 , ~f2 , & be the doubly active 
barred indices, with q1 = m0 if m,, is doubly active. Move 3& , then move 
38 , then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 7. 
POS. 8. Set D = {IE~I 1 (m&a .-a K,) excl.} 
I. The number of doubly active a # 1,2. 
A. D=il.WeareinPOS.9withi?=@. 
B. There is an I,, E if\B. Move 1 (m, -1. rn,,&& ... 4). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 8. 
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2. The devil moves b 
a. If originally ifi0 was inactive or ifi, E& then we are inPOS. 27. 
b. If originally Isis was active and ifia $A, then we are in POS. 25 
withD = O. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let q1 , q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m, if m, is doubly active. Move 3q1, then 
move 4. The devil replies. If & is still active, then move 3i& . We are in 
POS. 11 withE = %. 
POX 9. Set E = {IE cJ nil 1 (mohJ *a* I) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active e, # 1,2. 
A. i? = cf n ii. We are in POS. 3 with ?l replaced by d U {ho}. 
B. There is an l,, E (CJ n A)\,!?. Move 1 (m, ... m,&,~o a.* &). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 9. 
2. The devil moves b. 
a. If originally ifi, inactive or iii, EA, then we are in POS. 27. 
b. If originally ili, active and i&, $A, then we are in POS. 25 
withD = a. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let & , & be the doubly active 
barred indices, with ql = m,, if m, is doubly active. Move 38 , then move 4. 
The devil replies. If I& is still active, then move 38 . We are in POS. 11 
with E = %. 
POS. 10. Set Q = (4E cJ 1 (mJiOp *.* q) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. s = cJ. We are in POS. 7 with if replaced by il u {ho}. 
B. There is a q,, E c]\Q. Move 1 (ma ... m&&, ..a a). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 10. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 28 with D = O, E = {a}. 
II. The number of doubly active a = 2. Let q1 , q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m. if m,, is doubly active. Move 3iji , then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 10 with p = %. 
POS. 11. Set E = {s E cJ n cA 1 (m,K$ ... S) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. ~=0~nciiWeareinPOS.12with,!?= m. 
B. There is an F,, E (eJ n cd)\E. Move 1 (ms ... m,&, ..- s,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 11. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 29 with D = O, i? = (so}. 
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II. The number of doubly active w = 2. Let qi , q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m, if m,, is doubly active. Move 3& , then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 11 with i? = a. 
POS. 12. Set E = {S E eJ n A / (mokoS ... S) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. i? = cJ n A. We are in POS. 2 with n replaced by 2 u {k,). 
B. There is an 5, E PJ nli)\E. Move 1 (m, ... m,K,,i, *a. s,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 12. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 30 with D = a, E = {Q. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let ql, q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m, if m, is doubly active. Move 3&, then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 12 with i? = O. 
POS. 13. Set E = {SE c/n cA j (m&&f -a- S) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active w # 1,2. 
A. i?=CJnciI.WeareinPOS.14withE= a. 
B. There is an S, E ccJ n cA)\E. Move 1 (m, -.. m&&, .a- s,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 13. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 31 with A = (iz / k~ii>, 
D = a, .i? = {so). 
II. The number of doubly active ~1 = 2. Let ql, qz be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m. if m, is doubly active. Move 3& , then 
move 4. The devil replies. If pi is still active, then move 3&. We are 
in POS. 13 with E = @. 
POS. 14. Set E = {S fz cJ n A 1 (m&s? ..* 5) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active w # 1,2. 
A. E = cJnif, We are in POS. 3 with ii replaced by AU {h,,}. 
B. There is an f E (“J n /r>\E. Move 1 (m, ... m&&, ... 3,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 14. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 32 with R = {k 1 h~ii), 
D = m, E = {s,,}. 
IL The number of doubly active v = 2. Let ql, q2 be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with q1 = m, if m, is doubly active. Move 3qr , then 
move 4. The devil replies. If qz is still active, then move 3&. We are in 
POS. 14withE = O. 
POS. 15. We are in POS. 16 with $ = m. 
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POS. 16. Set @ = {QER n cp / (Y ... ~m,,tj) excl. for all active I.}. 
I. Q = iI n cJ. We are in POS. 17. 
II. There is a q,, E (A n cJ)\a. We are in POS. 18 with D = 0. 
POS. 17. We are in POS. 20. 
POS 18. Set D = (r E "/ 1 (I ... rm&) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active et # 1, ‘2. 
A. D = “1. We are in POS. 16 with 0 replaced by s u {q,,}. 
B. There is an r,, E "J\D. Move i (rO ... r,,m&, ... q,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 18. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 19 with R = {r,}, 
s== %. 
II. The number of doubly active n = 2. Let p, and pa be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with p, = q,, if q,, is doubly active. Move 3p, , then move 
4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 18 with Q = ,0 and D = 0. 
POS. 19. Set R = {Y E “J 1 (Y ... rm,,~,) excl.} and s = {S E c/n cA 1 (m,@ ... S) 
excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active z, # 1, 2. 
A. 3 = cJncil. WeareinPOS. 16withg = 0. 
B. R = %. Pick Y,, E “J and S, E S. Move i (Y,, ... romoq,,q, ... s,,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 19 with R = {r,}, ,!? = 0. 
C. R # D and S # cii n cJ. Pick Y,, E R and jc, E (cA n cj)\S. Move 1 
(r. ... Y,m,q& ‘. . s,,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 19 with R = 0, 
s = (so). 
II. The number of doubly active w = 2. 
A. R = %. Pick s,, E s. Let pi , pa be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = s,, if s0 is doubly active. Move 3p,, then move 4. The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 19 with R = 0, s = (s,). 
B. R # %. Pick Y,, E R. Let pi, pa be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with pi = Y,, if Y,, is doubly active. Move 3P, , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 19 with R = {r,}, ,!$ = %. 
POS. 20. 
I. cn = 0. We are in POS. 1 with (1 replaced by rl u {m,), and /i = 0. 
II. “if# 0 butciincJ= 3. Pick &, E cif. We are in POS. 21. 
III. cd n cJ f M. Pick &, E cif n cj. We are in POS. 22. 
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POS. Il. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
The number of doubly active v  # 1, 2, 3. Pick p, E c J and s,, E c/. Move 
2(Pll --* Po~o!70~0 .-* So). 
A. the devil moves 1. We are in POS. 21. 
B. The devil moves 2. We are in POS. 24 with D = { po) and ,!? = 0. 
C. The devil moves 3. We are in POS. 24 with D = o and E = {so} 
The number of doubly active v  = 2. Let p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices. Move 3p, , then move 4. The devil replies. We are in 
POS. 21. 
The number of doubly active v  = 3. Let pr , p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices. Move 3p,, then move 3p, , then move 4. the devil 
replies. We are in POS. 21. 
POS. 22. 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1, 2, 3. Pick p, E “J. Move 
2 (PO ... Po~o~o ... !zo)* 
A. The devil moves 1. We are in POS. 20. 
B. The devil moves 2. Move 1 (p, **a pomo~o ... qo). The devil replies. 
We are in POS. 23 with D = @. 
C. The devil moves 3. We are in POS. 23 with D = O. 
II. The number of doubly active v  = 2. Let p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with pi = q. if q. is doubly active. Move 3p, , then move 
4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 22. 
III. The number of doubly active v  = 3. Let p, , p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with p, = q. if q. is doubly active. Move 3p,, then 
move 3p, , then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 22. 
POS. 23. Set D = {r E c J 1 (Y *-* mm&o,) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1,2. 
A. D = “J. We are in POS. 20 withA replaced by/i u {qoio). 
B. There is an r. E c J\D. Move 1 (r. ... ~~~~~~ 1.’ qo). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 23. 
2. The devil moves b. We are inPOS. 24 with D = {Ye}, i? = O. 
II. The number of doubly active v  = 2. Let p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with p, = q. if q. is doubly active. Move 3p, , then 
move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 23 with D = IZ( .
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POS. 24. Set D = {r E c J 1 (r ... rm&) excl.) and E = (S E cl [ (m,@ ... S) 
excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. D = “J. We are in POS. 20 withjf replaced byir u {q,,}. 
B. B = O. Pick r,, E D and S, E cJ. Move 1 (rs ... ~,m,~~~~ *.. s,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 24 with D = 0 and E = {~a}. 
C. D # “J and E # a. Pick r. E “J\D and S, E i?. Move 
f tyo . . . - - y0~0!70~0 ... 5,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 24 with 
D =(r,}andi?= a. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. 
A. i? = 0. Pick r. E D. Let pi, pa be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with p, = r. if r. is doubly active. Move 3P, , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 24 with D = {ro}, i? = a. 
B. E # @. Pick S, E i?. Let p, , pa be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = so if so is doubly active. Move 3p, , then move 4. The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 24 with D = a, I!? = {So). 
POS. 25. Set D = {Y E c J / (Y *a. rmdE,) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2. 
A. D = c J. We are in POS. 33 with E = %. 
B. There is an Y, E “J\D. Move i (yO ... romo~o ... ho). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 25. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 29 with D = {Ye}, E = 0. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices. Move 3p, , then move 4. The devil replies. We are 
in POS. 25 with D = %. 
POS. 26. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2, 3. 
A. All h ~ii have k inactive. We are in POS. 15. 
B. All h E c/T are inactive. We are in POS. 20. 
C. There are f. E d and K. E cA with r. and K. active. Move 
2 (Y. ... romJio *.* ho). 
1. The devil moves 1. We are in POS. 26. 
2. The devil moves 2. Move 1 (r. ... ~~nz&~ -a* ho). The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 27. 
3. The devil moves 3. We are in POS. 27. 
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II. The number of doubly active z, = 2. Let pi, p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices. Move 3pi, then move 4. The devil replies. If ps is still 
active, then move 3ps . We are in POS. 20. 
III. The number of doubly active w = 3. Let p, , p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices. Move 3p,, then move 3pz, then move 4. The devil 
replies. If ps is still active, then move 3ps . We are in POS. 20. 
POS. 27. We are in POS. 38 with D = @ and il” = {k 1 KG/I). 
POS. 28. Set D = {Y E “J 1 (r . .. rm&,,) excl.} and i? = {S E of 1 (m,& *.. S) 
excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active ‘u # 1,2. 
A. E = cJ. We are in POS. 26, with]l replaced by]i u {&,}. 
B. D = 0. Pick r, E “J and S,E B. Move i (r, ... r,,m,R&, 1.. so). 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 28 with D = (1s) and E = 0. 
C. There are r,, E D and s,, E CJ\E. Move 1 (r,, ... r,,m,&,, ... s,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 28 with D = 0 and i? = {Q. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. 
A. D = 0. Pick S, E E. Let p, , p, be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with p, = ss if ss is doubly active. Move 3p, , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 28 with D = QT and E = (s,). 
B. D # 0. Pick r, E D. Let pi , p, be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with p, = y. if r, is doubly active. Move 3pi , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 28 with D = {r,,} and i? = 0. 
POS. 29. Set D = (r E “/ 1 (r *.. rm&,) excl.) and B = {SE cJ n cii 1 
(m& ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2. 
A, i?=CJncA.WeareinPOS.30with.i!?= 0. 
B. D = ,u. Pick r, E “J and S, E E. Move i (r,, .I. r,,m,K&, 1.. s,,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 29 with D = {Y,,} and .i? = 0. 
C. There are r0 E D and s,, E (cs n cA)\j?. Move 1 (r, .. . r,m&,, ... S,,). 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 29 with D = 0 and E = (s,,). 
II. The number of doubly active u = 2. 
A. D = 0. Pick s,, E E. Let p, , p, be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = s,, if s0 is doubly active. Move 3p, , then move 4. The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 29 with D = O, E = {So}. 
B. D $2 a. Pick r, E D. Let p, , p, be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = r, if r,, is doubly active. Move 3pi , then move 4. The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 29 with D = {rO) and J!? = o . 
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POS. 30. Set D = (Y E “/ 1 (Y ... rm,,K,) excl.} and E = (S~~jn?i 1 
(m&S --* S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active z, # 1,2. 
A. “J n c?f = 0. We are in POS. 28. 
B. E = cJ nd We are in POS. 15 with/r replaced by fi u {&}. 
C. cjnc/i# o and D = 0. Pick Y~ECJ and s,,ECjncA. Move 
i (y. e.. yO~&, ... s,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 30 with 
D = {YJ and E = @. 
D. There are Y,, E D and s,, E <cj n ii)\E. Move 1 (Y, ... ~,,m,,k&, 1.. 5). 
The devil replies. We are inPOS. 30 with D = .@ and E = {&,}. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. 
A. D # ia and O j n cii = ia. Pick Y,, E D. Let pi, p, be the doubly 
active unbarred indices, with p, = Y, if rs is doubly active. Move 
3pi , then move 4. The devil rephes. We are in POS. 30 with D = {ro> 
and E= %. 
B. E # 0 and c j n cii = 0. Pick S, E B Let p, , p, be the doubly 
active unbarred indices, with p, = s,, ifs,, is doubly active. Move 3p, , 
then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 30 with D = o 
and i? = (s,,}. 
C. cjnd# ia. P’ k - ic so E c j n C/i. Let p, , p, be the doubly active 
unbarred indices, with p, = s0 if s,, is doubly active. Move 3p,, 
then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 30 with D = ~ZT 
andE= 0. 
POS. 31. Set D ={y~~Jn(1”~(r~~~rm,K,,) excl.) and E={sECjncilI 
(m& ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active ZJ # 1,2. 
A. E=CjnceiiWeareinPOS.32withi?= 0. 
B. CJn(1"= 0. WeareinPOS.29. 
C. D = m, but “Jnil”# IT. Pick r,ECJn(I and s,EE. Move 
i (Y, ... rom&& *. * s,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 31 with 
D ={v,}andE= O. 
D. D # ia and E # cj n cA. Pick r, E D and s,, E (“f n ~A)\J!?. Move 
1 (y. I.. rOm,K$, ... s,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 31 with 
D = 0 and E = (3,). 
II. The number of doubly active ‘u = 2. 
A. D # 0. Pick r, E D. Let pi, p, be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = Y,, if r. is doubly active. Move 3&, then move 4. The 
607/31/z-9 
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devil replies. If  A is still active, then move 3Fz . We are in POS. 31 
withD={r,,}andE= %. 
B. J!? # 0. Pick s,, E i?, and pick r,, active but not doubly active. Let 
q # S,, be the remaining doubly active barred index. 
1. b-0 *.. bin@,,) excl. Move 33, , then move 4. The devil replies. 
If  p is still active, then move 3q. We are in POS. 29 with D = (ro} 
andE= %. 
2. (yo ..+ r,m,K,,) incl. Move i (y. .‘. r,m&&, ... so). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 31. 
b. The devil moves b. Move 4. The devil replies. If  q is still 
active, then move 34. We are in POS. 29 with D = fro) 
andi?= %. 
POS. 32. Set D = {r~~Jn(1”/ (Y ... rm,K,,) excl.} and E = {~~~]nifj 
(m&&f ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1,2. 
A. E = c] n d We are in POS. 26 with ii replaced by A u (&,I. 
B. “Jnil”= %. WeareinPOS.30. 
C. “jn(1”# % and D = % and cJncA# 0. Pick r,,EcJnxand 
5s E CJ n cii. Move i (Y@ 1.. Y~&,s, ..a 3,). The devil replies. We are 
in POS. 32 with D = (Y,,) and E = %. 
D. D # % and E #.cfnii Pick Y,ED and ioE(C]nif)\E. Move 
1 (r, ... rom,~,io **a s,,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 32 with 
D = % and i? = (s,}. 
E. “J n cr;i = O. We are in POS. 28. 
II. The number of doubly active v  = 2. 
A. o J n ca = O. We are in POS. 28. 
B. cJncn# %.WeareinPOS.31,withD= %andE=CJnc/I. 
POS. 33. Set E = (1 E cJ nil 1 (Y a.. rm,Z) excl. for all active r}. 
I. E=ejnA.W eareinPOS.34withE= % andF= %. 
II. i? # cJ n/r Pick I, E (cJ n ii)\E. We are in POS. 35 with D = 0. 
POS. 34. Set E={I~cJnnrI(m,~,...K,) excl.} and F={t~~Jniil 
(m&Z *.* I) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1,2. 
A. &, is inactive. We are in POS. 37 with F = %. 
B. K, is active and E = F = CJ n A. We are in POS. 15 with ii replaced 
by A ” @d- 
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C. K,, is active and i? # cl n A. Pick Y,, E “1 and 1, E (cl n /1,\~!?. Move 
l(Yo ... y,m,& ... ho). The devil replies. We are in POS. 34 with 
E= aandF= a. 
D. k, is active and F + cJ n A. Pick Y,, E CJ and I,, E (eJ nA);,F. Move 
1 k” ... r,m&,,& ... I,,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 34 with 
Ei- ~7 Andy= c;. 
II. The number of doubly active ZJ = 2. Let p be a doubly active unbarred 
index. Move 3p, then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 34 
withE= @ andff= O. 
POS. 35. Set D = {r E “J / (r ... rm&) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1, 2. 
A. D = c J. We are in POS. 33 with i? replaced by E u {I,,}. 
B. There is an y. E “J\D. Move i (r. ..* r,m& ... l,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 35. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 36 with D = {ru} and F = 0. 
II. The number of doubly active ZJ = 2. Let p be a doubly active unbarred 
index. Move 3p, then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 35 
withD= o andE= 8. 
POS. 36. Set D = {Y E “J 1 (Y ... rm,l,,) excl.} and Ei = {sECJnciil 
(m&S ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active v  # 1,2. 
A. F = cl n c/i. We are in POS. 33. 
B. D = a. Pick rO~CJ and s,E~. Move i (r,, ... r,m,&, ..* s,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 36 with D = {r,,}, i? = a, and F = a. 
C. F # c] n ci!i and D # G. Pick Y,, E D and S, E (cj n rjI):,F. Move 
1 (r, ... r,m,l& ... s,,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 36 with 
D = 0, si? = 0, P = (so). 
II. The number of doubly active ‘u = 2. 
A. D # %. Pick r. E D. Let p, , p, be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with p, = y. if r,, is doubly active. Move 3P; , then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 36 with D = (Y”}, B = ,o , F = a. 
B. F # o . Pick S, E p. Let p, , p, be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with p, = s,, if s,, is doubly active. Move 3p,, then move 4. The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 36, with D = ,G, i? = 0, and F = {s,,}. 
POS. 37. Set P = (SE cJ ] (m&G ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active u # 1, 2. 
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A. F = cJ. We are in POS. 15 withiT replaced by if u {K,,). 
B. There is an s,, scrip. Pick Y,, E “J. Move 1 (Y,, .-- r,m&& ... s,,). 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 37 with F = ,@. 
II. The number of doubly active e, = 2. Let p be a doubly active unbarred 
index. Move 3p, then move 4. The devil replies. We are in POS. 37 
withF = .CZ. 
POX 38. Set D = {r E “J n (1” 1 (r *a* rm,h,,) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active e, # 1, 2. 
A. D=“JnA. WeareinPOS.39withE= a. 
B. There is an r0 E (“J n A)\D. Move i (y. ..* y,,m,h,, *-- k,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 38. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 31 with D = {rs} and E = o . 
II. The number of doubly active ZJ = 2. Pick Y,, active but not doubly active. 
Let 4 # $ be a doubly active barred index. 
A- (TO ... r,,m,,k,J excl. Move 3q, then move 4. The devil replies. If K, 
is still active, then move 3&. If 4 E CA, then move 3q. We are 
in POS. 29 with D = {r,}, E = O. 
B. (yo ... ~,p&) incl. Move i (Y,, *-a ~,,m,,& *** 15~). 
1. The devil replies a. We are in POS. 38. 
2. The devil replies b. Move 4. The devil replies. If 4 is still active, 
then move 3@ We are in POS. 29 with D = {Y,,}, .!? = CZ. 
POS. 39. 
I. E = cJ n/r. We are in POS. 40. 
II. There is an Ia E ccJ n A)\,!?. We are in POS. 41 with D = 0. 
POS. 40. We are in POS. 47 with E = a andF = 0. 
POS. 41. Set D = {Y E c J n kf 1 (I ... rm,l,,) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active e, # 1,2. 
A. D = c J n II”. We are in POS. 39 with E replaced by E u {lo). 
B. There is an r. E (“J n il”,\D. Move i (Y" a.- ~,,ta,,~~ .-* I,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 41. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 42 with D = {rs} andF = a. 
II. The number of doubly active w = 2. We are inPOS. 38 with D = % . 
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POS. 42. Set D = {r E “1 n (1” 1 (T ... rm,& excl.} and P = {S E cc] n c/i)\ 
{Ii,} / (m& ... 3) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2. 
A. F = (CJ n cA)\(&,}. We are in POS. 43. 
B. “Jn(1”= a.WeareinPOS.44. 
C. D = ia and cJnfl”# m. Pick r,ECJn(1” and &,EP. Move 
i h ... r,,m,&, ... s,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 42 with 
D = {r,}, F = a. 
D. D # @ and F # (cJn “/I)\{&}. Pick r, E D and S, E (cjnc/I)\ 
(F U {h,,}). Move 1 (rs ... r,m,&,$, ... S,). The devil replies. We are 
in POS. 42 with D = GT, F = {s,,}. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Pick r,, active but not doubly active, 
and let 4 # K,, be a doubly active index. 
A. (yo ... r,m&,,) excl. Move 3K, , then move 4. The devil replies. If 
q is still active, then move 3q. We are in POS. 28 with D = {r,}, 
E= 0. 
B. PO - r,m,,li,) incl. Move i (Y,, ... r,p,k, ... $). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 42. 
2. The devil moves b. Move 4. The devil replies. If 4 is still active, 
then move 3@ We are in POS. 28 with D = {ro), E = 0. 
POS. 43. Set D = (r E “J n A 1 (r ... rm,l,,) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1, 2. 
A. D # m and (m,@,, *a- k,,) excl. We are in POS. 39. 
B. D # 0 and(m,& ... &,) incl. Pick T,, E D. Move 1 (Y,, . . . ~OmOZ,&, . . . K,). 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 39. 
C. D = 0 and “Jnfl”# 0. Pick r,EcJn(I”and s,,E(CJnc/I\(&,>. 
Move i (r,, ... r,m,&, ... is). The devil replies. We are in POS. 43 
with D = {Ye}. 
D. “J n (1” = 0. We are in POS. 44, with fr = (GJ n ~/r>\{&,>. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. We are in POS. 42 with 
F = (cl n cA)\{ho}. 
POS. 44. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. &I ... k,m,l,,) excl. We are in POS. 45. 
B. (ko ... k,m&) incl. Pick 3, E F. Move i (k, ... k,m,&, .. . 3,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 45 with F = 0. 
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II. The number of doubly active ZI = 2. Pick an active y. which is not doubly 
active, and let p # K,, be a doubly active barred index. 
A- k-0 ... ~,rn&~) excl. Move 3R, , then move 4. The devil replies. 
If ij is still active, then move 34i. We are in POS. 28 with D = {Y,J, 
E= 0. 
B. (yll ... ~,m&,,) incl. Move i (Y” ... yp&, ... ho). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 44. 
2. The devil moves b. Move 4. The devil replies. If 4 is still active, 
then move 3~. We are in POS. 28 with D = {Y,,} and E = 0. 
POS. 45. Set F = (SE (cJ n cJ)\{KO} 1 (m,l$ ... S) excl.). 
I. The number of doubly active w # 1, 2. 
A. F = (cJ A “~)\(&,> and (m,& ... R,,) excl. We are in POS. 40 with 
ii = {k 1 kd}. 
B. P = (G] n cA)\{K,,} and (mo& ... K,) incl. Move 1 (k, ... k,m,&, **- ha). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 45. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = %. 
C. F f pJ n cA)\(&J. Pick 5 E (cJ n c~)\({/i,,} u F). Move 
1 (ko ... k,m,&&, ... 3,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 45. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 46 with D = %, F = (i,}. 
II. The number of doubly active 2, = 2. Pick an active r. which is not doubly 
active. Let 4 # K,, be a doubly active barred index. 
A. (r. ... r,,m,& excl. Move 3&, then move 4. The devil replies. If 
q is still active, then move 3q. We are in POS. 28 with D = {Y,,} 
andE= o. 
B. (yo -es ~,,mJi~) incl. Move i (Y,, ... Y,~Q,&, ... K,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 45. 
2. The devil moves b. Move 4. The devil replies. If 4 is still active, 
then move 3@ We are in POS. 28 with D = {Y,,>, B = % . 
POS. 46. Set D = {I E “J 1 (r *.. rm,,l,,) excl.) and F = {S E (CJ n cd)\{&} 1 
(m& ... S) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active w # 1,2. 
A. F = (oJn CA)\{&,} and (q,&,, **a Kc,) excl. We are in POS. 25 with 
D= %. 
B. D = 0. Pick Y, ECJ and S, EF. Move i (Y,, ..* r,m,(&, -em 5,). The 
devil replies. We are in POS. 46 with D = {Y,), F = %. 
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C. F = (CJ n cii)\(K,,} and (m,& .a. Kc,) incl. and D # @ . Pick r0 E D. 
Move 1 (r,, *a * r,,m,,&, ... Es). The devil replies. We are in POS. 25 
withD = @. 
D. P # (“~ncif)\{ko} and D # 0. Pick r,cD and $,e(Cjncii)\ 
({ha} uF). Move 1 (y. ... burns&, ... s,). The devil replies. We are 
in POS. 46 with D = O, F = {Q. 
II. The number of doubly active w = 2. 
A. D # O. Pick r,, E D. Let q1 , q2 be the doubly active unbarred 
indices, with q1 = r0 if y. is doubly active. Move 3qi, then move 4. 
The devil replies. We are in POS. 46 with D = {Y,,}, F = 0. 
B. F # ,G . Pick s,, EF. Let q1 , q2 be the doubly active unbarred indices, 
with q1 = s0 ifs, is doubly active. Move 3q, , then move 4. The devil 
replies. We are in POS. 46 with D = ET, F = {s,,}. 
POS. 47. Set i? = {IeCJniiI (m&I ... t) excl.} and F = {IecJni?iI 
(m&k0 ... k,) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. E = F = cJ n/f. We are in POS. 26 with d replaced by d u {K,}. 
B. “Jn/f= o. 
1. (4, 1.. k,,m,,K,,) excl. We are in POS. 48 with E = a. 
2. &I ..- k,,m&,,) incl. Move i (k, .+a k,,m&, ... k,). 
a. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 48 with E = 0. 
b. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 29 with D = {A,} and 
E= 0. 
C. Erjlcjn/landcJnil”# ,@.Pickr,~~Jn(1”ands,~(~fn~)\E. 
Move 1 (r, ..* r,,m&, ... 3,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 47 
withE= m,F= 0. 
D. PfCJniiandcJn~f ~.Pickr,~~Jnil”and~,~(~JnA)\F. 
Move 1 (Y,, ... r,,m&&,, ... k,,). The devil replies. We are in POS. 47 
withi? = %,P = 8”;. 
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Pick Y,, active but not doubly active, 
and let 4 # K,, be a doubly active barred index. 
A. (ro ... r,,md;o) excl. Move 3K, , then move 4. The devil replies. If 
q is still active, then move 3$ We are in POS. 28 with D = {t-J, 
E= 0. 
B. PO ... r,m,K,) incl. Move i (I,, **a r,,m,,A,, a-* K,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 47. 
2. The devil moves b. Move 4. The devil replies. If q is still active, 
then move 3$ We are in POS. 28 with D = {r,,), E = 0. 
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POS. 48. Set E = {K E GJ n A 1 (k, .*. horn&) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active z1 # 1,2. 
A. E=clnii. WeareinPOS.49withE= @,F== 0. 
B. There is an I, E <cJ n A)\E. Move T (K, *.. K,,nz& ... I,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 48. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 50 with E = ia, P = O. 
II. The number of doubly active w = 2. Let q # K, be a doubly active 
unbarred index. Move 3Ks , then move 4. The devil replies. If a is still 
active, then move 3q. We are in POS. 28 with D = {k,), E = ia. 
POS. 49. Set E={KE~]~~I(~,KK,...K,) excl.} and F={&EGJnilI 
(m,$K *.. h) excl.}. 
I. The number of doubly active v # 1,2. 
A. ,!? = F = cJ nii. We are in POS. 26, withA replaced by R u {&,}. 
B. There is an I,, E (cJ n A)\./?. Move 1 (K, ... KOmOl,,~O ... K,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 49. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = 0. 
C. There is an la E cc] nfi)\F. Move 1 (K, ... K,,m&,,I,, ... I,,). 
1. The devil moves a. We are in POS. 49. 
2. The devil moves b. We are in POS. 25 with D = .@ .
II. The number of doubly active v = 2. Let 4 # K, be a doubly active 
barred index. Move 3&, , then move 4. The devil replies. If 4 is still 
active, then move 3q. We are in POS. 28 with D = {k,,}, E = 0. 
POS. 50. We are in POS. 45. 
Proof of (76). The following is a graph describing how we can pass through 
the flowchart without making a move or changing A or & if in our position the 
number of doubly active 2) # 2. Here 6) means pos. a, and @ + @ means 
that it is possible for the flowchart to send us from pos. a to pos. b by activity 
(E) without changing fl ord. 
a---+ @4 @I 0 0 
i 
td- 1 
J 
0 0 A 
4 
Ii 
?P\ 
i 
0 Note 1 
i @ @a 
0 
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(Notes l-3 appear below.) 
Note 1. lQ]g rows each time we pass through this loop. 
N&e 2. 1 E 1 grows each time we pass through this loop. 
Note 3. 1 i? 1 grows each time we pass through this loop. 
What follows is the analogous graph for positions where the number of doubly 
active v = 2. 
By inspection of these graphs it is clear that after consulting the flowchart a 
bounded number of times, we are led either to increase44 3n 1 A 1 + I if I or 
to one of the activities (A)-(D) in th e d escription of the flowchart immediately 
following the Gamesmanship Lemma. Since / I? (, j A / ,< n + 1, it follows 
that the flowchart performs one of (A)-(D) after we delay our move at most a 
bounded number of times. This is exactly (76). 
At last we know that the flowchart yields a winning strategy for our game, 
and the proofs of our algebraic results are complete. Q.E.D. 
Our arguments could of course have been formulated without speaking of a 
game. Instead of a single main lemma, we would prove 50 main lemmas. The 
44 Either A increases, or d increases and A stays the same. 
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fact that all 50 lemmas hold follows inductively, although each individual 
main lemma cannot be proved inductively by itself. On the other hand, it is 
by playing the game that one learns rudimentary strategy, becomes confident 
of victory, and discovers the list of positions and the flowchart. 
4. EPILOGUE 
We close with a list of unsolved problems related to the subject of this paper. 
PROBLEM 1. Find an analog of Theorem 2 with the weight restriction 
removed. 
So far, we cannot even define Weyl invariants of high weight, since ambiguity 
in our Kahler metric limits the rank of the tensors (Ril;iiii,J. The best we can 
do is to return to the covariant derivatives (Sj~rrTi,J of the curvature tensor 
defined on a principal H-bundle by Chern [7]. For our purposes, these quantities 
behave better than the coefficients (A$) in Moser’s normal form, since (S’,E~*,J 
transforms according to a linear representation pH of the group H, while the 
transformation law for the (A$) is linear only in the highest-weight terms. 
PROBLEM 2. Extend pH to a linear representation of U(n, 1). If this could be 
carried out, then the representation theory for U(n, 1) would allow us to define 
Weyl invariants of high weight, so that we could at least get started on Problem 1. 
Our discussion of Monge-Ampere equations amounts to a solution of Problem 2 
for the part of (Sj~rl,J having weight <2n. 
PROBLEM 3. Given a surface 8D = (4 = 0} in normal form, can we manu- 
facture a defining function U(Z) for D by applying a nonlinear differential 
operator to 9, with the property that [U(Z) + O(I,@-(~+~) satisfies the trans- 
formation law for the Bergman kernel for an s > 71 + 2 ? 
There is no reason to believe this, but an affirmative answer would of course 
help with Problem 2. For, we could simply use the function u of Problem 3 
in place of our approximate solution of Monge-Ampere, in order to capture 
higher-weight information in our tensors (Rik,,n,). 
Once Problem 2 is solved, we still face formidable algebraic difficulties in 
dealing with Problem 1. In particular we shall have to come to grips with H-in- 
variant polynomials of intermediate degree, for which (as we have seen) stable 
normality alone is probably not strong enough. As test questions we recall the 
following from the Introduction and Section 1. 
PROBLEM 4. Find all H-invariant polynomials of degree n - 1 in the context 
of Theorem 6. 
PROBLEM 5. In the setting of the Stable Normality Lemma in Section 1, 
how does the natural representation of O(n, 1) on (weakly holomorphic rational 
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functions F on V”))/(those F f or which F 0 %’ extends to a polynomial) 
decompose into irreducible pieces ? 
It would be useful to know the answers even in the simplest open case n = 3. 
Problem 5 may or may not be the best way to attack Problem 4. Since it may lead 
to new ideas we pose 
PROBLEM 6. Let P(x, ... xM) be a polynomial annihilated by (zkal xk a/axk+i). 
We know that P - Ax, is the restriction to x,, = 0 of a polynomial f&v0 ... xM,) 
annihilated by (&sO xk a/&~~+~), with M’ > M. How is M’ related to M? 
Turning to analytic questions, we have 
PROBLEM 7. Write an explicit asymptotic expansion for the logarithmic 
term in the Bergman kernel. 
While geometric preliminaries (e.g., Problem 2) may be required for this, 
we may be able to get by without difficult algebra, as for the heat equation, by 
solving 
PROBLEM 8. Find an “invariant” proof of Theorem 1, i.e., an argument 
independent of any coordinate systems or metrics on D. 
It is tempting to regard the function U(z, , z) defined above as the restriction 
to the diagonal z = w of the phase function t#(z, w) in the proof of Theorem 1 
by Fourier integral operators [I]. 
Of course the chances of success of any attack on Problem 8 will be influenced 
by the outcome of 
PROBLEM 9. If there are “exceptional invariants” in the solution of Problem 1, 
i.e., invariant polynomials not expressible in terms of contractions of tensor 
products of natural “curvature tensors,” then do they enter into the formula 
for the Bergman kernel? 
Conversely, solving Problem 8 would certainly shed light on Problem 9. 
So far we have discussed the Bergman kernel. However, Theorem 3 has 
an obvious analog for the Szegij kernel, defined by the reproducing property 
F(z) = Jm KC,-> w)F( w CJ, where (T is a (2n - 1)-form on i?D which we nor- ) 
malize by setting45 u A d$ = ~,,[J(t,b)]~/“+-~ dx, A dz, A ... A dz, A zn . In 
fact, 
PROBLEM 10. How are the asymptotic expansions of the Bergman and Szego 
kernels related ? 
No one could read this paper without asking 
45 This normalization specifies (I lao independently of the defining function I/J for D. 
The purpose of the normalization is to make sure that the Szegij kernel has a transforma- 
tion law under biholomorphic maps. 
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PROBLEM Il. Simplify all our proofs, especially that of Theorem 4. 
The least one expects is a simpler winning strategy for the game in Section 3. 
It would be interesting to understand stable normality (e.g., for the varieties 
V”) in Section 1) from a transcendental viewpoint, in terms of how the maps 
r(g) collapse V”‘) near its singular set. 
PROBLEM 12. Is there any relation between the topology of a domain D 
and its boundary aD, and the local biholomorphic geometry of aD ? 
PROBLEM 13. How well do the N-invariant polynomials P(aD) (or for 
that matter, the Weyl invariants) distinguish the different orbits of H in its 
action on normal forms? 
Finally, in connection with his paper [8], D’Angelo asked 
PROBLEM 14. Is there any relation between the Monge-Ampere equation 
J(U) = 1 and the Bergman kernel on a weakly pseudoconvex domain ? 
See also [22, 251. 
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